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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF SELF-VOICE PROCE SSING: 

PROBING THE EFFECTS OF STIMULUS COMPLEXITY AND ATTE NTIONAL 

DEMANDS 

 

Abstract 

The ability to recognize one’s own voice plays a critical role in successful vocal 

communication and self-awareness. Nonetheless, the way in which attention and stimulus 

complexity influence the processing and recognition of self-voice information is still poorly 

understood. The main goal of the studies presented in this Dissertation was to investigate the 

electrophysiological correlates of self-voice processing. Particularly, in these studies we 

aimed at probing whether and how attention and stimulus complexity modulate the 

processing of self-voice signals. To this end, four experiments were carried out, using the 

event-related potentials (ERP) method characterized by optimal temporal resolution. 

The first two experiments (Study 1) examined the electrophysiological correlates of 

the preattentive processing of self- and non-self voice stimuli varying in complexity. Voice 

stimuli consisted of a vocalization (vocalization condition) or of a dissyllabic word (word 

condition). The Mismatch Negativity (MMN) ERP component peaked earlier for the non-self 

voice relative to the self-voice, irrespective of stimulus type (i.e., vocalization or word). The 

P3a amplitude was more positive for the non-self compared with the self-voice in the 

vocalization condition only, whilst for word stimuli no identity-related differences were 

observed. These findings suggest differences in the time course of preattentive detection of 

self- and non-self voice stimuli. Furthermore, they demonstrate that the complexity of the 

voice signal plays a modulatory role in the magnitude of attentional orienting to self- vs. non-

self voice stimuli. 

Study 2 aimed at investigating the electrophysiological correlates of processing self- 

vs. non-self voice (i.e., word stimuli), when they are in the focus of selective attention. The 

amplitude of the N2 and P3 components was increased to the self- compared with the non-

self voice. These findings suggest that a self-voice (word stimulus) attracts greater attentional 

resources than a non-self word stimulus, both at earlier and later stages of information 

processing. 

Study 3 explored the electrophysiological correlates of processing acoustically 

simpler self- vs. non-self vocalizations, when attention is focused on voice stimuli. No 

differences were observed between self- and non-self vocalizations in both the N2 and P3 
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components. The direct comparison between Studies 2 and 3 confirmed that differences in the 

attentional processing of self- and non-self voice stimuli emerged as a function of voice 

stimulus complexity.  

The studies presented in this Dissertation provide, for the first time, ERP evidence on 

the role of attention and stimulus complexity on self-voice processing. They specifically 

suggest that the amount of neural processing resources devoted to one’s own voice depends 

both on attentional demands (i.e., ignoring vs. attending) and voice signal complexity (i.e., 

vocalization vs. word). Altogether, these studies provide a more comprehensive picture on the 

neurocognitive mechanisms underlying self-voice processing. 
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CORRELATOS ELECTROFISIOLÓGICOS DO PROCESSAMENTO DA VOZ DO 

PRÓPRIO: TESTANDO OS EFEITOS DA COMPLEXIDADE DO EST ÍMULO E 

DAS DEMANDAS ATENCIONAIS 

 

Resumo 

A capacidade de reconhecermos a nossa própria voz tem um papel fundamental na 

eficiência dos processos de comunicação vocal e autoconsciência. No entanto, o modo como 

a atenção e complexidade do estímulo influenciam o processamento e reconhecimento de 

informação da nossa própria voz é ainda pobremente compreendido. Os estudos apresentados 

nesta Dissertação tiveram como objetivo principal investigar os correlatos electrofisiológicos 

do processamento da voz do próprio. Em particular, nestes estudos pretendemos investigar o 

papel modulatório da atenção e da complexidade do estímulo no processamento de sinais 

vocais auto-gerados. Para este fim, quatro experimentos foram desenvolvidos, utilizando-se a 

metodologia de potenciais evocados (ERP) dada a sua excelente resolução temporal. 

Nos primeiros dois experimentos (Estudo 1), testamos os correlatos 

electrofisiológicos do processamento pré-atento de estímulos vocais, com complexidade 

diferencial, gerados pelo próprio e por uma identidade desconhecida. Os estímulos vocais 

consistiram numa vocalização (condição de vocalização) e numa palavra dissilábica 

(condição de palavra). O componente de onda Mismatch Negativity (MMN) ocorreu mais 

cedo para a voz desconhecida do que para a voz do próprio, independentemente do tipo de 

estímulo (i.e., vocalização ou palavra). A amplitude do componente de onda P3a foi mais 

positiva para a voz desconhecida do que para a voz do próprio apenas na condição de 

vocalização, enquanto que para a condição de palavra não foram observadas diferenças 

relacionadas com a identidade. Estes dados sugerem a existência de diferenças no curso 

temporal da deteção pré-atencional de estímulos vocais gerados pelo próprio e por uma 

identidade desconhecida. Por outro lado, estes dados demonstram ainda que a complexidade 

do sinal vocal desempenha um papel modulatório na magnitude de orientação atencional para 

estímulos vocais gerados pelo próprio vs. identidade desconhecida. 

O Estudo 2 teve como objetivo principal investigar os correlatos electrofisiológicos do 

processamento da voz do próprio vs. voz desconhecida (i.e., estímulo de palavra), 

especificamente quando os estímulos vocais estão sob o foco da atenção selectiva. A 

amplitude dos componentes de onda N2 e P3 foi maior para a voz do próprio 

comparativamente com a voz desconhecida. Estes resultados sugerem que, quer em estágios 
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mais precoces do processamento de informação, quer em estágios mais tardios, a nossa 

própria voz (estímulo de palavra) atrai maiores recursos atencionais do que uma palavra 

gerada por uma voz desconhecida. 

O Estudo 3 explorou os correlatos electrofisiológicos do processamento de 

vocalizações geradas pelo próprio vs. identidade desconhecida, especificamente quando a 

atenção está focada em estímulos vocais. Não foram observadas diferenças entre as 

vocalizações do próprio e da identidade desconhecida no que respeita aos componentes de 

onda N2 e P3. A comparação directa entre os Estudos 2 e 3 confirmou que as diferenças no 

processamento de estímulos vocais gerados pelo próprio e por uma identidade desconhecida 

emergiram como uma função da complexidade dos estímulos vocais. 

Os estudos apresentados nesta Dissertação proporcionam, pela primeira vez, evidência 

ERP sobre o papel da atenção e da complexidade do estímulo no processamento da voz do 

próprio. Especificamente, estes estudos sugerem que a quantidade de recursos neurais de 

processamento que o cérebro dedica à nossa própria voz depende quer das demandas 

atencionais (i.e., ignorar vs. atender), quer da complexidade do estímulo vocal (i.e., 

vocalização vs. palavra). Em conjunto, estes estudos podem contribuir para uma visão mais 

abrangente dos correlatos neurocognitivos subjacentes ao processamento da nossa própria 

voz. 
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1. The self-voice as a biologically relevant acoustic signal 

 

 

“The whole self underlies the personal vocal pattern, such that a large range of subtle, 

ephemeral personal characteristics are encoded and conveyed to the listener, who infers 

these attributes from voice.”(Sidtis & Kreiman, 2012, p. 148). 

 

Each human voice is unique and, as such, conveys information about a unique 

identity. Through the complex orchestration of the uniquely configured organs in the vocal 

production system (e.g., respiratory system, vibration of the vocal folds, vocal tract 

resonances in the pharynx, nose and mouth), each speaker has his own vocal ‘signature’ 

(Belin, Fecteau, & Bédard, 2004; Belin, Bestelmeyer, Latinus, & Watson, 2011; Kreiman, 

Gerratt, Garellek, Samlan & Zhang, 2014; Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013; Schweinberger, 

Kawahara, Simpson, Skuk, & Zäske, 2014). This vocal ‘signature’ is fundamentally grounded 

in the operations of distinct brain systems, which are critically involved in various functions, 

such as sensory-motor, attentional, mnesic and emotional processes (Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013; 

Sidtis & Kreiman, 2012). Thus, each time a speaker vocalizes, a rich array of information 

about his/her physical (e.g., gender, age, body size, health, habits, attractiveness), social (e.g., 

education, regional/social origin, socio-cultural background) and psychological (e.g., 

emotional state, personality) attributes is conveyed by the voice acoustic signal (Banse & 

Scherer, 1996; Belin et al., 2004; Belin et al., 2011; Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013; Mulac &, Giles, 

1996; Rakić, Steffens, & Mummendey, 2011; Schirmer & Kotz, 2006; Schweinberger et al., 

2014; Sidtis & Kreiman, 2012). From the first instants after birth to the late adulthood, 

humans are exposed to their own voice more than to any other sound, and through the self-

voice, they establish significant relationships with their social partners (e.g., mother-child 

bounding, family-child relationships, peer relationships). Even before language is developed, 

voice signals are instrumental for the communication of critical physiological states (e.g., 

hunger, thirst, pain, tiredness) to the caregivers, thus promoting survival (Kreiman & Sidtis, 

2013; Locke, 2006, 2009; Sidtis & Kreiman, 2012; Zeifman, 2001). Therefore, the self-voice 

is a biologically relevant acoustic signal through which humans disclose their unique identity 

to the world. 
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The ability to recognize a self-voice signal and to differentiate it from others’ voices is 

a crucial dimension of self-recognition (u.e., the ability to identify physical and mental 

attributes as one’s own – Gallup, Platek, & Spaulding, 2014; Keenan, Gallup, & Falk, 2003; 

Platek, Wathne, Tierney, & Thomson, 2008). The crucial basic ability to differentiate 

between self and others is a hallmark of self-awareness and of a sense of agency, therefore 

being fundamental for human social communication (Gallup et al., 2014; Jeannerod, 2003; 

Keenan et al., 2003; Platek et al., 2008; van Veluw & Chance, 2014). Nonetheless, the 

research conducted in this field has mainly focused on self-face recognition (e.g., Gray, 

Ambady, Lowenthal, & Deldin, 2004; Keenan, Freund, Hamilton, Ganis, & Pascual-Leone, 

2000; Scott, Luciana, & Wewerka, 2005; Sui, Zhu, & Han, 2006; Tacikowski & Nowicka, 

2010), whereas the neural underpinnings of self-voice information processing remain largely 

unexplored.  

The adaptive value of self-voice processing mechanisms is revealed by a number of 

ethological parallels with different animal species (e.g., primates, birds, bats) who exhibit 

remarkable vocal control abilities, which allow them to proficiently generate a rich repertoire 

of vocal behavior (e.g., increasing the vocal intensity when emitting territorial, mating or 

mother calls that need to reach a distant addressee - Brainard & Doupe, 2002; Crapse & 

Sommer, 2008; Eliades & Wang, 2003, 2005, 2008). Species-typical vocalizations have 

important implications for the establishment of significant relationships with conspecifics and 

survival (Brainard & Doupe, 2002; Crapse & Sommer, 2008; Eliades & Wang, 2003, 2005, 

2008). As such, the biological relevance of the self-voice is not circumscribed to human 

social communication, but extends to all vocalizing species. 

 

 
2. Generating and controlling a self-voice signal 

The self-voice is typically produced in social communicative contexts with distinct 

social partners, each one exhibiting their own idiosyncrasies and expectations (Kreiman & 

Sidtis, 2013; Kreiman et al., 2014; McGettigan, 2015; McGettigan & Scott, 2014; Scott & 

McGettigan, 2015; Sidtis & Kreiman, 2012). To be well-succeed during social 

communication, speakers need to ensure that the verbal message and other attributes of the 

self-voice signal (e.g., personal, social and affective attributes) are flexibly adjusted to the 

idiosyncrasies and expectations of the distinct social partners (Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013; 

Kreiman et al., 2014; McGettigan, 2015; McGettigan & Scott, 2014; Scott & McGettigan, 

2015; Sidtis, & Kreiman, 2012). Thus, depending on the demands of the social context (e.g., 
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work meeting, having dinner with relatives, having a drink with friends) and on the social 

partners (e.g., coworkers, relatives, friends, neighbors), one might intend to sound more or 

less friendly/polite/dominant. The remarkable ability of speakers to flexibly match their own 

communicative intentions and to fit the demands of their social partners is accomplished 

through sophisticated vocal self-monitoring processes, whereby the intended and actual self-

voice feedback signals are continuously contrasted, thus allowing for an online rigorous 

control of the vocal attributes in the acoustic signal (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Burnett, 

Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 1998; Chen, Jones, Liu, Li, Huang, & Liu, 2013; Ford et al., 

2001a; Ford et al., 2007; Ford, Mathalon, Whitfield, Faustman, & Roth, 2002; Ford, Roach, 

& Mathalon, 2010; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Pickering 

& Garrod, 2013; Sitek et al., 2013).  

 

2.1. Behavioral correlates of self-voice processing 

A considerable body of research has explored how speakers monitor and control their 

self-generated voice signals during speech production, by inducing specific real-time 

manipulations in the acoustic properties (e.g., intensity, fundamental frequency – F0, formant 

frequencies) of the self-voice feedback during vocal production. Experiments examining 

participants’ vocal acoustic changes in response to such real-time manipulations have 

suggested the existence of a compensatory vocal mechanism tuned to control voice acoustic 

features. In particular, those experiments revealed that speakers vocally compensate in the 

opposed direction of the acoustic manipulation introduced in the self-voice feedback (e.g., 

participants increase the intensity of the self-voice in response to intensity decrements in 

voice feedback). These compensatory vocal responses were evidenced at the level of 

fundamental frequency of phonation (F0) (Behroozmand, Korzyukov, Sattler, & Larson, 

2012; Burnett, Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 1998; Brumm & Zollinger, 2011; Chang, 

Niziolek, Knight, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2013; Chen, Liu, Xu, & Larson 2007; Jones & 

Munhall, 2000; Letowski et al., 1993; Liu & Larson, 2007; Liu, Meshman, Behroozmand, & 

Larson, 2011; Liu, Xu, & Larson, 2009; Patel & Schell, 2008; Pittman & Wiley, 2000), 

formant frequency (Houde & Jordan, 1998; Purcell & Munhall, 2006), and intensity (Bauer, 

Mittal, Larson, & Hain, 2006; Heinks-Maldonado & Houde, 2005).  

In addition, evidence from event-related potentials (ERP) studies has shed light on the 

temporal course of the auditory neural responses to self-generated voice feedback during 

vocal production. Before revising these studies, the ERP technique will be briefly introduced 

below. 
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2.2. The event-related potentials (ERP) technique 

The ERP technique offers a direct and non-invasive method for studying information 

processing in the human brain, with an exceptional temporal resolution. Thus, the ERP 

technique is especially suitable for probing the multi-stage processing of voice information. 

ERP are small voltage deflections, time-locked to the presentation of a specific event of 

interest, and that are embedded in the electroencephalographic (EEG) background activity 

(Duncan et al., 2009; Luck, 2005). These time-locked voltage fluctuations are averaged 

across multiple trials to give rise to an ERP waveform consisting of a sequence of positive 

and negative peaks, named components (Duncan et al., 2009; Luck, 2005; Picton, Lins, & 

Scherg, 1995). ERP components reflect specific sensory and cognitive processes underlying 

information processing according to their polarity (i.e., positive or negative), latency, 

distribution along the scalp and response to the experimental variables under study (Duncan 

et al., 2009; Luck, 2005). Several ERP components have been used to measure the online 

processing of self-voice information, as well as of other self-related cues (e.g., self-face, self-

name). For instance, the Mismatch Negativity (MMN) ERP component may be used as an 

index of voice identity discrimination (Titova & Näätänen, 2001). This component reflects an 

automatic (or preattentive) deviance detection mechanism that is activated by a discriminable 

violation in an otherwise regular acoustic environment (Näätänen, 2001; Näätänen, 

Paavilainen, Rinne, & Alho, 2007). The mechanisms originating the MMN are believed to be 

preattentive, because no conscious or effortful attention is required to elicit this component 

(Näätänen, 2001; Näätänen et al., 2007). Another ERP component that has been studied on 

the context of self-related information processing is the P3 (e.g., Berlad & Pratt, 1995; Cygan 

et al., 2014; Folmer &  Yingling, 1997; Gray et al., 2004; Scott et al., 2005; Su et al., 2010; 

Tacikowski &  Nowicka, 2010). The P3 is thought to be a signature of the cognitive 

evaluation of the stimulus significance, and of the voluntary allocation of high-order 

attentional resources to a given event (Knight, 1996; Polich, 2007; Polich & Criado 2006; 

Spencer, Dien, & Donchin, 1999, 2001). Furthermore, the N1 and P2 ERP components are 

obligatory exogenous brain potentials (Luck, 2005) that have been used to probe how the 

brain responds to the self-voice during vocal production vs. the passive listening to the vocal 

sound. The N1 reflects the sensory registration of auditory stimuli by the auditory cortex 

(Ford et al., 2010; Godey, Schwartz, de Graaf, Chauvel, & Liegeois-Chauvel, 2001). 

Importantly, the N1 is believed to reflect an internal predictive mechanism operating during 

speech production (Behroozmand et al., 2009; Heinks-Maldonado, Mathalon, Gray, & Ford, 
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2005; Ford et al., 2007), although this will be addressed more thoroughly in the following 

paragraphs. The P2 indexes vocal error detection processes during speech production and its 

amplitude tends to be increased for unpredictable changes in self-voice feedback when 

speaking compared to listening to the same sounds (Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 

2009; Scheerer, Behich, Liu, & Jones, 2013). 

 

2.3. Electrophysiological correlates of self-voice processing 

ERP studies suggest the existence of brain mechanisms especially dedicated to 

monitor and to modulate the acoustics of the self-voice during vocal production 

(Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Curio, Neuloh, Numminen, Jousmaki, & Hari, 2000; Heinks-

Maldonado et al., 2007; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Houde, Nagarajan, Sekihara, & 

Merzenich, 2002; Ford et al., 2001a; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 2005; Ford et al., 2007; Liu et 

al., 2011; Numminen, Salmelin, & Hari, 1999; Sitek et al., 2013; Timm, SanMiguel, Saupe, 

& Schröger, 2013). These studies have measured the N1 ERP component. They show that the 

N1 amplitude is smaller (the so-called N1 attenuation effect) in response to self-generated 

vocal sounds during speech production relative to passively hearing to the same self-voice 

stimuli (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Curio et al., 2000; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; 

Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Houde et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2001a; Ford & Mathalon, 

2004, 2005; Ford et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Numminen et al., 1999; Sitek et al., 2013; 

Timm et al., 2013). Nevertheless, during speech production, the N1 attenuation effect tends to 

be smaller (i.e., the amplitude is increased) when individuals are presented with 

experimentally manipulated relative to intact self-voice feedback (Behroozmand & Larson, 

2011; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Ford et al., 2001a; 

Ford et al., 2007; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 2005; Sitek et al., 2013; Timm et al. 2013). 

Accordingly, the N1 is believed to reflect an internal predictive mechanism underlying vocal 

production: N1 amplitude is attenuated in response to self-voice feedback during speaking 

compared with the condition of passively listening to pre-recorded self-voice stimuli 

(Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Behroozmand et al., 2009; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; 

Ford et al., 2007). Also, during speaking, if the self-voice feedback matches the expected 

sensory consequences of the upcoming self-voice, the N1 amplitude is suppressed, whilst 

when there is a mismatch between the predicted sensory consequences of the vocal act and 

the self-voice feedback the N1 attenuation effect is smaller (i.e., its amplitude is increased).  

The relevance of investigating self-voice information processing mechanisms is also 

emphasized by evidence pointing out that impairments in these processes characterize 
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neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia. In particular, disturbances in self-voice 

information processing in schizophrenia have been linked to specific clinical symptoms, 

especially auditory verbal hallucinations – AVH (e.g., Allen et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2007; 

Ford, Mathalon, Whitfield, Faustman, & Roth 2002; Ford, Roach, Faustman, & Mathalon, 

2007; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Waters & Badcock, 2010; Waters, Woodward, Allen, Aleman, & 

Sommer, 2012). AVH, the experience of hearing voices in the absence of corresponding 

external stimulation (APA, 1994; Woodruff, 2004), represent one of the most typical and 

pervasive symptoms of schizophrenia (Ditman & Kuperberg, 2005). Since the 

pathophysiological mechanisms of AVH are still a matter of debate, it is critical to examine 

in what extent self-voice processing abilities are impaired in schizophrenia and how they 

relate to the experience of AVH, as it may provide important insights concerning the complex 

processes underlying this intriguing phenomenon. Moreover, understanding how self-voice 

processing abilities in schizophrenia relate to the phenomenon of AVH may help to clarify 

how voice identity information processing (especially of the self-voice) contributes for self-

recognition and agency processes. Therefore, in the subsection below, we present a review of 

the existing behavioral and electrophysiological studies of voice identity processing in 

schizophrenia patients with auditory hallucinations. These studies indicate that impaired 

processing of self-generated voice stimuli is associated with specific phenomenological 

features of AVH. In addition, they highlight the importance of investigating self-voice 

processing in healthy individuals, as it may help to clarify the extent by which such processes 

are disturbed in neuropsychiatric disorders, such as schizophrenia. Even though this was not 

the focus of the current Dissertation, this review indicates that a more comprehensive 

understanding of the neurocognitive underpinnings of self-voice information processing in 

healthy subjects is needed. We hope that, by doing this, we may contribute for a broader 

understanding of self-voice processing mechanisms in a continuum ranging from the typical 

to the abnormal processing abilities.  
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3. Investigating self-voice processing: Implications for the understanding of the 

neurocognitive mechanisms underlying auditory verbal hallucinations?1 

Auditory hallucinations encompass a variety of phenomenological experiences (e.g., 

voices, environmental sounds, noises and musical hallucinations), while AVH represent its 

most common type (Ditman & Kuperberg, 2005). AVH, such as real voices, convey a wide 

range of linguistic and paralinguistic information that allows not only the identification of 

speech’s meaning, but also the detection of its emotional salience and identity (Belin et al., 

2004). They are typically heard at a normal conversational volume, in the form of commands 

or of specific comments about what the patient is doing (Larøi et al., 2012). The linguistic 

complexity of AVH varies from hearing single words or random sentences to full 

conversations, with the former being more often reported (Larøi et al., 2012). The role of 

emotion in AVH generation and content is highlighted by the fact that they typically have a 

negative emotional tone (Freeman & Garety, 2003; Morrison, 2001), being experienced as 

comments, criticisms or commands, and often with self-referential content (Beck & Rector, 

2003; Nayani & David, 1996). Importantly, AVH are frequently experienced as spoken by a 

specific non-self identity (Badcock, 2010; Larøi et al., 2012; Stephane, Thuras, Nasrallah, & 

Georgopoulos, 2003), and might be perceived as having a specific regional accent distinct 

from patients’ accent (Nayani & David, 1996). Most commonly, both male and female 

patients ‘hear’ more than one single voice, often a middle-aged male voice, yet younger 

patients might also ‘hear’ younger voices (Badcock, 2010; Larøi et al., 2012; Nayani & 

David, 1996). The phenomenological features of AVH suggest that altered processing of 

voice identity, particularly of a self-generated voice, may underlie the experience of AVH.  

 

3.1. Behavioral evidence 

Disturbed processing of voice identity in schizophrenia has been increasingly reported 

by behavioral studies (Alba-Ferrara, Fernyhough, Weis, Mitchell, & Hausmann, 2012; 

Badcock et al., 2013; Alba-Ferrara, Weis, Damjanovic, Rowett, & Hausmann, 2012; Johns et 

al., 2001; Johns, Gregg, Allen, & McGuire, 2006; Kumari et al., 2010; Mitchell & 

Hausmann, 2012; Mou et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2008). In particular, some of the verbal self-

monitoring experiments provided evidence for impaired discrimination between self-

generated vs. non-self voices in the generality of schizophrenia patients (Johns et al., 2001; 

                                                 
1 This subsection appears in APPENDIX 1: Conde, T., Gonçalves, O., & Pinheiro, A. P. (in press). A Cognitive Neuroscience view on voice 
processing abnormalities in schizophrenia: a window into auditory verbal hallucinations? Harvard Review of Psychiatry. 
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Kumari et al., 2010). In these experiments, participants are typically required to talk or read 

aloud, and they receive immediate auditory feedback that is either intact or distorted in terms 

of voice’s source (self vs. non-self) or quality (undistorted vs. pitch-shifted) (Ilankovic et al., 

2011; Johns et al., 2001; Kumari et al., 2010; Mechelli et al., 2007; McGuire, Silbersweig, & 

Frith, 1996). They are instructed to judge if the voice was self-generated or produced by 

another person. Verbal self-monitoring was proposed to act by means of a corollary discharge 

mechanism from brain motor to sensory regions, in order to attenuate the sensory 

responsiveness to self-generated actions (Frith, 1987; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007). 

During speech production or inner speech generation, frontal speech production regions are 

thought to “alert” auditory sensory regions when the incoming speech is self-generated, 

dampening its responsiveness, and thus contributing to the distinction between self-generated 

and non-self stimulation (Frith, 1987; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007). One study reported 

impaired recognition (i.e. reduced accuracy) of a self-generated voice when schizophrenia 

patients were judging distorted feedback of their own voices (Johns et al., 2001), regardless 

of symptom profile (i.e. patients with and without AVH). However, other study observed a 

more generalized deficit in the discrimination of the identity of both self-generated and non-

self voices in the generality of schizophrenia patients, relative to healthy controls, especially 

when the feedback was pitch-shifted (Kumari et al., 2010).  

Furthermore, irrespective of the presence or not of AVH, schizophrenia patients seem 

to be less accurate than healthy controls in the recognition of the identity of famous voices 

(Alba-Ferrara et al., 2012) and in the use of specific acoustic cues to judge the similarity 

between different identities (Chhabra et al., 2012). Particularly, in the study of Chhabra et al. 

(2012), schizophrenia patients both with and without AVH showed impaired use of formant 

frequencies dispersion to discriminate voices, relative to healthy controls, whereas the use of 

pitch cues was relatively intact. Formant frequencies dispersion refers to the averaged 

distance between the first five formant frequencies resulting from the supra-laryngeal 

filtering, which in turn amplifies specific harmonics in the voice signal (Belin et al., 2004; 

Belin et al., 2011; Schweinberger et al., 2014). The supra-laryngeal filtering gives the 

acoustic quality to consonants and vowels. These findings suggest altered bottom-up 

processing of specific auditory cues, compromising speaker recognition (Chhabra et al., 

2012).  

Even though the study of Chhabra et al. (2012) failed to find differences between 

patients with and without AVH, the impaired use of formant dispersion may have important 

implications for the understanding of AVH phenomenology, such as why voices are often 
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perceived as pertaining to a male and powerful identity. Indeed, this acoustic parameter is 

related to masculinity and dominance perceptions (Chhabra et al., 2012). Although these 

abnormalities were observed in schizophrenia patients irrespective of symptom profile 

(Chhabra et al., 2012), some of the studies (Alba-Ferrara et al., 2012; Badcock et al., 2013; 

Mou et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2008) that directly compared patients with vs. without AVH, 

in behavioral tasks involving the differentiation between familiar vs. unfamiliar voices, 

reported impaired recognition in AVH patients, when compared with healthy controls 

(patients without AVH did not significantly differ from AVH patients and healthy controls).  

With special relevance for the understanding of AVH, impairments in the ability to 

discriminate between self-generated and unfamiliar voices have been specifically 

demonstrated in schizophrenia patients with AVH (Allen et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2007; Fu et 

al., 2008; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Johns et al., 2001; Johns et 

al., 2006; Mechelli et al., 2007). In particular, verbal self-monitoring experiments provided 

evidence for an external misattribution bias that seems to be more pronounced in patients 

with AVH in comparison with patients without AVH and healthy controls (Allen et al., 2007; 

Fu et al., 2008; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Johns et al., 2001; Johns et al., 2006; Mechelli et al., 

2007). Patients experiencing AVH tend to erroneously classify their own voice as being 

somebody else’s voice, when compared with healthy controls and patients without AVH 

(Allen et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2007; Fu et al., 2008; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Johns et al., 

2001; Johns et al., 2006, Mechelli et al., 2007). This seems to be particularly the case when 

the auditory feedback of their own voice is pitch-distorted (Johns et al., 2001; Johns et al., 

2006; Fu et al., 2008; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Mechelli et al., 

2007). However, indicating a more generalized deficit, one study (Heinks-Maldonado et al., 

2007) reported that AVH patients are less accurate in the recognition of the identity of both 

self-generated and non-self voices when compared with healthy controls and patients without 

AVH. Put another way, patients with AVH tended to misidentify self-generated as alien 

voices and vice versa (Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007). It is plausible that the disturbed 

sensory processing of self-generated voices in AVH patients, evidenced by abnormalities in 

the use of acoustic cues (pitch-shifted and formant dispersion cues) for voice differentiation 

(Allen et al., 2004; Chhabra et al., 2012; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Johns et al., 2001; 

Johns et al., 2006), might contribute to impairments in later stages of voice perception, an 

hypothesis that can be further explored with methodologies such as event-related potentials 

(ERP).  
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Despite some evidence suggesting that impaired discrimination between self-

generated and non-self voices may be related to disrupted bottom-up processing (Allen et al., 

2004; Chhabra et al., 2012; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Johns et al., 2001; Johns et al., 

2006), others have pointed out the role of top-down impairments (Ilankovic et al., 2011) In 

the study of Ilankovic et al. (2011), paranoid patients with hallucinations and delusions 

tended to make more errors when identifying the identity of self-generated and unfamiliar 

voices relative to healthy controls, during conditions in which expectations about the voice's 

source were incongruent with the voices that they heard. Participants' expectations about the 

source of the voice were manipulated by presenting a visual cue (the self or an unfamiliar 

face) before hearing their own voice or an unfamiliar voice. In spite of the fact that this study 

did not include a control group of patients without AVH, the findings demonstrated a failure 

of patients with AVH and delusions to inhibit top-down attentional processes during the 

recognition of self vs. unfamiliar voices, which may result in the external misattribution of 

self-generated speech (Ilankovic et al., 2011). 

 

3.2. Electrophysiological evidence 

The existing ERP studies suggest altered sensory processing of self-generated voices 

in the generality of schizophrenia patients (Ford & Mathalon, 2005; Mathalon & Ford, 2008; 

Whitford et al., 2011). Several studies have measured the N1 ERP component to probe 

auditory cortical responsiveness during the generation of overt and inner speech, in contrast 

with the passive listening of self-generated speech. This ERP component is generated in the 

auditory cortex, indexing the sensory registration of auditory stimuli (Whitford et al., 2011). 

Studies in the last decade suggest that the N1 can provide insights into the functioning of the 

corollary discharge mechanism (Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 

2005; Ford et al., 2001a, 2001b; Mathalon & Ford, 2008; Perez et al., 2012; Whitford et al., 

2011). 

Studies with healthy subjects found a N1 attenuation effect (i.e., amplitude reduction) 

during speech production in comparison with the passive listening of a pre-recorded self-

generated voice (Ford et al., 2001a, 2001b; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 2005; Heinks-

Maldonado et al., 2007; Mathalon & Ford, 2008; Whitford et al., 2011). This effect 

corroborates fMRI findings indicating reduced responsiveness of the auditory cortex to self-

generated relative to externally generated stimuli (Fu et al., 2006; Fu et al., 2008; Kumari et 

al., 2010; McGuire et al., 1996). Conversely, the N1 attenuation effect seems to be 

significantly smaller in the generality of patients (Ford et al., 2005; Whitford et al., 2011), 
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refuting the hypothesis that corollary discharge abnormalities are specific of patients 

experiencing AVH. The lack of N1 attenuation during speech production indicates that 

schizophrenia patients in general do not generate predictions about an incoming self-

generated voice stimulus, which may predispose patients to process self-generated and 

others’ voices indiscriminately.  

The altered auditory cortical responsiveness to self-generated voices observed in the 

generality of schizophrenia patients may be due to a significant delay in motor commands 

from frontal speech production to temporal speech perception regions, such as suggested by 

Whitford and colleagues (2011). In their study, schizophrenia patients heard their own voices 

immediately after pressing a button. Results revealed a reduced attenuation of N1 amplitude 

(i.e., higher amplitude) in patients relative to healthy controls, whereas N1 suppression 

comparable to healthy controls was observed when patients heard their voices with a 50 

milliseconds (ms) delay (Whitford et al., 2011). However, this study did not test for 

correlations with clinical symptoms, such as AVH. The N1 attenuation effect observed when 

participants were hearing self-generated voices with no delay between production and 

feedback was related to increased FA levels in the arcuate fasciculus.  

Although these studies failed to find an association between N1 anomalies and AVH, 

a trait study observed that only patients with AVH exhibited an abnormally decreased N1 

attenuation effect while they were talking aloud and receiving immediate feedback of their 

own voice (Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007). The disturbed N1 attenuation effect occurred in 

AVH patients irrespective of whether the vocal feedback was undistorted or distorted (e.g., 

pitch-shifted), when compared with healthy controls, whilst patients without AVH did not 

significantly differ from the other two groups (Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007). Thus, in line 

with previous suggestions (Ford, Mathalon, Heinks, Kalba, Faustman, & Roth, 2014; Ford et 

al., 2001a, 2001b) it might be the case that alterations in the corollary discharge mechanism 

are associated with the vulnerability to experience hallucinations (trait) instead of the current 

experience of AVH (state). Studies investigating more homogeneous subgroups of patients 

with AVH vs. without AVH history may help to determine whether the N1 attenuation effect 

is specifically related to AVH or to a schizophrenia diagnosis. 

While just one of the abovementioned ERP studies suggests a direct relationship 

between abnormal N1 attenuation effect and AVH (Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007), support 

for disturbed fronto-temporal connectivity in patients with more severe AVH symptoms was 

provided by electrophysiological studies looking at spatial coherence in specific EEG 

frequencies (Ford, Mathalon, Whitfield, Faustman, & Roth, 2002; Whitford et al., 2011). 
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Spatial coherence is a frequency-dependent measure of simultaneous oscillatory activity 

between distinct neural structures and it allows quantifying the relationship between two 

brain regions (Ford et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2007; Mathalon & Ford, 2008). Particularly, 

coherence in theta and delta frequencies between lateral frontal and posterior temporal 

regions during speech production was found to be greater in healthy controls and patients 

without AVH relative to patients with AVH, who exhibited reduced coherence between these 

brain regions that are crucially involved in speech production and perception (Ford et al., 

2002; Whitford et al., 2011). A different study investigated a different measure of neural 

synchrony, i.e. temporal coherence preceding self-generated speech, and explored how it was 

associated with subsequent auditory cortical attenuation (Ford et al., 2007). Reduced neural 

synchrony preceding talking (vs. listening) was observed in schizophrenia patients, especially 

those with AVH, when compared with healthy controls (Ford et al., 2007). Since greater pre-

speech neural synchrony in healthy subjects was associated with subsequent attenuation of 

auditory cortical responsiveness but not in patients (Ford et al., 2007), these findings 

provided further support for the role of reduced auditory cortical attenuation to self-generated 

speech in AVH generation (Ford et al., 2007).  

Together, the studies reviewed in this subsection suggest alterations in the processing 

of voice identity in schizophrenia, with some studies indicating that these abnormalities are 

more pronounced in patients with AVH relative to patients without AVH (see Table 1). 

While the nature of this relationship still needs further clarification, some phenomenological 

aspects of AVH may reflect specific impairments in voice information processing. In 

particular, the experience of voices as spoken by an external agent in AVH may reflect an 

anomalous processing of the identity of self-generated voices (including inner voices/inner 

thoughts). In addition, these studies emphasize the need of further clarifying the 

neurocognitive correlates of self-voice processing in healthy individuals to achieve a broader 

understanding on these processes. Therefore, in the following subsections, the existing 

studies on the modulatory variables affecting self-voice processing mechanism, namely 

attention and voice stimulus complexity, will be reviewed. 
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Table 1  

Review of Studies of Voice Identity Processing in Schizophrenia and Its Relationship with AVH 

SZ vs. HC   

 
Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method Results 

 Ford et al. 

(2001a) 
10 HC; 12 SZ (a, e) 4 P; 6U; 1D; 1 R 

ERP: responses to acoustic 

probes during talking vs. listening  
SZ ≠ HC  

 Ford et al. 

(2001b) 
15 HC; 15 SZ (a, e) N.A. ERP: inner speech vs. listening  SZ ≠ HC  

 Ford & 

Mathalon 

(2005) 

Aims 3 and 4:  21 HC; 20 SZ (a, e) 
N.A. 

EEG coherence: talking vs. 

listening 
SZ ≠ HC 

(aims 1 and 2 in Ford et al., 2001a ) 

 

Ford et al. 

(2007) 
25 HC; 24 SZ/SAD (e) 

10 U; 9 P; 3 SAD; 2 

R 

ERP and EEG coherence: talking 

vs. listening to self-generated 

voice. 

SZ ≠ HC;  

Neural synchrony 

anomalies↔ AH 

severity  

 
Ilankovic et 

al. (2011) 

23 HC; 23 SZ with AVH ( ≥3 

score) (a) 
N.A. 

Behavioral: voice identity 

judgment preceded by a 

congruent/incongruent cue   

SZ ≠ HC;  

 misattribution errors ↔ 

delusional severity 
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Kumari et 

al. (2010) 
20 HC;  63 SZ (c) N.A. 

Behavioral & fMRI:  identity 

judgment of vocal feedback 

during reading   

SZ ≠ HC;  Good ≠ bad 

performers; 

brain functioning 

anomalies ↔ AH 

severity 

 Whitford et 

al. (2011) 
25 HC ;  21 SZ (e) N.A. 

ERP: self-induced vocal stimuli 

by button press; DTI 
SZ ≠ HC 

AVH vs. 

NAVH 
          

 Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method Results 

 Alba-

Ferrara et al. 

(2012) 

13 HC; 13 AVH (current & ≥3 

score) (a); 12 NAVH (no current & 

≤1score) (a) 

N.A. 
Behavioral: famous voices 

recognition 

SZ ≠ HC; AVH ≠ 

NAVH; 

 
Allen et al. 

(2004) 

15 HC; 15 AVH (current & ≥3 

score) (a); 13 NAVH (no current & 

0 score) (a) 

N.A. 
Behavioral: voice identity 

judgment  
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC  

 Allen et al. 

(2007) 

11 HC; 10 AVH (past week & ≥3 

score )(a); 10 non-AVH (no history) 
N.A. 

Behavioral & fMRI: voice 

identity judgment  
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 
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Chhabra et 

al. (2012) 

34 HC; 65 SZ/SZ spectrum 

disorder: 33 AVH (current) (b); 32 

NAVH (no current) 

N.A. 
Behavioral: similarity judgment 

between voices  
SZ ≠ HC 

 
Ford et al. 

(2002) 

10 HC; 7 AVH (5-7 score)(e, a); 5 

NAVH (1-2 score)(e, a)  
4 P, 6 U, 1 D, 1 R 

EEG coherence: responses to 

acoustic probes during talking vs. 

listening  

AVH ≠ NAVH / HC; 

 Fu et al. 

(2008) 
13 HC; 10 AVH; 10 NAVH N.A. 

Behavioral & fMRI: identity 

judgment of vocal feedback 
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 Heinks-

Maldonado 

et al. (2007) 

17 HC; 20 SZ: 10 AVH (past 4 

weeks) (a); 10 NAVH (absent for 

the last 4 weeks & ≤1 score)(a) 

N.A. 
ERP: identity judgment of vocal 

feedback during talking   
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 Johns et al. 

(2001) 

20 HC; 10 AVH (current) (a); 8 

NAVH (i) 
N.A. 

Behavioral: identity judgment of 

vocal feedback during reading 

SZ ≠ HC; AVH ≠ 

NAVH; 

 

Johns et al. 

(2006) 

20 HC; 10 AP with AVH; 15 

SZ/SAD with AVH (current)(a) ; 15 

SZ/SAD with AVH history (i) ; 15 

SZ /SAD without AVH history (i) 

N.A. 
Behavioral: identity judgment of 

vocal feedback during reading  

SZ/SAD with AVH ≠ 

HC / SZ/SAD with 

AVH history / AP with 

AVH 

 Mechelli et 

al. (2007) 

10 HC; 11 AVH (past week)(a); 10 

NAVH (no history) 
N.A. 

Behavioral, fMRI & DCM: voice 

identity judgment 

SZ ≠ HC;  AVH ≠ 

NAVH /  HC 
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Mou et al. 

(2013) 

13 HC; 13 AVH (past 2 weeks & 

≥4 score)(a); 13 NAVH (no history 

& 0 score)(a) 

N.A. 

Behavioral & fMRI: identity 

judgment of familiar vs. 

unfamiliar voices 

AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

  Zhang et al. 

(2008) 

13 HC; 26 SZ: 13 AVH;13 

NAVH (a) 
P 

Behavioral & fMRI: familiar vs. 

unfamiliar voices discrimination 
AVH ≠ HC 

Note. SZ=schizophrenia; NAVH=without AVH; SAD=schizoaffective disorder; AP=affective psychosis; P=paranoid; U=undifferentiated; 

D=disorganized; R=Residual; PNOS=psychosis not otherwise specified; SZP=schizophreniform; SZD=Schizoid; FEP= First-episode: N.A. = 

NON APPLICABLE; AH=auditory hallucinations 
a Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms - SAPS; b Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales;  c Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale - 

PANSS; d Semi-structured interview; e Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale - BPRS;  f Modified version of the Present State Examination;  g 

Topography of Voices Rating Scale;  h Launay-Slade Hallucination Scale;  i Assessed by case-notes and patients self-report.
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4. Processing a self-voice signal in a dynamic auditory landscape: The effects of 

attention 

In daily social communication settings, speakers and listeners are constantly and 

dynamically interchanging their roles. This rapid turn-taking, which often takes place under 

suboptimal acoustic conditions (e.g., under the influence of overlapping multi-speaker sound 

sources, environmental noise), represents a remarkable challenge to speakers, which have to 

selectively focus attentional resources on distinct aspects of the acoustic scene (e.g., focusing 

processing resources in the monitoring of ongoing self-generated speech signals or attending 

to others’ speech – Hu et al., 2015; Fritz, Elhilali, David, & Shamma, 2007a, 2007b; 

Rimmele, Zion Golumbic, Schröger, & Poeppel, 2015; Tumber, Scheerer, & Jones, 2014). 

Simultaneously, speakers also have to detect potentially relevant unexpected changes (e.g., in 

the self-voice, in others’ voices or in the environment) that might call for further processing 

resources or some type of goal-directed response (Hu et al., 2015; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b; 

Rimmele et al., 2015; Tumber et al., 2014). Therefore, successful social communication 

demands a proper balance between the attentive and preattentive (i.e., when attention is 

focused elsewhere) levels of processing self- vs. non-self voice signals (Fritz et al., 2007a, 

2007b). Nonetheless, the effects of attentional mechanisms on self-voice processing remain 

largely unexplored (Hu et al., 2015; Tumber et al., 2014).  

Studies looking at the influence of attention on self-voice processing revealed that, 

during active vocal production, successful error detection/correction critically relies on 

attentional mechanisms, particularly on whether speakers are selectively focusing attentional 

resources on self-voice feedback or whether attention is divided among different stimuli. For 

instance, a recent study indicated that speakers’ capacity to perform compensatory vocal 

responses in response to experimentally induced F0 alterations in self-voice feedback during 

speaking is decreased when attentional resources are divided vs. focused on vocal production 

(Tumber et al., 2014). Also, lending support to the relevance of attention on self-voice 

information processing, an ERP study revealed that the neural mechanisms underlying the 

online detection of unexpected acoustic changes in self-voice feedback during speaking are 

modulated by both the focus of attention and attentional demands imposed during the 

speaking task (Hu et al., 2015). Specifically, Hu and collaborators (2015) showed that, when 

participants were vocalizing and receiving simultaneous auditory feedback, the P2 ERP 

component was more positive to F0 alterations in self-voice feedback in a condition of lower 

attentional load (i.e., participants counted the number of F0 shifts in self-voice feedback) 

compared with conditions of higher attentional load (i.e., participants counted the type of F0 
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alterations) and of ignoring the self-voice feedback (i.e., participants vocalized while 

simultaneously counting the number of red light flashings occurring during each 

vocalization). Specifically in the context of vocal production, the P2 component is believed to 

reflect the detection of vocal production errors, with its amplitude being typically more 

positive in response to unexpected perturbations in self-voice feedback during speaking, 

compared with passively listening to the same sounds (Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & 

Larson, 2009; Scheerer, Behich, Liu, & Jones, 2013). However, these experiments only 

accounted for the modulatory effects of attention on self-voice processing in conditions of 

vocal production compared with passively listening to the same vocal sounds. Hence, it 

remains to clarify if this attentional influence is exclusive of motor-driven mechanisms 

underlying vocal speech production or if it might be also observed when pre-recorded self-

voice stimuli are passively processed. In addition, these studies did not account for the role of 

attention in the processing of self- vs. non-self voice stimuli, and as such, it is unclear 

whether the identity of voice stimuli (i.e., self- vs. non-self) plays a role in attentional 

processes, and whether attention (selective and involuntary) may be biased to self- relative to 

non-self-voice stimuli, in line with the literature on self-related information processing 

(Berlad & Pratt, 1995; Cygan et al., 2014; Folmer &  Yingling, 1997; Gray et al., 2004; 

Perrin, García-Larrea, Mauguière, & Bastuji, 1999; Scott et al., 2005; Su et al., 2010; 

Tacikowski &  Nowicka, 2010; Tacikowski et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2011). Considering that 

daily social communication frequently occurs under the influence of these challenging 

acoustic conditions (Hu et al., 2015; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b; Rimmele et al., 2015; Tumber 

et al., 2014), exploring the role of attention (i.e., when attention is focused elsewhere vs. 

selectively on the voice) in self-voice information processing seems of particular relevance 

for a more comprehensive picture of social communication processes.  

 

 

5. The role of voice signal complexity in self-voice processing 

Although evidence has been accumulating on the important interplay between voice 

stimulus complexity and voice identity processing (e.g., Cook &Wilding, 1997; Flemming, 

Giordano, Caldara, & Belin 2014; Goggin, Thompson, Strube, & Simental, 1991; Nygaard, 

Sommers, & Pisoni, 1994; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Perrachione & Wong, 2007; 

Schweinberger et al., 1997), very few investigations have accounted for these interactions 

during self-voice information processing (Behroozmand, Korzyukov, & Larson, 2011; Patel 

& Schell, 2008; Ventura, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2009). As such, the influence of voice signal 
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complexity on self-voice processing is still poorly understood. A few studies demonstrated 

that compensatory vocal mechanisms underlying active speech production are sensitive to the 

linguistic information available in the vocal signal (Liu et al., 2010; Patel & Schell, 2008). 

Patel and Schell (2008) showed that, under a 90 dB multi-speaker noise condition, speakers 

tend to more prominently increase both the duration of content words (i.e., words related to 

agents, objects and locations) and the F0 of agent words, compared with function words (i.e., 

prepositions, pronouns, articles). This suggests that differential compensatory vocal responses 

operate during speech production as a function of the relevance of the information conveyed 

by the self-voice, particularly the type of linguistic information. Moreover, indicating that the 

language experience modulates the magnitude of compensatory vocal mechanisms 

underlying vocal production (Liu et al., 2010), Cantonese native speakers exhibited smaller 

compensatory responses in response to F0 alterations in self-voice feedback than Mandarin 

native speakers. Additional evidence comes from a magnetoencephalography (MEG) study 

that tested the influence of stimulus complexity on the auditory cortical responsiveness 

(indexed by the M100 component) to self-voice feedback during speaking (Ventura et al., 

2009). The authors demonstrated that the complexity of the voice signal affects the 

magnitude of auditory cortical suppression to self-voice feedback, as revealed by the greater 

M100 amplitude attenuation (i.e., amplitude was less negative) in response to simpler (/a/) 

relative to more complex and dynamic self-voice feedback (/a-a-a/ and /a - a-a - a/). Although 

these studies have highlighted the important influence of voice signal complexity on self-

voice processing, it is still not clear whether and how stimulus complexity affects both the 

preattentive and attentive processing of self- (vs. non-self) voice stimuli.  

 

 

6. The aims of the current Dissertation 

As outlined in the subsections above, many questions regarding the influence of 

attention and of voice signal complexity in self-voice processing still need to be answered. 

Thus, the work presented in this Dissertation aimed to investigate the electrophysiological 

correlates of self-voice processing, also accounting for the effects of attention and stimulus 

complexity on these processes. 

Two main questions guided the studies presented in this Dissertation: 

1. How does attention modulate self-voice processing?  

2. How does the complexity of the voice signal influence self-voice stimulus 

processing? 
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In order to answer to these questions, four ERP experiments were conducted. The 

current Dissertation was organized in two main sections, one dedicated to the preattentive 

processing, and other addressing the attentive processing of voice stimuli. The first section 

(Chapter 2) aims to describe the time course of processing self vs. non-self voice signals 

under preattentional task requirements and, additionally, examines the effects of voice 

complexity in these processes. It presents two ERP experiments (Study 1) focusing on the 

preattentive processing of self-voice stimuli consisting of a more complex word stimulus and 

an acoustically simpler vocalization. The second section (Chapter 3) aims to examine the 

time course of self vs. non-self voice stimuli when in the focus of attention. Similarly to the 

first section, word stimuli (Study 2) and acoustically simpler vocalizations (Study 3) intended 

to clarify the role of stimulus complexity on self vs. non-self voice discrimination. The ERP 

technique was used in all experiments. All studies were conducted in the 

Neuropsychophysiology Laboratory (NPL) of the School of Psychology, at the University of 

Minho.  

Study 1 (Chapter 2) aimed at investigating: 1) the preattentive processing of self- vs. 

non-self voice stimuli varying in complexity (i.e., vocalization vs. word); 2) whether the 

complexity of the voice signal (i.e., vocalization vs. word) influences the preattentive 

processing of self- vs. non-self voice stimuli. Even though previous evidence has pointed out 

critical interactions between the complexity of the voice signal and the processing of voice 

identity (e.g., Cook &Wilding, 1997; Flemming et al., 2014; Nygaard et al., 1994; Nygaard & 

Pisoni, 1998; Perrachione & Wong, 2007; Schweinberger et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2010; Patel 

& Schell, 2008; Ventura et al., 2009), the role of these interactions during self-voice 

processing remains poorly understood. Seventeen healthy male participants were asked to 

watch a silent movie, whilst ignoring pre-recorded self- and non-self voice stimuli which 

were presented as either standard or deviant events in distinct experimental blocks. Voice 

stimuli consisted of a short nonverbal vocalization (vocalization category condition) or of a 

dissyllabic word (word category condition). After visually inspecting the grand average 

difference waveforms (i.e., ERP to deviant stimuli minus ERP to standard stimuli), the 

mismatch negativity (MMN) and the P3a components were selected for analysis. This was 

the first study to provide ERP evidence on the effects of stimulus complexity on self-voice 

processing, specifically when attention is focused on a concurrent primary task. Nonetheless, 

these findings do not account for how self-and non-self voice stimuli are processed and 

differentiated when they are in the focus of selective attention, such as typically demanded in 

daily social communicational settings. 
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Therefore, Studies 2 and 3 (Chapter 3) aimed to fill this gap, by probing how self-

voice stimuli differing in acoustic complexity are processed when in the focus of attention. 

Study 2 focused on the electrophysiological correlates of the attentive processing of self-

voice signals consisting of a neutral semantic word. Twenty healthy males performed a 

modified oddball task with pre-recorded self- and non-self voice stimuli being presented as 

either standard or target stimuli in distinct experimental blocks. The auditory N2 and P3 

components in the difference waveforms were the main focus of the analyses. This study 

complemented the findings from Study 1, by demonstrating that attentional demands play an 

important role in modulating the amount of processing resources allocated to self- vs. non-

self voice (word) stimuli. Nonetheless, considering that previous research has highlighted 

critical interactions between the voice signal complexity and the perception of both self- and 

non-self voices (e.g., Flemming et al., 2014; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Perrachione & Wong, 

2007; Schweinberger et al., 1997; Behroozmand et al., 2011; Ventura et al., 2009; Patel & 

Schell, 2008), it is still not clear whether attentional resources may be also increased in 

response to an acoustically less complex exemplar of a self-voice stimulus (such as, the 

nonverbal vocalization used in Study 1). Thus, Study 3 aimed to shed light on this research 

question. 

In Study 3, we examined the electrophysiological correlates of the attentive 

processing of self-voice signals consisting of a short vocalization. Nineteen right-handed 

healthy males performed a modified oddball task with self- and non- vocalizations being 

presented as either standard or target stimuli in different experimental blocks. The auditory 

N2 and P3 components in the difference waveforms were the main focus of the analyses. In 

addition, the earlier auditory N1 and P2 component in the grand averages for vocal standards 

were also analyzed. This study complements Studies 1 and 2, by confirming that the 

magnitude of attentional resources directed to self- vs. non-self voices critically depends on 

attentional demands (attentive vs. preattentive processing) and on stimulus complexity (short 

vocalization vs. word stimuli). 

Since this Dissertation is organized in the format of scientific papers submitted to 

publication, the references are included at the end of each chapter. Although some segments 

throughout this Dissertation may appear somewhat redundant, they are in truth related to the 

specificity of this format. 
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The effects of stimulus complexity on the preattentive processing of self-generated and 

non-self voices: An ERP study2 

 

1. Abstract 

The ability to differentiate one’s own voice from the voice of somebody else plays a 

critical role in successful verbal self-monitoring processes and in communication. However, 

most of the existing studies have only focused on the sensory correlates of self-generated 

voice processing, whilst the effects of attentional demands and stimulus complexity on self-

generated voice processing remain largely unknown. This study investigated the effects of 

stimulus complexity on the preattentive processing of self- and non-self voice stimuli. 

Event-related potentials (ERP) were recorded from seventeen healthy males who 

watched a silent movie, whilst ignoring pre-recorded self-generated (SGV) and non-self 

(NSV) voice stimuli, consisting of a vocalization (vocalization category condition – VCC) or 

of a dissyllabic word (word category conditions – WCC). All voice stimuli were presented as 

standard and deviant events in four distinct oddball sequences.  

The Mismatch Negativity (MMN) ERP component peaked earlier for NSV when 

compared with SGV stimuli. Moreover, when compared with SGV, the P3a amplitude was 

increased for NSV stimuli in the VCC only, whereas in the WCC no significant differences 

were found between the two voice types. These findings suggest differences in the time 

course of automatic detection of a change in voice identity. In addition, they suggest that 

stimulus complexity modulates the magnitude of the orienting response to SGV and NSV, 

extending previous findings on self-voice processing. 

Key-words: Self-generated voice; Non-self voice; Stimulus complexity; Event-related 

potentials; Mismatch Negativity; P3a. 

  

                                                 
2 Conde, T., Gonçalves, O., & Pinheiro, A. P. (in press). The effects of stimulus complexity on the preattentive processing of self-generated 
and non-self voices: An ERP study. Cognitive, Affective & Behavioral Neuroscience. 
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2. Introduction 

Given the highly dynamic nature of communication, speakers frequently face the 

challenge of monitoring their vocalizations whilst directing attention to other aspects of the 

social environment (e.g., attending to the emotional reaction of a social partner in response to 

self-generated speech; talking on the phone with a relative while paying attention to the TV). 

Even in these challenging situations, speakers automatically and effortlessly identify the 

voice they are hearing as their own (Keenan, Gallup, & Falk, 2003; Xu, Homae, Hashimoto, 

& Hagiwara, 2013).  

This apparently simple ability is thought to play a critical role in the efficient 

identification and correction of vocal production errors which speakers have to perform in 

order to adjust to the challenges of the social acoustic environment (Behroozmand & Larson, 

2011; Brumm & Zollinger, 2011; Sitek et al., 2013; Burnett, Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 

1998; Chen, Jones, Liu, Li, Huang, & Liu, 2013; Chen, Liu, Xu, & Larson, 2007; Liu & 

Larson, 2007; Liu, Meshman, Behroozmand, & Larson, 2011; Sugimori, Asai, & Tanno, 

2013). Abnormalities in the detection of self-generated voice feedback during speech 

production disrupt verbal communication processes (Lane & Webster, 1991; Moeller et al., 

2007; Oller & Eilers, 1988; Schauwers et al., 2004). Moreover, when individuals are 

presented with distorted feedback of their own voice during speech production (e.g., 

decrement of voice fundamental frequency – F0), they exhibit a subsequent compensatory 

vocal response in the reverse direction of the manipulation (e.g., increase of voice F0) 

(Behroozmand, Korzyukov, Sattler, & Larson, 2012; Burnett et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2007; 

Larson et al., 2008; Letowski et al., 1993; Liu, Chen, Jones, Huang, & Liu, 2012; Liu & 

Larson, 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Patel & Schell, 2008; Pittman & Wiley, 2000). These findings 

suggest the continuous operation of a compensatory vocal mechanism dedicated to the 

control of voice F0. Additionally, they demonstrate the existence of regulatory mechanisms 

that modulate voice physical parameters during vocalization in response to any disturbance in 

voice F0 feedback, playing a critical role in error detection and correction during speech 

production. Abnormalities in self-generated voice perception have been reported in 

neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, and proposed to underlie the experience 

and maintenance of auditory hallucinations (Allen et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2007; Ford, 

Mathalon, Whitfield, Faustman, & Roth 2002; Ford, Roach, Faustman, & Mathalon 2007; 

Ilankovic et al., 2011; Waters & Badcock, 2010; Waters, Woodward, Allen, Aleman, & 

Sommer, 2012; see Conde, Gonçalves, & Pinheiro, in press for a review). Hence, a thorough 

comprehension of the neurofunctional underpinnings of self-voice perception is crucial. 
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Evidence from event-related potentials (ERP) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) 

studies, using the same experimental approach, brings further support for the relationship 

between self-generated voice detection and efficient vocal production. In these studies, the 

N1 ERP component (or its magnetic counterpart – the N100m) has been used to examine the 

auditory cortical responsiveness during voice production relative to the passive listening to 

one’s own voice. This component indexes the sensory registration of auditory stimuli (Ford, 

Roach, & Mathalon, 2010; Whitford et al., 2011) and it is thought to be generated in the 

auditory cortex (Godey, Schwartz, de Graaf, Chauvel, & Liegeois-Chauvel, 2001). These 

studies have found a N1 amplitude suppression effect during vocal production when 

compared with the condition of passively listening to pre-recorded self-generated voice 

stimuli (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Curio, Neuloh, Numminen, Jousmaki, & Hari, 2000; 

Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Heinks-Maldonado, Mathalon, Gray, & Ford, 2005; Houde, 

Nagarajan, Sekihara, & Merzenich, 2002; Ford et al., 2001; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 2005; 

Ford et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011; Numminen, Salmelin, & Hari, 1999; 

Sitek et al., 2013; Timm, SanMiguel, Saupe, & Schröger, 2013;Ventura, Nagarajan, & 

Houde, 2009). Moreover, when participants receive altered self-generated voice feedback, the 

N1 attenuation effect is smaller than when they listen to intact voice feedback (Behroozmand 

& Larson, 2011; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Ford et al., 

2001; Ford et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2007; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 2005; Sitek et al., 2013; 

Timm et al. 2013). This suggests that the N1 component is also a signature of an internal 

predictive mechanism: when the prediction of the upcoming self-generated vocal sound is 

violated by the mismatching voice feedback, an error signal is generated and, as a 

consequence, amplitude attenuation is smaller (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Heinks-

Maldonado et al., 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Ford et al., 2001; Ford et al., 2002; 

Ford et al., 2007; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 2005; Sitek et al., 2013).  

The greater N1 amplitude reduction to intact vs. altered feedback of one’s own voice 

is thought to reflect an internal feedforward system. During vocalization, frontal brain regions 

responsible for speech production send an efference copy of the speech motor plan to 

auditory sensory regions (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; 

Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Sitek et al., 2013). During vocal production, the incoming 

voice feedback is compared against the predicted sensory consequences of the speech motor 

plan: if they closely match, auditory cortical responsiveness is suppressed (Behroozmand & 

Larson, 2011; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Houde et al., 

2002; Ventura et al., 2009; Sitek et al., 2013). Therefore, this system allows the 
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differentiation between self-generated and external stimulation (Behroozmand & Larson, 

2011; Ford & Mathalon, 2004; Ford et al., 2007; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2005; Heinks-

Maldonado et al., 2007). On the contrary, if the voice feedback and the predicted sensory 

consequences do not match, an error signal is generated and hence auditory cortical 

suppression is reduced (i.e., auditory activity is increased) (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; 

Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 2009; Eliades & Wang, 2008; Heinks-Maldonado et 

al., 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007;Sitek et al., 2013). Complementing these studies, 

recent evidence (Tian & Poeppel, 2013; Tian & Poeppel, 2015) showed that the operation of 

the internal feedforwad system is not an ‘artifact’ of overt vocal production, as it operates 

during articulation imagery.  

Yet the majority of these studies have only examined the sensory correlates (indexed 

by N1 or N100m) of one’s own voice processing during vocalization (e.g., Ford et al., 2001; 

Ford et al., 2002; Ford et al., 2007; Ford & Mathalon, 2004, 2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 

2005; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Sitek et al., 2013), more recent ERP evidence shows 

that distinct stages of information processing are differentially sensitive to online 

manipulations of voice feedback during speech production (Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & 

Larson, 2009; Behroozmand, Ibrahim, Korzyukov, Robin, & Larson, 2014). For instance, 

experimentally induced F0 perturbations in voice feedback that are unexpectedly delivered 

after 500 milliseconds of vocalization onset elicit greater P1 and P2 amplitudes when 

compared with the passive listening to the same self-generated voice stimuli (Behroozmand 

et al., 2009). This suggests that more neural resources are devoted to the processing of F0 

disturbances in one’s own voice during speaking vs. listening, plausibly as a consequence of 

motor-driven predictions (Behroozmand et al., 2009). This might be especially relevant for 

online error detection and correction in one’s own voice during communication processes 

(Behroozmand et al., 2009). Highlighting the evolutionary relevance of vocal self-monitoring 

processes, Eliades and Wang (2008) reported similar suppressive and enhancement effects 

during vocal production in the auditory cortex of marmoset monkeys. By directly recording 

single neurons in the auditory cortex, this study found that those neural cells that were 

normally suppressed by intact voice feedback during vocalization also increased their activity 

to online disturbances in voice feedback (i.e., both increments and decrements in F0). 

Importantly, the sensitivity of auditory cortex neurons to changes in voice F0 only occurred 

during vocalization compared with the passive listening to the same sounds (Eliades & 

Wang). This finding suggests that the vocal production system plays a critical role in self-

monitoring processes.  
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In addition, studies probing the neural response to voice F0 perturbation in musicians 

suggest that musical expertise is associated with heightened sensitivity to detect and correct 

online deviations in voice feedback during speech production (Behroozmand et al., 2014; 

Parkinson et al., 2014). For instance, compared with non-musicians, musicians exhibited 

faster compensatory vocal responses to unexpected deviations in voice F0 during speech 

production (Behroozmand et al., 2014). Furthermore, musicians exhibit increased neural 

sensory responsiveness to unexpected manipulations in voice F0 during vocal production, 

such as reflected by increased N1 and P2 amplitudes (Behroozmand et al., 2014) and by 

decreased functional connectivity between brain regions involved in  the vocal self-motoring 

system (i.e., left pre-motor and superior temporal gyrus – STG – regions) (Parkinson et al., 

2014). Together, these findings suggest that vocal monitoring mechanisms are modulated by 

auditory expertise underlying extensive musical training.      

An important contribution to the comprehension of the neurocognitive correlates of 

self-generated voice processing in later information processing stages comes from two recent 

ERP studies investigating both the preattentive deviance detection and the orienting response 

to one’s own vs. non-self voice (Graux et al., 2013; Graux, Gomot, Roux, Bonnet-Brilhault, 

& Bruneau, 2015). In these experiments, participants were asked to pay attention to a silent 

movie and to ignore the concurrent acoustic stimulation, consisting of recordings of their own 

voices, as well as voices from unknown (Graux et al., 2013) and familiar (Graux et al., 2015) 

speakers. These studies have the advantage of shedding light on brain responses to voice 

information irrespective of the subjects’ attentional focus, avoiding potential confounds 

resulting from attentional biases (Garrido, Kilner, Stephan, & Friston, 2009; Näätänen, 2001; 

Näätänen, Paavilainen, & Alho, 2007; Pulvermüller & Shtyrov, 2006). The authors reported 

no differences in the MMN response to self-generated vs. non-self voice stimuli (Graux et al., 

2013; Graux et al., 2015). However, the authors observed a reduced reorienting response to 

one’s own voice, in comparison with both unknown (Graux et al., 2013) and familiar voice 

stimuli (Graux et al., 2015), reflected by smaller P3a amplitude to the self-generated voice. 

These findings were interpreted as evidence for the prioritized processing of non-self voice 

stimuli when compared with a self-generated voice, in a context where individuals’ attention 

is engaged in a concurrent visual task.  

However, it is worth noting that the voice stimuli used in the studies of Graux et al. 

(2013, 2015) were a short vocalization (/a/) lasting for 300 ms. Previous studies have 

demonstrated an important interplay between stimulus complexity and voice identity 

processing (Cook &Wilding, 1997; Flemming, Giordano, Caldara, & Belin 2014; Goggin, 
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Thompson, Strube, & Simental, 1991; Nygaard, Sommers, & Pisoni, 1994; Nygaard & 

Pisoni, 1998; Perrachione & Wong, 2007; Patel & Schell, 2008; Schweinberger et al., 1997; 

Ventura, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2009). For instance, Patel and Schell (2008) found that, during 

vocal production, online compensatory vocal responses (after experimentally induced 

manipulations) were modulated by the content of word stimuli: during a 90 dB noise 

condition, significant increases were observed in the duration of content words referring to 

agents, objects and locations, and in the F0 of agent words, when compared with function 

words (e.g., prepositions, pronouns, articles). Furthermore, a recent MEG study (Ventura et 

al., 2009) found evidence for a modulatory role of stimulus complexity in the auditory 

cortical suppression effect during vocal production, as the magnitude of the N100m 

amplitude reduction was greater for simpler (/a/), compared with more complex and dynamic 

stimuli (/a-a-a/ and /a - a-a - a/). Additional support comes from a study manipulating the 

acoustic complexity of the feedback provided during vocal production vs. the passive 

listening to the same sounds (Behroozmand, Korzyukov, & Larson, 2011). In this study, 

disturbed feedback was introduced in the middle of: a) a self-generated vowel during voice 

production, b) complex non-vocal sounds with the same F0 and harmonics cues as the self-

generated voice, or c) a simple tone with the same F0 as the participant’s voice. 

Demonstrating that compensatory vocal-motor mechanisms are especially tuned to correct for 

alterations in more complex vocal sounds, the magnitude of vocal compensation was 

increased to the self-generated voice, compared with complex non-vocal and simple sounds. 

Compared with the passive listening condition, N1 and P2 amplitudes were increased to F0 

disturbances in self-generated voice feedback only. This suggests that during vocal 

production the brain is tuned to detect and to correct F0 deviations in one’s own voice. On the 

other hand, in the passive listening condition, F0 disturbances were more easily detected in 

the case of both complex vocal and non-vocal sounds than of simple tones, as shown by 

increased P2 amplitude to the former. This study provided important insights on how acoustic 

complexity of vocal and non-vocal sounds modulates the amount of neural resources engaged 

during vocalization vs. passive listening to self-generated vocalizations. Studies on non-self 

voice processing revealed that other variables accounting for the complexity of the voice 

signal also interact with voice identity processing. In particular, accuracy in speaker 

recognition seems to strongly depend on language proficiency (Flemming et al., 2014; 

Goggin et al., 1991; Perrachione & Wong, 2007; Thompson, 1987) and duration of voice 

stimuli (Cook &Wilding, 1997; Schweinberger et al., 1997). Taken together, these findings 

highlight the critical role that linguistic information available in the vocal signal might have 
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on how voice identity is processed. However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have 

yet examined the role of stimulus complexity during the preattentive processing of one’s own 

voice vs. an unfamiliar voice.  

The aim of this study was to investigate whether preattentive detection of changes in 

voice identity differs as a function of the type of vocal stimulus, using a high temporal 

resolution methodology, i.e., ERP. The MMN and P3a components were the focus of the 

analysis. In order to manipulate stimulus complexity, two stimulus categories – vocalization 

and word category conditions (vocalization category condition – VCC; word category 

condition – WCC) – differing in terms of duration (i.e., 300 ms vs. 501 ms) and phonetic 

variability (i.e., vowel vs. dissyllabic word) were used. Furthermore, recent studies showed 

that listeners strongly rely on both perceived pitch (fundamental frequency – F0) and formant 

frequencies to extract voice identity information (Baumann & Belin, 2010; Belin, 

Bestelmeyer, Latinus, & Watson, 2011; Belin, Fecteau, & Bédard, 2004; Latinus & Belin, 

2011, 2012; Latinus et al., 2013; Schweinberger, Kawahara, Simpson, Skuk, & Zäske, 2014; 

Schweinberger, Walther, Zäske, & Kovács, 2011; Xu et al., 2013). The existing evidence 

suggests that each speaker’s voice is coded within temporal voice sensitive regions as a 

function of its physical acoustic deviation regarding an internal vocal prototype (Latinus & 

Belin, 2012; Latinus et al., 2013; Schweinberger et al., 2011): more acoustically distant 

voices are not only perceived as more ‘distinctive’ (Baumman & Belin, 2010; Latinus & 

Belin, 2011, 2012), but they also elicit increased activation within these temporal voice 

sensitive regions (Latinus et al., 2013). Thus, considering the reported relationship between 

the physical features of the acoustic signal and the representation of speaker’s identity, we 

probed whether the ERP correlates of automatic change detection and attention orienting to 

one’s own voice was associated with its acoustic properties. 

Following previous evidence on self-generated voice processing (Graux et al., 2013; 

Graux et al., 2015), we predicted no differences in automatic vocal change detection in the 

VCC, which would be reflected in similar MMN amplitudes to both self- and non-self voice 

stimuli. Also, we expected a reduced orienting response to the self-generated relative to the 

non-self vocalization in the VCC, indexed by reduced P3a amplitude (Graux et al., 2013, 

2015). Additionally, if preattentive deviance detection and attention orienting depend upon 

the complexity of the vocal stimulus and of its salience (self vs. non-self voice), then an 

identity by stimulus category interaction should be observed. In contrast, if these processes 

are not modulated by stimulus complexity, then the electrophysiological signature of self-

generated and non-self voice processing should be similar in the VCC and WCC conditions. 
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Since we controlled for the physical differences between voice stimuli (in line with earlier 

MMN studies – Graux et al., 2013; Graux et al., 2015; Leitman et al., 2009; Leitman et al., 

2011; Schirmer & Escoffier, 2010; Schirmer, Simpson, & Escoffier, 2007; Schirmer, Striano, 

& Friederici, 2005; Pang et al., 2014), using a “like from like” subtraction approach, we 

hypothesized a non-significant association between voice acoustic properties and ERP 

measures of self-generated voice processing. This aimed to ensure that the hypothesized 

differences in preattentive vocal change detection and attentional orienting towards SGV vs. 

NSV would occur independently of voice acoustic parameters, and instead, would reflect the 

activation of a self-voice representation (Kaplan et al., 2008; Sugiura, 2013; Sugiura et al., 

2008; Sugiura et al., 2014). 

 

3. Method 

3.1. Participants 

Seventeen right-handed native male speakers of European Portuguese participated in 

this study. Right handedness was assessed by using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 

(Oldfield, 1971). All participants met the following criteria: verbal intelligence quotient (IQ) 

above 90; no history of neurological illness, electroconvulsive treatment, or drug or alcohol 

abuse in the past year; no current medication for medical disorders that would affect 

electroencephalogram (EEG) morphology, as well as neurological, and/or cognitive 

functioning consequences.  

After a detailed description of the study, all participants gave oral and written 

informed consent. The study protocol and consent form were reviewed and approved by the 

Institutional Review Board of the University of Minho. 

Participants were screened in terms of psychopathological symptoms using the 

Portuguese version of the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI – Derogatis, 1982; Portuguese 

version - Canavarro, 1999). Participants were excluded if they scored ≥1.7 in the Positive 

Symptoms Distress Index of the BSI (Canavarro, 2007) or if they reported a history of 

psychiatric disorder in oneself or in first-degree relatives (none was excluded). Participants’ 

cognitive functioning was assessed with the Portuguese version of the Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III - Wechsler, 1997).  
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Table 2   

Socio-demographic and cognitive characterization of the participants 

  M (SD) 

Sociodemographic data 

Age, years 29.94 (5.36) 

Education, years 15.88 (2.74) 

Cognitive data* 

Full scale IQ 125.24 (12.97) 

Verbal IQ 127.94 (11.63) 

Performance IQ 116.18 (13.44) 

Note. M=Mean; SD=Standard Deviation; *WAIS-III (Wechsler, 2008). 

 

 

3.2. Stimuli 

At least one week prior to the ERP experiment, all participants underwent a voice 

recording session in a sound attenuated room, using a portable digital recorder Roland R-26 

and a Shure incorporated PG48 microphone, with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16 bit 

resolution. In this session, two stimulus categories – a dissyllabic Portuguese word (/mesa/ 

[table]) and a vocalization (vowel /a/) – were recorded by each participant (self-generated 

voice - SGV). In order to reduce the variability in word pronunciation, all participants were 

instructed to carefully listen to each stimulus category (previously recorded by a middle-aged 

male voice and without regional accent) presented through a set of Sennheiser CX 300-II 

earphones, and then, to reproduce the stimulus exactly as they just heard. In addition, both 

stimulus categories were also recorded by an unknown middle-aged male (age=42 years) who 

was also a native speaker of European Portuguese (non-self voice - NSV).  

Following previous studies (e.g., Ford et al., 2007; Graux et al., 2013; Graux et al., 

2015; Heinks-Maldonado, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2006; Sitek et al., 2013; Whitford et al. 

2011), the vowel /a/ (duration = 300 ms) was selected for the VCC condition, thus allowing 

more direct comparisons with those experiments. For the WCC, a word was selected from the 

Affective Norms for English Words – ANEW (Soares, Comesaña, Pinheiro, Simões, & Frade, 

2012) and P-PAL (Soares et al., 2010) sets, according to the following criteria: neutral 

valence (5.34), low arousal (3.36), high frequency (> 100 per million), grammatical class 
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(noun), and short extension (2 syllables and 4 letters). An additional criterion for word 

selection was a stable syllabic structure (i.e., consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel) to reduce 

the variability in word pronunciation among participants.  

Praat acoustic analysis software (Boersma & Weenink, 2012) was used to match the 

duration (300 ms for VCC and 501 ms for WCC) and intensity (root-mean-square amplitude 

– RMS = 70 dB) of SGV and NSV stimuli. Acoustic noise was reduced using a Fourier-based 

noise reduction algorithm (noise reduction = 14 dB; frequency smoothing = 150 Hz; 

attack/decay time = 0.15 seconds) implemented in Audacity 2.0.2 software 

(http://audacity.sourceforge.net/). The acoustic analysis of all vocal stimuli was performed 

using Praat software (see Table 3).  
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Table 3   

Acoustic properties of the voice stimuli used in the ERP Experiments 

      Range F0 (Hz)  Formant Frequencies (Hz) 

 Participant Stimulus 

category 

Mean F0 

(Hz) 

Min Max F1 F2 F3 

1 
WCC 108 87 119 426.59 1718.79 2327.15 

VCC 113 112 114 745.74 1321.30 2382.04 

2 
WCC 94 88 103 529.07 1783.44 2507.28 

VCC 103 101 113 889.68 1273.62 2401.54 

3 
WCC 84 80 89 438.11 1630.49 2615.41 

VCC 95 93 97 877.42 1303.62 2633.31 

4 
WCC 113 101 124 494.88 1547.86 2634.91 

VCC 133 130 135 896.69 1440.13 2688.37 

5 
WCC 90 81 101 369.76 1693.95 2621.18 

VCC 111 108 114 882.33 1402.58 2651.14 

6 
WCC 94 72 104 510.86 1789.76 2595.27 

VCC 98 93 102 928.33 1795.61 2624.87 

7 
WCC 96 87 110 446.14 1939.83 2762.03 

VCC 108 97 111 944.57 1419.27 2629.54 

8 
WCC 97 86 109 453.66 1554.96 2352.01 

VCC 92 89 96 694.67 1389.80 2354.80 

9 
WCC 97 74 105 502.96 1702.89 2559.64 

VCC 111 108 113 746.41 1565.74 2248.42 

10 
WCC 102 84 117 477.38 1925.78 2463.82 

VCC 102 100 107 744.16 1211.77 2455.43 

11 
WCC 110 97 123 475.84 2025.54 2717.16 

VCC 114 112 119 809.26 1347.60 2839.58 

12 
WCC 90 73 99 483.48 1607.46 2257.80 

VCC 107 99 111 799.26 1256.90 2737.42 

13 
WCC 120 103 143 461.62 1676.25 2627.96 

VCC 90 89 98 881.96 1399.53 2611.06 

14 WCC 94 86 107 545.13 1720.50 2636.03 
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VCC 100 98 102 881.40 1398.46 2428.65 

15 
WCC 153 122 178 439.10 1665.28 2386.77 

VCC 154 146 157 727.06 1381.43 2337.38 

16 
WCC 139 121 163 430.67 1694.01 2742.58 

VCC 129 124 135 874.87 1453.36 2546.16 

17 
WCC 123 108 150 484.01 1820.15 2616.12 

VCC 119 116 124 740.62 1491.93 2496.37 

M   108.32 98.97 117.41 648.05 1569.11 2543.80 

(SD)   17.38 17.12 20.56 192.65 213.76 153.48 

NSV WCC 99 87 106 531.07 1783.08 2582.09 

  VCC 119 101 123 703.17 1428.34 2362.85 

Note. M=Mean; SD=Standard Deviation; WCC=word category condition; VCC=vocalization 

category condition. 

 

3.3. Procedure 

Participants were tested in two experimental sessions (one per stimulus category – 

WCC and VCC) taking place in distinct days, with a minimum of 24 hours separating them. 

Participants were comfortably seated at a distance of 100 cm from the computer monitor in 

an acoustically and electrically shielded room. Each condition comprised two experimental 

blocks, each one including a total of 1050 standard (p = .875) and 150 deviant (p = .125) 

stimuli. In both experimental sessions, the NSV was the standard stimulus and the SGV was 

the deviant in one of the blocks, while in the other block the reverse was observed. Standard 

and deviant voices were binaurally presented in a pseudorandom order, with the restriction 

that there were at least two standard stimuli between two deviant sounds, in line with 

previous studies (e.g., Özgürdal et al., 2008; Schirmer & Escoffier, 2010; Schirmer et al., 

2007; Shtyrov & Pulvermüller, 2002). Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, 

Albany, CA, USA) was used to control stimulus timing and presentation. Each trial 

comprised a voice stimulus (WCC duration=501 ms; VCC duration=300 ms), followed by a 

blank screen (duration=700 ms). The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 1201 ms for the 

WCC and 1000 ms for the VCC condition (see Figure 1). The order of experimental sessions 

and blocks was counterbalanced across participants. In all experimental blocks, participants 

were asked to pay attention to a silent movie and to ignore the auditory stimulation. At the 
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end of each experimental block, they were asked to describe the movie they have just 

watched. 

 

 

 

3.4. EEG data acquisition and analysis 

The EEG was recorded with a 64-channel BioSemi Active Two System 

(http://www.biosemi.com/products.htm). The EEG was continuously sampled at 512 Hz, with 

a bandpass of 0.01–100 Hz and stored for later analysis. Electrodes placed at left and right 

temples (horizontal electrooculogram-EOG) and one below the left eye (vertical EOG) were 

used to monitor horizontal and vertical eye movements. In addition, electrodes were also 

placed on left and right mastoids.  

EEG data were analyzed using the Brain Vision Analyzer 2.0.4 software 

(www.brainproducts.com). EEG data were referenced offline to the average of the left and 

right mastoids. Individual ERP epochs were created for each stimulus type in each stimulus 

category condition, with a -100 ms pre-stimulus baseline and 800 ms post-stimulus duration. 

After subtracting the -100 ms prestimulus baseline, eye blinks were corrected using the 

Gratton et al.’s method (Gratton, Coles, & Dunchan, 1983). Single epochs containing 

excessive eye blinks, movement artifacts or amplifier blocking (±100 µV criterion) were 

excluded from the analysis. Following artifact rejection, ERP averages were based on at least 

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a trial in the WCC and VCC conditions. 
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75% of the trials for each participant in each condition. ERP grand average difference 

waveforms were based on at least 75% of the trials in each condition (standard SGV in VCC 

= 983.44 ± 49.50; deviant SGV in VCC = 140.59 ± 10.17; standard SGV in WCC = 954.53 ± 

62.39; deviant SGV in WCC = 139.35 ± 10.33; standard NSV in VCC= 972.24 ± 66.56; 

deviant NSV in VCC = 139.50 ± 10.32; standard NSV in WCC= 978.12 ± 74.37; deviant 

NSV in WCC = 134.47 ± 10.99). In both VCC and WCC, difference waveforms were 

calculated by subtracting SGV standards from SGV deviants, and NSV standards from NSV 

deviants.  

After a careful visual inspection of grand average difference waveforms, two auditory 

ERP components with maximal effects at FCz and Cz electrodes were identified: MMN and 

P3a. For both SGV and NSV difference waveforms in both VCC and WCC conditions, MMN 

mean amplitude was measured between 160 and 270 ms, whereas P3a mean amplitude was 

measured between 280 and 410 ms. MMN peak latency was measured as the time of the 

maximum negative point between 160 and 270 ms for both the VCC and WCC conditions, in 

which a local maximum value was searched separately for each electrode (FC1, FCz, FC2, 

C1, Cz and C2) for every individual subjects’ data. Likewise, P3a peak latency was computed 

as the time of the maximum positive point between 280 and 410 ms for both the VCC and 

WCC conditions. 

 

3.5. Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 22.0 (SPSS, Corp., USA). All statistical 

analyses were based on unfiltered ERP data. The mean amplitude and latency of the MMN 

and P3a ERP components were analyzed using separate repeated-measures analyses of 

variance (ANOVA), with stimulus category condition (VCC, WCC), voice identity (SGV, 

NSV) and electrode (FCz, Cz) as within-subjects factors. Main effects and interactions were 

followed with pairwise comparisons between conditions, using the Bonferroni adjustment for 

multiple comparisons. Analyses were corrected for non-sphericity using the Greenhouse-

Geisser correction method, when appropriate. 

Additionally, we have explored amplitude differences between hemispheres for both 

MMN and P3a components, by running two repeated-measures ANOVA with hemisphere 

(FC1/C1, FC2/C2) as an additional within-subjects factor. Main effects and interactions were 

followed with pairwise comparisons between conditions, using the Bonferroni adjustment for 

multiple comparisons. Where appropriate, analyses were corrected for non-sphericity using 

the Greenhouse-Geisser correction method. 
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Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated to test whether voices’ acoustic 

properties from each participant (i.e., F0 and formant frequencies – F1-F3) were associated 

with the MMN and P3a amplitudes elicited by SGV at the FCz channel. Following the 

procedure recommended by Field (2013) and others (Li, Chan, & Cui, 2011), we adopted the 

bootstrap sampling procedure (1000 bootstrap samples) in SPSS via the bias corrected and 

accelerated (BCa) 95% confidence intervals (CIs) ,since this allowed us to compute robust 

CIs of Pearson’s correlation coefficients(Field, 2013; Li et al., 2011). A correlation was 

considered to be significant if its BCa bootstrap 95% CI did not cross zero (Field, 2013).   

 

 

4. Results 

Figure 2 and 3 illustrate grand average difference waveforms for SGV and NSV 

conditions. A 12-Hz low-pass filter was applied to the grand average difference waveforms 

presented in Figures 2 and 3 for illustration purposes only.  



 

Figure 2. Illustration of grand average difference waveforms for the SGV and NSV in both 

VCC and WCC conditions. 
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Illustration of grand average difference waveforms for the SGV and NSV in both 
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Figure 3. Illustration of grand average ‘raw’ waveforms for SGV and NSV standard and 

deviant stimuli, in both VCC and WCC conditions. 

 

MMN: The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of category, F(1,16) = 16.133,  

p = .001, ηp
2 = .502, on MMN amplitude. Pairwise comparisons showed that the MMN was 

more negative for the VCC relative to the WCC (p = .001). Furthermore, the hemispheric 

analysis showed no hemispheric differences in MMN amplitude, F(1,16) = .002, p = .965, ηp
2 

< .001. 
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In addition, we observed a main effect of identity, F(1,16) = 8.865,  p = .009, ηp
2 = 

.357, on MMN latency. Pairwise comparisons revealed that MMN peaked earlier for the NSV 

relative to the SGV condition (p = .009).  

 

P3a: A main effect of category, F(1,16) = 17.589,  p = .001, ηp
2= .524, was observed for P3a 

amplitude. Pairwise comparisons demonstrated that the P3a was more positive for the VCC 

than in the WCC condition (p = .001). Moreover, the hemispheric analysis did not reveal any 

significant hemispheric differences in P3a amplitude, F(1,16) = 1.506, p = .237, ηp
2 = .086. 

Importantly, we observed a significant identity by stimulus category interaction, F(1,16) = 

6.706, p = .020, ηp
2 = .295. Pairwise comparisons revealed that P3a was more positive for the 

NSV relative to the SGV in the VCC only (p = .043), whereas in the WCC no significant 

differences were found between SGV and NSV (p > .05).  

We observed a significant main effect of category, F(1,16) = 17.747,  p = .001, ηp
2 = 

.526, on P3a latency. Pairwise comparisons demonstrated that P3a peaked earlier in the VCC, 

compared with the WCC condition (p = .001). 

 



 

Figure 4. Barplots representing MMN and P3a amplitudes and peak latencies for SGV and 

NSV difference waveforms in both VCC and WCC conditions.

Note: * p < .05 

 

Correlational analyses: We found no significant association between voices’ acoustic 

properties and the MMN and P3a amplitudes elicited by SGV.
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Barplots representing MMN and P3a amplitudes and peak latencies for SGV and 

forms in both VCC and WCC conditions. 

: We found no significant association between voices’ acoustic 

properties and the MMN and P3a amplitudes elicited by SGV. 

Barplots representing MMN and P3a amplitudes and peak latencies for SGV and 

: We found no significant association between voices’ acoustic 



 

Figure 5. Results of the correlation analysis using Pearson’s coefficient between the MMN 

and P3a amplitudes for SGV at FCz electrode and the acoustic properties of SGV stimuli.  

Note. BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. Correlations were considered 

to be significant if the BCa bootst

 

 

In the present study, we investigated the role of stimulus complexity on preattentive 

discrimination of self- vs. unknown voice stimuli, using ERPs. Participants in this study were 

asked to focus their attention on a silent movie whilst ignoring the presentation of voice 

stimuli.  

MMN data shed light on the automatic detection of SGV 

that the MMN peaked earlier to NSV than to SGV stimuli in both VCC and WCC conditi

Since the MMN reflects a neural mechanism related to automatic deviance detection in 

response to change in a regular and invariant auditory stream (Garrido et al., 2009; Näätänen, 

2001; Näätänen et al., 2007), these findings indicate that an unknown v

than one’s own voice when attention is focused elsewhere, irrespective of the complexity of 
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elation analysis using Pearson’s coefficient between the MMN 

and P3a amplitudes for SGV at FCz electrode and the acoustic properties of SGV stimuli.  

. BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. Correlations were considered 

nt if the BCa bootstrap 95% CI did not cross zero.  

5. Discussion 

In the present study, we investigated the role of stimulus complexity on preattentive 

. unknown voice stimuli, using ERPs. Participants in this study were 

o focus their attention on a silent movie whilst ignoring the presentation of voice 

MMN data shed light on the automatic detection of SGV vs. NSV stimuli. We found 

that the MMN peaked earlier to NSV than to SGV stimuli in both VCC and WCC conditi

Since the MMN reflects a neural mechanism related to automatic deviance detection in 

response to change in a regular and invariant auditory stream (Garrido et al., 2009; Näätänen, 

2001; Näätänen et al., 2007), these findings indicate that an unknown voice is detected earlier 

than one’s own voice when attention is focused elsewhere, irrespective of the complexity of 

 

elation analysis using Pearson’s coefficient between the MMN 

and P3a amplitudes for SGV at FCz electrode and the acoustic properties of SGV stimuli.   

. BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. Correlations were considered 

In the present study, we investigated the role of stimulus complexity on preattentive 

. unknown voice stimuli, using ERPs. Participants in this study were 

o focus their attention on a silent movie whilst ignoring the presentation of voice 

. NSV stimuli. We found 

that the MMN peaked earlier to NSV than to SGV stimuli in both VCC and WCC conditions. 

Since the MMN reflects a neural mechanism related to automatic deviance detection in 

response to change in a regular and invariant auditory stream (Garrido et al., 2009; Näätänen, 

oice is detected earlier 

than one’s own voice when attention is focused elsewhere, irrespective of the complexity of 
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the voice stimuli (i.e., vocalization / word). In addition, considering that the MMN amplitude 

was similar to both SGV and NSV stimuli in the VCC and WCC conditions, this suggests 

that both voices elicit a similar amount of processing resources no matter what is being 

uttered.  

The P3a elucidated how stimulus complexity modulates the orienting response to 

SGV vs. NSV stimuli. As expected, the P3a amplitude was increased to NSV relative to SGV 

during the VCC, consistent with previous studies (Graux et al., 2013; Graux et al., 2015). A 

similar finding was also reported by Baess and colleagues (2011) who observed that the P3a 

amplitude was enhanced to sounds that were externally-generated compared with self-

triggered sounds (Baess, Horvath, Jacobsen, & Schröger, 2011). Since the P3a is thought to 

reflect an orienting response towards an unpredictable change in an otherwise repetitive 

auditory background (Combs & Polich, 2006; Friedman, Cycowicz, & Gaeta, 2001; Gaeta, 

Friedman, & Hunt, 2003; Knight, 1996; Spencer, Dien, & Donchin, 1999, 2001), our finding 

suggests that the involuntary shift of attention is enhanced to non-self relative to self-

generated deviant vocalizations that unexpectedly interrupt an unattended regular auditory 

stream. Based on similar results, Graux et al. (2013, 2015) proposed that enhanced processing 

resources are allocated to non-self voice stimuli when compared with one’s own voice. Since 

the involuntary switch of attention is claimed to be a crucial biological process for survival 

(Friedman et al., 2001; Friedman, Nessler, Kulik, & Hamberger, 2012), a plausible 

interpretation for our findings, and for those reported by Graux et al. (2013, 2015), is that the 

re-orienting of attention towards an unexpected unfamiliar voice stimulus in the context of an 

unattended auditory environment may be more critical for survival than the detection of one’s 

own voice. 

Surprisingly, we found no significant differences in P3a amplitude between self-

generated and non-self deviants in the WCC. This finding suggests similar engagement of 

involuntary attention by both SGV and NSV deviants, when attention is directed away from 

the primary task (i.e., watching a silent movie) by the detection of an infrequent voice 

stimulus. These findings keep with the results of Ventura et al. (2009), in which a reduced 

ERP differentiation between self-generated vs. non-self voices was found for more complex 

compared with less complex voice stimuli. As such, our findings extend the study of Graux et 

al. (2013, 2015), showing that the magnitude of the orienting response to SGV and NSV 

deviants depends on stimulus complexity and, more specifically, on linguistic information. 

But how does stimulus complexity modulate the way attention is re-oriented to SGV 

vs. NSV? In our study, voice stimuli varied in terms of duration and linguistic information: 
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the vocalization /a/ had a shorter duration and reduced phonetic variability than the word 

/mesa/, from which more linguistic information (i.e., phonological, lexical and semantic 

information) needs to be extracted. Furthermore, the word in our study comprised both 

consonant and vowel information, which in turn depends on distinctive acoustic parameters 

(Kaganovich, Francis, & Melara, 2006). According to the multidimensional model of voice 

perception proposed by Belin and colleagues (2004), linguistic and paralinguistic information 

(i.e., identity and affective cues) conveyed by the voice signal is processed in partially 

dissociated functional pathways that interact with each other during voice processing (Belin 

et al., 2004; Belin et al., 2011; Schweiberger et al., 2014). Therefore, both identity and 

linguistic information are simultaneously extracted from the voice signal and they rely on 

some common acoustic cues, such as formant frequency and voice onset time (Allen & 

Miller, 2004; Belin et al., 2004; Belin et al., 2011; Kaganovich et al., 2006; Schweinberger et 

al., 2014). Importantly, the concurrent processing of vocal information was found to take 

place in early stages of information processing, that is, within the first 200 ms after voice 

stimulus onset (Beauchemin et al., 2006; Charest et al., 2009; Holeckova, Fischer, Giard, 

Delpuech, & Morlet, 2006;  Kaganovich et al., 2006; Knösche, Lattner, Maess, Schauer, & 

Friederici, 2002; Titova & Näätänen, 2001). Besides the parallel processing of voice 

information, MMN studies demonstrated that concurrent linguistic processes (e.g., 

phonological, lexical, semantic, grammatical, pragmatic) occur very early in the information 

processing stream within the MMN time window (Näätänen et al., 2007; Kujala et al., 2010; 

Kujala, Tervaniemi, & Schröger, 2007; Pang et al., 1998; Pakarinen et al., 2009; Pulvermüller 

& Shtyrov, 2006). Therefore, a plausible explanation for differences in the orienting response 

to SGV vs. NSV based on stimulus complexity category is that the parallel processing of 

linguistic (e.g., phonological, lexical, semantic) and paralinguistic (i.e., identity) information 

in the WCC might represent an increased ‘processing cost’, when compared with the VCC. 

Indeed, when the voice stimulus was simpler and devoid of semantic content, differences in 

attention re-orienting to self-generated vs. non-self vocalizations were observed, plausibly 

because more attentional resources were available to process voice identity. The hypothesis 

of an increased ‘processing cost’ imposed by linguistic information processing is consistent 

with our finding of increased orienting response to the VCC relative to the WCC, as reflected 

by more positive P3a amplitude in the VCC. Although the enhanced ‘processing cost’ would 

be consistent with the increased MMN amplitude observed for the VCC vs. WCC, no 

differences were found in the time required to preattentively detect changes in the 
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vocalization and word stimuli. This might suggest that other than language-related processes 

modulate SGV and NSV deviance detection. 

Differences in the affective salience of voice stimuli might also have contributed to 

the earlier MMN to NSV vs. SGV, as well as for the increased MMN and P3a amplitudes to 

VCC vs. WCC in our study. The vocalization /a/, yet deprived of semantic content, is a very 

frequently encountered speech sound that might be produced with subtle different emotional 

intonations to convey distinctive affective meanings (e.g., agreement, anger, amusement, etc.) 

in a particular social context (Ward, 2006; Ward & Tsukahara, 2000). Hence, it may be 

perceived as having a more ambiguous dialogue function, and thus as representing a more 

emotionally salient stimulus than a word conveying neutral semantic content. Since events 

with greater affective salience were found to receive prioritized processing resources (e.g., 

Delplanque, Silvert, Hot, Rigoulot, & Sequeira, 2006; Delplanque, Silvert, Hot, & Sequeira, 

2005; Vuilleumier & Huang, 2009), the hypothesized greater affective salience of the 

vocalization /a/ relative to the word stimulus may explain the observed differences between 

the VCC and WCC conditions.  

An alternative explanation for the decreased attentional orienting observed to self-

generated deviant vocalizations only, in our study, is that less complex self-voice stimuli 

might have recruited reduced vocal self-monitoring resources that would be otherwise 

directed to process more complex self-generated linguistic stimuli. This would allow a more 

efficient control of more complex linguistic messages by the vocal self-monitoring system, 

while in the presence of non-linguistic self-generated vocalizations more resources would be 

available to process non-self voice stimuli. Nonetheless, since recent neuroimaging evidence 

has shown that different neural processes are involved in how one’s own voice is processed 

during speech production vs. the passive listening to the same vocal sounds (Behroozmand et 

al., 2015; Golfinopoulus et al., 2010; Parkinson et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 

2013), extending these findings to the realm of online vocal self-monitoring processes 

remains merely speculative. In particular, studies have demonstrated that, compared with a 

passive listening condition, self-generated voice feedback during vocal production recruits 

additional sensory-motor brain regions, otherwise not activated in response to the passive 

listening condition (Behroozmand et al., 2015; Parkinson et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2010; 

Zheng et al., 2013). This may occur possibly due to its relevance in driving corrective 

mechanisms during vocal production. Therefore, since in our study participants had simply to 

hear previously recorded voice stimuli while attention was focused elsewhere (i.e., on 

watching a silent movie), the reported differences in the ERP correlates of preattentive 
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deviance detection and attentional orienting to unexpected SGV and NSV stimuli (indexed by 

MMN and P3a) should be understood in the context of a passive listening design, rather than 

of a vocal production design. Interestingly, suggesting that even during passive listening 

motor-driven mechanisms may play a role in the distinction between ‘self’ and ‘other’, earlier 

studies reported that, compared with NSV, hearing a pre-recorded SGV leads to increased 

activation within frontal regions, particularly in the left (Allen et al., 2005) and right (Kaplan 

et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2001) inferior frontal cortex. 

Regarding the time course of attentional orienting to SGV and NSV, we found that the 

P3a peaked earlier in the VCC compared with the WCC. Given that our voice stimuli varied 

in terms of duration and phonetic variability, it seems likely that the use of a more complex 

and meaningful word might have slowed down the processes of the orienting response to 

changes in voice identity. Consistent with this hypothesis, previous studies demonstrated that 

latency is normally increased when processing more complex vs. less complex stimuli 

(Pakarinen et al., 2013; Polich, 2007; Pulvermüller & Shtyrov, 2006). Furthermore, there is 

robust evidence showing that the STG is particularly sensitive to ‘errors’ in one’s own voice, 

acting as a more general deviance ‘detector’, both in active vocal production or passive 

listening conditions  (Behroozmand et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2010; Parkinson et al., 2012). 

Indeed, auditory error cells, whose activity reflects the mismatch between sensory prediction 

and incoming feedback, are thought to be located in the STG (planum temporal and posterior 

STG) (Golfinopoulus et al., 2010). Since the MMN is generated within supratemporal 

auditory cortical regions (Näätänen et al., 2007; Alho et al., 1996), this might suggest that the 

STG plays an important role in detecting  deviance in SGV and NSV stimuli, even when 

subjects’ attention is focused elsewhere. Given the differential processing of one’s own voice 

during speech production vs. passive listening (Behroozmand et al., 2015; Golfinopoulus et 

al., 2010; Parkinson et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2013), the faster detection 

of a non-self compared with a self-generated voice stimulus observed in our study might be 

specific of passive listening contexts, wherein the reduced activation of sensory-motor 

mechanisms signals the biological relevance of detecting a non-self voice stimulus violating a 

regular and highly predictable auditory background. Moreover, the left STG has been 

consistently implicated in the processing of linguistic content and in the extraction of speech 

meaning conveyed by voice signals (e.g., Belin et al., 2011; Binder et al., 2000; DeWitt & 

Rauschecker, 2012; Obleser, Zimmermann, Van Meter, & Rauschecker, 2007). Given the 

increased responsivity of bilateral STG to one’s own speech compared with acoustic noise 

(Zheng et al., 2013), it seems plausible that this region might play an important role in 
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decoding the stimulus complexity of SGV and NSV, as well as in allocating more resources 

to NSV processing consisting of less complex vocalizations, as observed in our study.  

On the other hand, we tested whether the ERP correlates of change detection and 

orienting response underlying SGV processing were associated with the acoustic properties 

of this stimulus type (i.e., F0 and formant frequencies). We found no association between 

voice acoustic properties and the amplitude of both MMN and P3a to SGV, yet earlier 

evidence demonstrated that both F0 and formant frequencies are critical acoustic cues 

underlying successful voice identity recognition (e.g., Latinus et al. 2013; Xu et al., 2013). As 

expected, this lack of association is plausibly due to the fact that our ERP analysis controlled 

for the physical differences between voice stimuli by using a “like from like” subtraction 

approach. This finding suggests that the ERP correlates of automatic deviance detection and 

attention re-orienting underlying SGV processing was independent of its physical parameters. 

Thus, the reduced re-orienting response to a self-generated relative to a non-self vocalization 

might be related to the increased salience of the non-self voice in the context of an unattended 

auditory background. In this specific context, detecting a novel and unpredictable speaker’s 

voice might be more advantageous for evolutionary purposes than the detection of a self-

generated voice. 

Since most of the studies on self-voice processing have used simple voice stimuli, 

such as vocalizations (e.g., Ford et al., 2007; Graux et al., 2013; Graux et al., 2015; Sitek et 

al., 2013; Whitford et al., 2011), future studies should test the specific contribution of 

stimulus complexity on these processes by including different stimuli varying in the amount 

of linguistic and paralinguistic information. Furthermore, stimulus length is an important 

marker of linguistic complexity and our experimental design does not allow disentangling the 

effects of stimulus duration from linguistic information effects in the WCC condition. Thus, 

we hope that future research can dissociate both effects and their independent contribution to 

self and non-self voice discrimination. Also, it is relevant to investigate self- vs. non-self 

voice processing during vocal production, whilst attentional demands and self-generated 

voice feedback are dynamically changing due to alterations in the acoustic environment (such 

as in a social conversational setting). This may contribute for a more ecological 

understanding of how one’s own voice is processed during daily social communication 

processes. 
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6. Conclusion 

In the present study, we investigated the role of stimulus complexity on the ERP 

correlates of the preattentive change detection and attention orienting to a self-generated in 

comparison with a non-self voice. Our study provided evidence for an earlier detection of a 

non-self relative to a self-generated voice, which was not associated with voice acoustic 

properties. Differences in attention orienting to self- and non-self voices were observed only 

when a less complex stimulus was uttered, suggesting that the magnitude of the orienting 

response to changes in voice identity depends on the complexity of the voice signal. 
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Paying attention to my voice or yours: An ERP study with words3 

 

1. Abstract 

Self-related stimuli – such as one’s own face or name – seem to be processed 

differently from non-self stimuli and to involve greater attentional resources, as indexed by 

larger amplitude of the P3 event-related potential (ERP) component. Nonetheless, the 

differential processing of self-related vs. non-self information using voice stimuli is still 

poorly understood. The present study investigated the electrophysiological correlates of 

processing self-generated vs. non-self voice stimuli, when they are in the focus of attention.  

ERP data were recorded from twenty right-handed healthy males during an oddball 

task comprising pre-recorded self-generated (SGV) and non-self (NSV) voice stimuli. Both 

voices were used as standard and deviant stimuli in distinct experimental blocks. SGV was 

found to elicit more negative N2 and more positive P3 in comparison with NSV. No 

association was found between ERP data and voice acoustic properties.  

These findings demonstrated an earlier and later attentional bias to self-generated 

relative to non-self voice stimuli. They suggest that one’s own voice representation may have 

a greater affective salience than an unfamiliar voice, confirming the modulatory role of 

salience on P3. 

Key-words: Self-generated voice; Non-self voice; Event-related potentials; Attention; 

P3.  

                                                 
3 Conde, T., Gonçalves, O., & Pinheiro, A. P. (2015). Paying attention to my voice or yours: An ERP study with words. Biological 
Psychology, 111, 40-52. 
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2. Introduction 

Self-recognition represents the capacity to identify the physical and psychological 

aspects of ourselves, such as one’s own voice, face or autobiographical memories (Gallup, 

1985; Gallup, Platek, & Spaulding, 2014; Gillihan & Farah, 2005). This ability emerges early 

in human development, around 18–24 months of age (Keenan, Gallup, & Falk, 2003; Nielsen, 

Dissanayake, & Kashima, 2003), and is thought to play a pivotal role in self-awareness and in 

a sense of agency (Gallup, 1985; Gallup et al., 2014; Jeannerod, 2003; Keenan et al., 2003; 

Platek et al., 2008). Impairments in this ability have been observed in some neuropsychiatric 

and neurodevelopmental disorders, such as schizophrenia (Waters & Badcock, 2010; Waters, 

Woodward, Allen, Aleman, & Sommer, 2012) and autism (Cygan, Tacikowski, Ostaszewski, 

Chojnicka, & Nowicka, 2014; Kita et al., 2011).  

In the last decades, studies have suggested that self-related stimuli – such as one’s 

own voice or face – are processed differently from non-self stimuli, involving behavioral and 

neural correlates that are distinct from those engaged in the processing of stimuli not related 

to the self. For example, behavioral studies show that in comparison with familiar and 

unfamiliar stimuli, one’s own face is more rapidly identified (Keenan, Freund, Hamilton, 

Ganis, & Pascual-Leone, 2000; Sui, Zhu, & Han, 2006; Tacikowski & Nowicka, 2010; Tong 

& Nakayama, 1999). Furthermore, self-related stimuli such as one’s own face or name elicit 

greater attentional resources than non-self stimuli (Eichenlaub, Ruby, & Morlet, 2012; Gray, 

Ambady, Lowenthal, & Deldin, 2004; Miyakoshi, Kanayama, Iidaka, & Ohira, 2007; Perrin 

et al., 2005; Sugiura et al., 2000; Scott,  Luciana, & Wewerka, 2005; Folmer & Yingling, 

1997; Tacikowski & Nowicka, 2010), even when they are task-irrelevant (Berlad & Pratt, 

1995; Gray et al., 2004; Müller & Kutas 1996; Ninomiya et al., 1998; Perrin, García-Larrea, 

Mauguière, & Bastuji, 1999; Scott et al., 2005; Sui et al., 2006).  

Event-related potential (ERP) studies have demonstrated important attentional biases 

to self-specific stimuli, as reflected by increased N2 (Fan et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2013; Perrin 

et al., 1999) and P34 amplitudes (Berlad & Pratt, 1995; Cygan et al., 2014; Eichenlaub et al., 

2012; Fan et al., 2013; Folmer &  Yingling, 1997; Gray et al., 2004; Miyakoshi et al., 2007; 

Müller & Kutas, 1996; Perrin et al., 1999; Scott et al., 2005; Su et al., 2010; Sui et al., 2006; 

Tacikowski &  Nowicka, 2010; Tacikowski et al., 2014; Zhao, Zimmer, & Fu, 2011) for self- 

                                                 
4 Previous studies showed that the P3 component is not a unitary brain potential, and that it consists of, at least, two subcomponents that 
reflect distinct neural processes – the P3a and the P3b (see Polich, 2007). The P3a indexes an involuntary attentional switch elicited by an 
unpredictable task-irrelevant change in a regular aspect of the environment, whereas the P3b is believed to reflect the allocation of higher-
order attentional resources to a task-relevant deviant event. Here, the term “P3” was consistently used throughout the manuscript to refer to 
the component elicited by task-relevant deviants, as our task required that participants focused their attention on the sounds and silently 
counted the infrequent (and task-relevant) vocal stimuli. 
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compared with non-self stimuli  (see Appendix 2 for a summarized description of ERP 

studies on self-processing). For example, Scott et al. (2005) showed that the passive 

visualization of one’s own face elicits increased P3 amplitude in comparison with familiar 

and unfamiliar faces. In the same line, enhanced mobilization of attention indexed by 

increased P3 amplitude was observed when participants were passively listening to one’s own 

name in comparison with both frequent and infrequent names unrelated to the self (Berlad & 

Pratt, 1995). Together, these studies indicate that different categories of self-stimuli (faces, 

names, self-related autobiographical information) elicit larger amounts of attentional 

resources than stimuli unrelated to the self, suggesting a prioritized processing of self-related 

information at both earlier and later stages of information processing. These attentional biases 

may be related to the enhanced affective salience of self-related stimuli (Brosch, Scherer, 

Grandjean, & Sander, 2013; Fan et al., 2013; Tacikowski & Nowicka, 2010; Vüilleumier, 

2005). 

Nonetheless, only a few studies investigated the processing of self-generated voice 

cues. Voices play a special role in everyday social communication and can be considered the 

most important class of sounds in our social environment (Belin, Fecteau, & Bédard, 2004; 

Schweinberger, Kawahara, Simpson, Skuk, & Zäske, 2014). Through speech production, 

humans are constantly exposed to their own voice and need to constantly monitor the 

feedback of their own voices in order to detect potential errors and perform adjustments in 

vocal production to fit the challenges of the social acoustic environment (Eliades & Wang, 

2008). Even though some studies suggest that individuals are less accurate in recognizing 

their own voice than other familiar voices (e.g., Hughes & Nicholson, 2010), probably due to 

differences in sound transmission when speaking vs. listening to pre-recorded self-generated 

speech (Maurer & Landis, 1990), people can recognize their own voice above chance level 

(Nakamura et al., 2001; Rosa, Lassonde, Pinard, Keenan, & Belin, 2008). This ability is 

preserved even in more demanding tasks, such as when voice stimuli are acoustically 

transformed at the level of pitch and formant frequencies cues (Allen et al., 2005, 2007; Xu, 

Homae, Hashimoto, & Hagiwara, 2013). Importantly, acoustic cues, such as fundamental 

frequency (F0) of phonation (i.e., the perceived pitch) and formant frequencies have been 

pointed out as fundamental parameters that listeners rely on to discriminate and recognize the 

identity of self-generated, familiar and unfamiliar voices (Baumann & Belin, 2010; Latinus & 

Belin, 2012; Latinus, McAleer, Bestelmeyer, & Belin, 2013; Xu et al., 2013). 

Behavioral and brain studies examining self-generated voice processing corroborate 

differences in the processing of self vs. non-self cues observed for other types of stimuli. For 
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example, when only higher frequencies are retained in the vocal signal, the ability to 

recognize self-generated voices is enhanced in comparison with other familiar voices (Xu et 

al., 2013). Furthermore, in comparison with a non-self voice, hearing a self-generated voice 

elicits increased activation in the left inferior frontal and right anterior cingulate (Allen et al., 

2005), right inferior frontal (Kaplan et al., 2008; Nakamura et al., 2001) and right parainsular 

brain regions (Nakamura et al., 2001). A recent ERP study suggests that the differentiation 

between self- and non-self voice cues at the preattentive level occurs very early in 

information processing, which is reflected in a centro-parietal negativity to self-generated 

voice deviants in the 70-100 milliseconds (ms) latency window, and in a right temporo-

parietal positivity to unfamiliar voice deviants in the same time window (Graux et al., 2013). 

However, contrary to previous studies that used other types of self-related information (e.g., 

Gray et al., 2004; Sugiura et al., 2000), recent ERP evidence showed that, when participants 

are instructed to pay attention to a silent movie whilst ignoring vocal stimuli, the P3a 

amplitude to task-irrelevant self-generated voice deviants is reduced in comparison with 

unfamiliar and familiar voice deviants (Graux et al., 2013; Graux, Gomot, Roux, Bonnet-

Brilhault, & Bruneau, 2015). This finding indicates a decrease in attention orienting to self-

generated voice stimuli, which might reflect the prioritized processing of others’ voices 

compared to one’s own voice in a later stage of information processing (Graux et al., 2013; 

Graux et al., 2015). Critical differences in task demands between the studies of Graux and 

collaborators (2013, 2015) and studies of visual processing of self-related information may 

have accounted for the apparently contradictory findings. In particular, in the studies of 

Graux and collaborators (2013, 2015) the appearance of a deviant voice disrupted the 

attentional engagement on the primary task (i.e., watching a silent movie). As such, the 

reported P3a indexes the orienting response to unexpected deviant stimuli (Friedman, 

Cycowicz, & Gaeta, 2001; Knight, 1996; Spencer, Dien, & Donchin, 1999, 2001). This 

orienting response has been described as an involuntary change of attention that is normally 

evoked by an unpredictable violation in an otherwise unchangeable auditory sequence 

(Friedman et al., 2001; Knight, 1996; Spencer et al., 1999, 2001). Nonetheless, the P3 

component reported in most of the abovementioned studies on visual self-related information 

processing (e.g., Berlad & Pratt, 1995; Cygan et al., 2014; Folmer &  Yingling, 1997; Gray et 

al., 2004; Perrin et al., 1999; Scott et al., 2005; Su et al., 2010; Tacikowski &  Nowicka, 

2010; Tacikowski et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2011) is thought to index the allocation of high-

order attentional resources to a task-relevant event after the cognitive evaluation of the 

stimulus meaning, i.e., the P3b (Knight, 1996; Spencer et al., 1999, 2001; Polich, 2007). Of 
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note, Spencer et al. (1999, 2001) demonstrated that the P3a and the P3b ERP components are 

dissociable. 

In an attempt to solve these discrepancies, we used the ERP methodology to investigate 

whether a self-generated voice has privileged access to attentional resources in comparison 

with a non-self voice, when participants are instructed to focus their attention on a sequence 

of vocal stimuli, presented in a modified version of the oddball task. Participants were asked 

to identify an infrequent vocal target stimulus interspersed with frequent vocal standards. The 

oddball design is a very robust and reliable paradigm for eliciting the P3 component in a short 

amount of time (Herrmann & Knight, 2001; Polich, 2007; Polich & Criado, 2006). Also, this 

design is highly suitable for controlling for differences in the physical properties between 

voice stimuli, since it uses a reduced set of individual stimuli which are presented both as 

standard and deviant stimuli in different experimental blocks. Another main advantage of 

using the oddball task to probe the attentive processing of SGV and NSV is that it allows the 

elicitation of the P3 component, with no overt response being required, as participants might 

be simply asked to mentally count the number of target deviant stimuli (Knight, 2001; Polich, 

2007; Polich & Criado, 2006). The aims of this study were threefold: 1) to examine the role 

of attention in the processing of self-generated and unfamiliar voices, with the focus on the 

N2 and P3 ERP components; 2) to test the association between ERP correlates of voice 

processing and voice acoustic properties, considering previous studies demonstrating that 

both F0 (i.e., the perceived pitch) and formant frequencies are critical acoustic parameters 

that listeners rely on to process voice identity (Baumann & Belin, 2010; Latinus & Belin, 

2012; Latinus et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013); 3) to examine whether the ability to allocate 

attention to self-generated vs. non-self voices is associated with a more general auditory 

processing capacity to attentively detect pitch changes (i.e., in simple tones). 

Based on previous evidence supporting the privileged processing of self-related 

stimuli when in the focus of attention, we hypothesized increased mobilization of attention to 

self-generated relative to non-self voices, which would be indexed by increased P3 

amplitude. The P3 is preceded by the N2 component, which indexes the categorization of 

task-relevant events in an earlier attentional stage (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; O’Donnel et 

al., 1993; Patel & Azzam, 2005). Even though both components are sensitive to the same 

manipulations (i.e., stimulus probability and stimulus’ task relevance – Folstein & Van 

Petten, 2008; Patel & Azzam, 2005), the question of whether early discrimination and 

categorization of vocal distinctions indexed by the N2 are modulated by the salience of SGV 

and NSV stimuli remains unanswered. Following previous studies (Leitman, Sehatpour, 
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Garidis, Gomez-Ramirez, & Javitt, 2011; Schirmer, Striano, & Friederici, 2005; Schirmer & 

Escoffier, 2010), self and non-self voices were presented as both standard and deviant stimuli 

in two distinct experimental blocks within an oddball task. Then, ERP to self and non-self 

vocal deviants were compared with self and non-self vocal standards, respectively, using 

difference waveforms. Adopting a “like from like” subtraction approach allowed us to control 

for the acoustic differences between stimuli, and as such, we predicted that the P3 amplitude 

to a self-generated voice is independent from voice acoustic properties, which would be 

translated in a lack of association between the acoustic parameters and the ERP correlates of 

self-generated voice processing. In addition, given the stability of the P3 component as a 

neurophysiological index of the individual processing capacity to direct attentional resources 

to task-relevant events (Cassidy, Robertson, & O’Connell, 2012; Kok, 2001; Polich, 2007; 

Sandman & Patterson, 2000), we hypothesized a positive association between P3 amplitude 

to pitch changes in non-vocal sounds and to changes in voice identity.  

 

3. Methods 

3.1. Participants 

Twenty healthy adult males participated in the study (see Table 4). Participants were 

native speakers of European Portuguese and all reported normal hearing. Inclusion criteria 

were: right handedness (Oldfield, 1971); verbal intelligence quotient (IQ) above 90 

(Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – WAIS-III – Wechsler, 1997); no history of neurological 

illness, electroconvulsive treatment, or history of drug or alcohol abuse in the past year; no 

current medication for medical disorders that would affect electroencephalogram (EEG) 

morphology. Participants were excluded if they scored ≥1.7 in the Positive Symptoms 

Distress Index of the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI – Canavarro, 1999; Canavarro, 2007) 

(see Table 4) or if they reported a history of psychiatric disorder in oneself or in first-degree 

relatives (none was excluded). After a detailed description of the study, all participants gave 

oral and written informed consent. The consent form was assessed by the local Institutional 

Review Board committee for the protection of human subjects. 
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Table 4   

Socio-demographic and cognitive characterization of the participants 

  M (SD) 

Sociodemographic data  

Age, years 30.76 (5.39) 

Years of education 15.00 (2.96) 

Cognitive data*  

Full scale IQ 124.55 (12.16) 

Verbal IQ 127.25 (11.35) 

Performance IQ 115.90 (12.32) 

Note. M=Mean; SD=Standard Deviation; *WAIS-III (Wechsler, 2008). 

 

3.2. Stimuli  

ERP experiments.  

Processing of self-generated vs. unfamiliar voices. The Portuguese word /nome/ 

[name] was selected from the Affective Norms for English Words – ANEW (Soares, 

Comesaña, Pinheiro, Simões, & Frade, 2012) and P-PAL (Soares et al., 2010) sets, according 

to the following criteria: neutral valence (5.33), low arousal (3.97), high frequency (> 100 per 

million), grammatical class (noun), and short extension (2 syllables and 4 letters). In addition, 

the high stability of the syllabic structure of this word (i.e., consonant-vowel, consonant-

vowel) aimed to reduce the variability in word pronunciation among participants. 

The word was recorded by each participant (self-generated voice condition - SGV) 

and by an unknown middle-aged male (age= 42 years) who was also a native speaker of 

European Portuguese (non-self voice condition - NSV). The recording session took place at 

least one week before the ERP experiment, in a sound-proof room, using a portable digital 

recorder Roland R-26 and a Shure incorporated PG48 microphone, with a sampling rate of 

44.1 kHz. In order to minimize variability in word pronunciation, the word (previously 

recorded by a middle-aged male voice and without regional accent – age=47 years) was 

binaurally presented through a set of Sennheiser CX 300-II earphones, and participants were 

instructed to reproduce the word exactly as they just heard. Praat software (Boersma & 

Weenink, 2012) was used to match the duration and intensity of self-generated and unfamiliar 

voices. Audacity 2.0.2. software (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/) was used to remove 
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background noise. The acoustic analysis of all vocal stimuli was performed using Praat 

software (see Table 5).  

 

 

Table 5   

Acoustic properties of the voice stimuli used in the ERP Experiment 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note. M=Mean; SD=Standard Deviation. 

 

 Participant Mean F0 

(Hz) 

Range F0 (Hz) Formant frequencies (Hz) 

Min Max F1 F2 F3 

P1 115 105 130 717 1016 2312 

P2 93 87 105 581 1090 2898 

P3 94 83 103 625 1185 2385 

P4 103 84 133 494 1284 2125 

P5 93 76 101 567 1382 2527 

P6 94 78 108 719 1046 2178 

P7 93 86 106 573 1138 2886 

P8 108 98 120 547 1002 2260 

P9 94 77 124 616 1012 2312 

P10 96 80 112 557 1032 2777 

P11 109 93 119 558 1071 2650 

P12 85 75 91 569 1239 2615 

P13 99 88 141 570 1223 2410 

P14 155 127 174 613 1159 2399 

P15 121 108 162 399 1273 2607 

P16 124 110 154 519 1143 2557 

P17 103 94 113 661 1377 2585 

P18 94 87 105 520 973 2169 

P19 113 106 120 374 1165 2664 

P20 104 98 116 527 1093 2439 

Mean (SD)  104.50 

(15.80) 

92.00 

(13.77) 

121.85 

(21.65)   

565.35 

(85.88) 

1145.13 

(121.62) 

2487.75 

(275.56) 

NSV 96 83 106 621 944 2258 
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Processing of simple tones. Simple tones (duration=100 ms; intensity=75 dB) with 

frequencies of 1000 Hz and 1500 Hz were used as stimuli in a simple auditory oddball task.  

 

Behavioral experiment.  

Self- and non-self voice discrimination task. To ensure that all participants were able 

to recognize self-generated stimuli as their own voice, they performed a behavioral SGV vs. 

NSV discrimination task after the ERP experiments. Twenty four words, selected from the 

ANEW battery (Soares et al., 2012), were recorded by each participant (SGV) and by the 

unknown middle-aged male (NSV) from Experiment 1. All words had high frequency (>100 

per million) and differed in affective valence (see Table 6): 8 negative (mean=2.69; 

range=1.68-3.74), 8 neutral (mean=5.31; range=4.91-5.78), 8 positive (mean=7.20; 

range=6.75-7.74). The conditions and procedure of the recording session were exactly the 

same as described in Experiment 1.  

 

  

Table 6  

Psycholinguistic and affective properties of the words used in the voice discrimination task 

Word Type Valence 

M (SD) 

Arousal 

M (SD) 

Frequency (per million) 

M (SD) 

Negative 2.69 (0.64) 6.32 (0.41) 199.24 (126.19) 

Neutral 5.31 (0.34) 3.81 (0.30) 294.21 (243.21) 

Positive 7.20 (0.39) 5.61 (0.45) 294.49 (288.91) 

Note. Psycholinguistic and affective properties were retrieved from the ANEW database 

(Soares et al., 2010). M=Mean; SD=Standard Deviation. 

 

3.3. Procedure 

Participants performed a total of two ERP experiments (one with vocal stimuli and 

another with non-vocal sounds) and one behavioral task requiring self-other voice 

discrimination. The order of the ERP experiments was counterbalanced across participants. 

The behavioral voice discrimination task took place after the ERP experiments, to avoid any 

prior exposure to SGV and NSV stimuli and circumvent potential learning effects associated 

with a previous exposure to the experimental stimuli. 



                             

 

ERP experiments. Processing of self

were seated in an acoustically and electrically shielded room at a distance of 100 cm from the 

computer monitor. Participants performed two experimental bl

total of 200 standard (P = .083), and 40 target (

self voice was the standard stimulus and the self

block, the self-voice was the standar

Stimuli were binaurally presented (at a level of 70 dB SPL) in a pseudorandom order, with 

the restriction that there were at least two standard stimuli between two deviant sounds, 

following previous studies (Háden, 

al., 2008; Schirmer, Simpson, & Escoffier, 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) was used to control stimulus timing and 

presentation. Each trial began with a fixation cross (which remained on the screen during the 

entire experimental block), and then a vocal stimulus (duration=483 ms) was presented, with 

a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) varying between 1283 and 1383 ms (see Figure 

experimental block lasted approximately 5 minutes. Order of blocks was counterbalanced 

across participants. Participants were instructed to silently count the number of times a target 

stimulus was presented. 

 

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 1.
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Processing of self-generated vs. unfamiliar voices

were seated in an acoustically and electrically shielded room at a distance of 100 cm from the 

computer monitor. Participants performed two experimental blocks, each one comprising a 

= .083), and 40 target (P = .017) stimuli. In the first block, the non

self voice was the standard stimulus and the self-voice was the target stimulus. In the second 

voice was the standard stimulus and the non-self voice was the target stimulus. 

Stimuli were binaurally presented (at a level of 70 dB SPL) in a pseudorandom order, with 

the restriction that there were at least two standard stimuli between two deviant sounds, 

s studies (Háden, Németh, Török, Drávucz, & Winkler,

Simpson, & Escoffier, 2007; Simons et al., 2011). Presentation software 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) was used to control stimulus timing and 

ion. Each trial began with a fixation cross (which remained on the screen during the 

entire experimental block), and then a vocal stimulus (duration=483 ms) was presented, with 

a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) varying between 1283 and 1383 ms (see Figure 

experimental block lasted approximately 5 minutes. Order of blocks was counterbalanced 

across participants. Participants were instructed to silently count the number of times a target 

 

chematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 1. 

generated vs. unfamiliar voices. Participants 

were seated in an acoustically and electrically shielded room at a distance of 100 cm from the 

ocks, each one comprising a 

= .017) stimuli. In the first block, the non-

voice was the target stimulus. In the second 

self voice was the target stimulus. 

Stimuli were binaurally presented (at a level of 70 dB SPL) in a pseudorandom order, with 

the restriction that there were at least two standard stimuli between two deviant sounds, 

Németh, Török, Drávucz, & Winkler, 2013; Özgürdal et 

2007; Simons et al., 2011). Presentation software 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) was used to control stimulus timing and 

ion. Each trial began with a fixation cross (which remained on the screen during the 

entire experimental block), and then a vocal stimulus (duration=483 ms) was presented, with 

a stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) varying between 1283 and 1383 ms (see Figure 6). Each 

experimental block lasted approximately 5 minutes. Order of blocks was counterbalanced 

across participants. Participants were instructed to silently count the number of times a target 

 



                             

 

Processing of simple tones. 

1500 Hz target tone (n = 40; 

with the restriction that at least

included a fixation cross (remaining on the screen during the entire trial) and a tone 

(duration=100 ms), with a SOA ranging between 900 and 1000 ms (see Figure 

Participants were instructed to si

Figure 7. Schematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 2.

 

 

Behavioral experiment

words uttered by the SGV or the NSV (total=48) were randomly presented. Each trial 

comprised a warning slide (duration=1000 ms) signaling the beginning of a trial, the vocal 

stimulus (duration=1000 ms), and a question mark (duration=2000 ms or until a response was 

provided by the subjects) (see Figure 

uttering each word was their own voice (self) or the voice of somebody else (non

indicating their response by pressing one of two buttons. The order of buttons was 

counterbalanced across participants. 
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Processing of simple tones. The 1000 Hz standard tone (n = 200; 

40; P = .17) were binaurally presented in a pseudo

with the restriction that at least 2 standard stimuli preceded a deviant sound. Each trial 

included a fixation cross (remaining on the screen during the entire trial) and a tone 

(duration=100 ms), with a SOA ranging between 900 and 1000 ms (see Figure 

Participants were instructed to silently count the number of times a target tone was presented.

 

Schematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 2. 

Behavioral experiment. Self- and non-self voice discrimination task.

V or the NSV (total=48) were randomly presented. Each trial 

comprised a warning slide (duration=1000 ms) signaling the beginning of a trial, the vocal 

stimulus (duration=1000 ms), and a question mark (duration=2000 ms or until a response was 

e subjects) (see Figure 8). Participants were instructed to judge if the voice 

uttering each word was their own voice (self) or the voice of somebody else (non

indicating their response by pressing one of two buttons. The order of buttons was 

rbalanced across participants.  

= 200; P = .83) and the 

= .17) were binaurally presented in a pseudo-random order, 

2 standard stimuli preceded a deviant sound. Each trial 

included a fixation cross (remaining on the screen during the entire trial) and a tone 

(duration=100 ms), with a SOA ranging between 900 and 1000 ms (see Figure 7). 

lently count the number of times a target tone was presented. 

 

self voice discrimination task. Twenty four 

V or the NSV (total=48) were randomly presented. Each trial 

comprised a warning slide (duration=1000 ms) signaling the beginning of a trial, the vocal 

stimulus (duration=1000 ms), and a question mark (duration=2000 ms or until a response was 

). Participants were instructed to judge if the voice 

uttering each word was their own voice (self) or the voice of somebody else (non-self), 

indicating their response by pressing one of two buttons. The order of buttons was 



                             

 

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 3.

 

3.4. EEG data recording and analysis

The EEG was recorded using a 64

(http://www.biosemi.com/product

a bandpass of 0.01–100 Hz and stored for later analysis. Horizontal and vertical eye 

movements were monitored by placing electrodes at left and right temples (horizontal 

electrooculogram-EOG) and one

placed on left and right mastoids for offline referencing. 

The EEG data were analyzed using the Brain Vision Analyzer 2.0.4 software 

(www.brainproducts.com). A high

Individual EEG epochs of 1100 ms, time

100 ms prestimulus baseline, were computed. Ocular artifacts were corrected using the 

Gratton et al.’s method (Gratton, 

excessive motor artifacts (threshold of ±100 µV) were excluded from the analysis. For each 

participant, ERP averages were based on at least 75% of the trials in each condition (standard 

SGV = 179.82 ± 15.38; deviant SGV = 35.06 

deviant NSV = 36.59 ± 3.26). In order to control for the acoustic differences between SGV 

and NSV, difference waveforms were calculated by subtracting SGV standards from SGV 

deviants, and NSV standards from NSV deviants
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Schematic illustration of a trial in Experiment 3. 

EEG data recording and analysis 

The EEG was recorded using a 64-channel BioSemi Active Two System 

(http://www.biosemi.com/products.htm). The EEG was continuously sampled at 512 Hz, with 

100 Hz and stored for later analysis. Horizontal and vertical eye 

movements were monitored by placing electrodes at left and right temples (horizontal 

EOG) and one below the left eye (vertical EOG). Electrodes were also 

placed on left and right mastoids for offline referencing.  

The EEG data were analyzed using the Brain Vision Analyzer 2.0.4 software 

(www.brainproducts.com). A high-pass filter of .01 Hz was applied 

Individual EEG epochs of 1100 ms, time-locked to the onset of the voice stimuli and with a 

100 ms prestimulus baseline, were computed. Ocular artifacts were corrected using the 

Gratton et al.’s method (Gratton, Coles, & Donchin 1983). Single epochs containing 

excessive motor artifacts (threshold of ±100 µV) were excluded from the analysis. For each 

participant, ERP averages were based on at least 75% of the trials in each condition (standard 

15.38; deviant SGV = 35.06 ± 3.19; standard NSV = 175.65 

3.26). In order to control for the acoustic differences between SGV 

and NSV, difference waveforms were calculated by subtracting SGV standards from SGV 

deviants, and NSV standards from NSV deviants.  

 

channel BioSemi Active Two System 

s.htm). The EEG was continuously sampled at 512 Hz, with 

100 Hz and stored for later analysis. Horizontal and vertical eye 

movements were monitored by placing electrodes at left and right temples (horizontal 

below the left eye (vertical EOG). Electrodes were also 

The EEG data were analyzed using the Brain Vision Analyzer 2.0.4 software 

 to the EEG data. 

locked to the onset of the voice stimuli and with a 

100 ms prestimulus baseline, were computed. Ocular artifacts were corrected using the 

gle epochs containing 

excessive motor artifacts (threshold of ±100 µV) were excluded from the analysis. For each 

participant, ERP averages were based on at least 75% of the trials in each condition (standard 

; standard NSV = 175.65 ± 14.43; 

3.26). In order to control for the acoustic differences between SGV 

and NSV, difference waveforms were calculated by subtracting SGV standards from SGV 
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After a careful visual inspection of grand average waveforms, two auditory ERP 

components with maximal effect at centro-parietal (CPz/1/2) and parietal (Pz/1/2) electrodes 

were identified: N2 and P3. For both SGV and NSV difference waveforms, P3 amplitude was 

measured as the mean amplitude between 320 and 500 ms post-stimulus onset, whereas N2 

amplitude was measured as the mean amplitude between 200 and 300 ms post-stimulus onset. 

N2 and P3 peak latency was measured in the same intervals.  

We followed the same analysis procedure in the oddball task with simple tones. In 

this case, EEG epochs of 800 ms were segmented (including a -100 ms pre-stimulus baseline) 

and difference waveforms were calculated by subtracting the 1000 Hz standard stimulus to 

the 1500 Hz deviant stimulus. The N2 and P3 to simple tones had also maximal effect at 

centro-parietal (CPz/1/2) and parietal (Pz/1/2) electrodes. N2 and P3 were computed as the 

mean amplitude considering the following latency intervals: 180-280 ms (N2), and 300-450 

ms post-stimulus onset (P3). 

 

3.5. Statistical analyses 

All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS 21.0 software (SPSS, Corp., 

USA).  

ERP data. All statistical analyses were based on unfiltered ERP data. The mean 

amplitude and latency of the N2 and P3 components were analyzed using four separate 

repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA), with voice identity (SGV, NSV), region 

(centro-parietal, parietal electrodes) and electrode site (CPz/1/2, Pz/1/2) as within-subjects 

factors. Main effects and interactions were followed with pairwise comparisons between 

conditions, using the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. Analyses were 

corrected for non-sphericity using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction method, when 

appropriate. 

  

Accuracy in voice recognition. A repeated-measures ANOVA tested the effects of 

emotional valence (affective dimension indexing the pleasantness and unpleasantness of a 

stimulus – Bradley & Lang, 1994) on the recognition accuracy (hit rates) of both SGV and 

NSV, with valence (negative, neutral, positive) and voice identity (SGV, NSV) as within-

subjects factors. Main effects and interactions were followed with pairwise comparisons 

between conditions, using the Bonferroni adjustment. The analysis was corrected for non-

sphericity using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction method when appropriate. 
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Correlation between ERP and acoustic data. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was 

calculated to test the association between: a) ERP responses to simple tones and the ERP 

responses to both SGV and NSV conditions, at CPz and Pz electrodes (N2 and P3 

amplitudes);  b) voices’ acoustic properties from each participant (i.e., F0 and formant 

frequencies - F1-F3) and the P3 amplitude elicited by SGV (at CPz and Pz). Levels of 

significance were adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction. 

 

4. Results 

4.1. ERP data 

In Experiment 1, the accuracy in target detection was 98.13% (range = 92.5-100%) 

for SGV deviants and 98.75% (range = 95-100%) for NSV deviants. In Experiment 2, 

accuracy of target detection was 98.25% (range = 90-100%), indicating that participants were 

able to successfully detect deviance in auditory stimulation. Therefore, data from all 

participants were included in the ERP analyses. 

Figure 9 illustrates grand average difference waveforms for SGV and NSV conditions 

at the 6 electrodes included in the statistical analyses, with topographical maps for N2 and P3 

components. Figure 10 illustrates grand average difference waveforms for simple tones at the 

6 electrodes included in the statistical analyses. A high cutoff filter at 15 Hz was applied to 

the grand average difference waveforms presented in Figures 9 and 10 for illustration 

purposes only. 

 



                             

 

Figure 9. Illustration of grand average 

conditions. 
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Illustration of grand average difference waveforms for the SGV and NSV 

 

difference waveforms for the SGV and NSV 



                             

 

 

 

Figure 10. Illustration of grand average waveforms for simple tones.

 

 

N2: The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of identity, 

.004, ηp
2 = .354, and region, F

comparisons showed that N2 was more negative to the SGV relative to the NSV condition (

= .004). Also, pairwise comparisons revealed that N2 was more negative 

than parietal electrodes. No significant main effects or interactions were observed for the N2 

latency (p > .05).  
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Illustration of grand average waveforms for simple tones. 

The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of identity, F

F(1,19) = 8.84, p = .002, ηp
2 = .402 ,on N2 amplitude. Pairwise 

comparisons showed that N2 was more negative to the SGV relative to the NSV condition (

= .004). Also, pairwise comparisons revealed that N2 was more negative 

than parietal electrodes. No significant main effects or interactions were observed for the N2 

 

F(1,19) = 10.42, p = 

on N2 amplitude. Pairwise 

comparisons showed that N2 was more negative to the SGV relative to the NSV condition (p 

= .004). Also, pairwise comparisons revealed that N2 was more negative at centro-parietal 

than parietal electrodes. No significant main effects or interactions were observed for the N2 
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P3: A significant main effect of identity, F(1,19) = 4.42, p = .049, ηp
2 = .189 , revealed more 

positive P3 amplitude to the SGV than to the NSV condition (p = .049). No significant main 

effects or interactions were observed for the P3 latency (p > .05).  

 

4.2. Behavioral data: accuracy in voice recognition 

Participants recognized their own voice with a mean accuracy of 92.92% (SD = 10.30; 

range = 66.67-100%) and the NSV with a mean accuracy of 95.20% (SD = 8.03; range = 

70.83-100%). A significant main effect of identity, F(1,19) = 6.07, p = .024, ηp
2 =.242, 

showed that recognition accuracy was higher for the NSV than for the SGV condition (p = 

.024).  

 

4.3. Correlation between ERP and acoustic data 

The analysis revealed a significant association between the N2 amplitude to simple 

tones and to vocal sounds at the CPz channel only: the more negative the N2 to pitch changes 

in simple tones, the more negative the N2 to SGV (r = .630, p = .003) and to the NSV (r = 

.657, p = .002). No significant associations were found for the P3 amplitude (p > .004).  

  



                             

 

 

Figure 11. Results of the correlation analysis using Pearson’s coefficient between the P3 

amplitude to SGV and the acoustic properties, and between the P3 amplitude to simple tones 

and to voice stimuli. Levels of signi

Bonferroni correction and thus correlations are significant if 
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Results of the correlation analysis using Pearson’s coefficient between the P3 

amplitude to SGV and the acoustic properties, and between the P3 amplitude to simple tones 

and to voice stimuli. Levels of significance were adjusted for multiple comparisons using 

Bonferroni correction and thus correlations are significant if p ≤ 0.003. 
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5. Discussion 

This study investigated the effects of attention on the ERP correlates of self-generated 

and non-self voice processing. By using a modified oddball task, we found that both early 

and high-order attentional processing stages are modulated by voice identity. Confirming our 

initial hypothesis, we observed that a self-generated voice engages more attentional resources 

than the voice of somebody else, demonstrated by increased N2 and P3 amplitude to the 

former. 

Considering the functional significance of the P3 component as an index of attentional 

resources allocation and cognitive evaluation of a stimulus meaning (Knight, 1996; Spencer 

et al. 1999, 2001), our result of increased P3 amplitude to self- relative to non-self voice 

deviants suggests that more attentional resources were directed to the self-generated voice. 

Moreover, this finding is consistent with previous studies that used other categories of self-

related stimuli, such as one’s own face (e.g., Scott et al., 2005; Sui et al., 2006; Tacikowski & 

Nowicka, 2010), name (e.g., Berlad & Pratt, 1995; Perrin et al., 1999; Perrin et al. 2005; 

Tacikowski et al., 2014), autobiographical information (Gray et al., 2004) or self-hand (Su et 

al., 2010). A plausible explanation for the increased allocation of attentional resources to self-

related vs. non-self information is that such stimuli are assessed as more emotionally and 

personally significant than non-self stimuli, thus attracting more attention. Support for this 

explanation comes from studies demonstrating that events with higher emotional salience 

engage more attentional resources when compared with neutral stimuli (e.g., Carretié, 

Martín-Loeches, Hinojosa, & Mercado, 2001; Vüilleumier, 2005; Delplanque, Silvert, Hot, & 

Sequeira, 2005), and that P3 amplitude is modulated by the affective salience of the eliciting 

stimulus, with larger amplitude being devoted, for instance, to emotional vs. neutral pictures 

(Delplanque et al., 2005; Delplanque, Silvert, Hot, Rigoulot, & Sequeira, 2006; Keil et al., 

2002; Olofsson, Nordin, Sequeira, & Polich, 2008) or sounds (Czigler, Cox, Gyimesi, & 

Horváth,  2007; Thierry & Roberts, 2006). Psychophysiological support for increased 

affective significance of self-related vs. non-self stimuli was also provided by Sugiura and 

colleagues (2000) who reported larger electrodermal response (an index of increased 

emotional reactivity) during the visualization of one’s own face than when seeing a familiar 

face. It is well known that emotion and attention are strikingly related: given the limited 

capacity of our information processing system, attentional resources tend to be preferentially 

captured by events with greater affective salience in comparison with neutral events (Carretié 

et al., 2001; Olofsson et al., 2008; Vüilleumier, 2005). 
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Importantly, when considering the apparent contradiction between our findings of 

increased P3 to self-voice and the results reported by Graux and collaborators (2013, 2015) of 

smaller P3a to self vs. non-self familiar and unfamiliar voices, it is important to note crucial 

differences in task demands between both experimental tasks. In our study, the subject’s 

attention was focused on the target (deviant) voice stimuli and, thus, the functional meaning 

of the P3 component most likely reflects the cognitive evaluation of the stimulus significance 

as well as the mobilization of high-order attentional resources to a task-relevant target event, 

i.e., the P3b (Knight, 1996; Spencer et al., 1999, 2001; Polich, 2007). However, in the studies 

of Graux and colleagues, participants directed attention to a silent movie, whilst ignoring the 

voice stimuli. In the latter task, the P3 more prominently reflects an orienting response, that 

is, an involuntary change of attention elicited by an unexpected violation in an otherwise 

unchangeable auditory stream, i.e., a P3a (Friedman et al., 2001; Knight, 1996; Spencer et al., 

1999, 2001). This involuntary capture of attention is thought to be a crucial biological process 

with implications for survival (Friedman et al., 2001). In contrast with the P3 elicited by our 

task-relevant voice deviants, the P3a to unexpected task-irrelevant deviants typically has a 

more frontal scalp distribution that is thought to reflect the contribution of the frontal cortex 

(Friedman et al., 2001; Schröger, Giard, & Wolff, 2000; Spencer et al., 1999, 2001).Thus, in 

our view, it seems plausible that in the studies of Graux et al. (2013, 2015) the P3a amplitude 

was increased to non-self voice stimuli (i.e., familiar / unknown) since the detection of a 

novel and completely unexpected voice stimulus might be more important for survival than 

the detection of one’s own voice, but specifically when the participant is not paying voluntary 

attention to the auditory sequence.  

Moreover, we found larger N2 amplitude to SGV in comparison with NSV stimuli. 

The N2 is thought to index early high-order operations of discrimination and categorization 

of stimuli that signal change in an otherwise invariant sequence of events (O’Donnel et al., 

1993; Patel & Azzam, 2005; Salisbury, O’Donnell, Mccarley, Shenton, & Benavage, 1994). 

Thus, this component is at the interface between more automatic and controlled processes of 

the orienting response (Li, Yuan, & Lin, 2008; Yuan et al., 2007). As such, the increased 

amplitude observed for SGV indicates that self and non-self voices were discriminated at an 

early attentional processing stage and might suggest an easier detection of the SGV relative to 

the NSV. More negative N2 amplitude was previously reported by other studies investigating 

self-stimuli processing (Fan et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2013; Perrin et al., 1999). Since 

attentional modulation by emotional salience was shown to take place in early stages of 

information processing (Alexandrov, Klucharev, & Sams, 2007; Carretié et al., 2001; Wang, 
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Nicol, Skoe, Sams, & Kraus, 2009), the heightened affective salience of SGV might have 

contributed to its facilitated detection. It is plausible that the enhanced brain response to SGV 

in this earlier attentional stage contributes to increased higher-order attention to self-voice in 

later cognitive stages of voice information processing, as indexed by the P3.  

It is worth noting that the differential ERP response to task-relevant self vs. unfamiliar 

voice deviants does not seem to be due to the contribution of specific acoustic properties of 

the stimuli, as our subtraction method involved the direct comparison between the same 

stimuli playing different roles (i.e., SGV standards were subtracted from SGV deviants, and 

vice-versa). Furthermore, F0 and formant frequencies were not associated with the 

electrophysiological responses analyzed in this study, even though previous studies have 

found that both acoustic properties are critical cues underlying self and non-self voice 

discrimination and recognition (e.g., Latinus et al. 2013; Xu et al., 2013). Moreover, we 

found an association between the N2 amplitude to vocal and non-vocal sounds, showing that 

the greater the ability to discriminate pitch changes in simple tones, the easiest the 

discrimination and categorization of vocal deviants. Since the N2 is thought to reflect 

classification processes and is at the interface between sensory and more cognitive stages of 

task-relevant change detection (Li et al., 2008; Yuan et al., 2007), this association suggests 

that the early categorization of self- and non-self voice deviants is modulated by the capacity 

to categorize acoustic changes, dependent on pitch cues. This keeps with previous evidence 

showing that the perception of voice identity involves the integration of pitch cues (Baumann 

& Belin, 2010; Belin et al., 2004; Belin et al., 2011; Latinus & Belin, 2012; Latinus et al., 

2013; Schweinberger et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2013). However, at a higher-order (cognitive) 

stage of information processing, the ability to direct attentional resources to voice stimuli was 

not associated with the more general ability to direct attention to auditory stimuli representing 

a pitch change. Together, these findings provide additional support to the proposal that the 

salience of the voice stimulus (and not the physical differences between SGV and NSV) 

seems to play the most critical role in modulating attention during voice processing at a post-

perceptual stage.  In the same line, Tacikowski and Nowicka (2010) proposed that, after the 

recognition of a particular stimulus is completed, it is the meaning assigned to a given 

stimulus (e.g., face or name) that determines the engagement of attention. Supporting this 

explanation, the accuracy rates from the voice discrimination task in our study demonstrate 

that participants were able to successfully identify their voices as self-generated, in spite of 

differences in the perception of the voice signal when actively producing speech vs. passively 

listening to pre-recorded self-generated speech (Maurer & Landis, 1990).  
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Together, our results provide further support for the ‘special’ role of self-related 

stimuli. Corroborating previous evidence for increased attentional resources to self-related 

stimuli (e.g., one’s own face, name or voice), our findings indicate that there is something 

“special” on how the brain processes information about the self, with one’s own voice 

receiving a privileged access to attentional resources. The earlier and later attentional biases 

towards self-generated vs. non-self voice might explain the advantage of SGV recognition in 

acoustically demanding conditions, as reported by Xu and colleagues (2013). Since self-

awareness refers to the capacity of subjects being the object of one’s own attention 

(Jeannerod, 2003; Keenan et al., 2003; Morin, 2011), the ability to allocate attention to self-

relevant stimuli is likely to have a critical social and adaptive value. In particular, the 

capacity to direct attention to one’s own voice is fundamental for efficient online speech 

monitoring (Brébion et al., 1996; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Kambeitz-Ilankovic et al., 2013), and 

thus, plays a critical role in everyday social communication. Impairments in this capacity 

were found to contribute to the external misattribution of self-generated voice stimuli 

commonly observed in schizophrenia patients with auditory verbal hallucinations (Allen et 

al., 2004; Allen et al., 2007; Hashimoto & Sakai, 2003; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Kambeitz-

Ilankovic et al., 2013; Kumari et al., 2010), which highlights the need to investigate these 

processes in this disorder.  

In contrast with some previous studies (e.g., Graux et al., 2015; Sugiura et al., 2000), 

we did not control for familiarity effects. However, in a recent study, Graux et al. (2015) 

provided evidence for a differential attention orienting to self-generated vs. familiar voices. 

This suggests that familiarity is not the main factor accounting for increased attention to self-

generated relative to an unknown voice. Moreover, our experimental stimuli consisted of a 

dissyllabic word and, as variables such as duration and phonetic variability were found to 

have a critical impact on speaker’s recognition accuracy (e.g., Cook & Wilding, 1997; 

Schweinberger, Herholz, & Sommer, 1997), future studies should explore whether stimulus 

complexity modulates how attentional resources are directed to voice stimuli. In order to 

account for a better understanding of how attention shapes self-processing, it is also critical to 

explore how self-generated voices are processed when participants are engaged in a primary 

task and are not paying attention to voice stimuli. These studies were already initiated by our 

research team and the analysis of results is currently under way. 
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6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, our study provided, for the first time, electrophysiological evidence for 

increased allocation of attentional resources to a self-generated voice in comparison with a 

non-self voice, irrespective of voice acoustic properties, extending previous studies that 

focused on the processing of visual self-related information. This attentional bias seems to be 

driven by the greater affective salience of one’s own voice representation.   
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Stimulus complexity matters: Probing the effects of attention on self-voice processing5 

 

1. Abstract 

Self- vs. non-self voice differentiation is a fundamental aspect of self-awareness and 

successful verbal self-monitoring. However, the neuro-functional underpinnings of self-voice 

perception and recognition remain unclear. This study investigated how the self-relevance of 

vocalizations influences selective attention, using the event-related potentials (ERP) method. 

Furthermore, since very little is known about the effects of stimulus complexity on self- vs. 

non-self voice processing, we compared the current ERP findings (i.e., vocalization 

condition) with those obtained in a previous study of our group using a more complex voice 

stimulus (i.e., word condition).  

Nineteen right-handed healthy males performed a modified oddball task with self-

generated (SGV) and non-self (NSV) vocalizations being presented as either standard or 

target stimuli in different experimental blocks, while ERPs were recorded. 

We found no differences between SGV and NSV in both the N2 and P3 components. 

Furthermore, the comparison between the current and previous ERP findings showed that 

differences in the processing of self- vs. non-self voice stimuli emerged as a function of voice 

stimulus complexity: for the word condition only, the P3 amplitude was increased for SGV 

relative to NSV stimuli, whereas no identity-related differences were observed for the 

vocalization condition. Moreover, SGV standards elicited reduced N1 amplitude relative to 

NSV standards. These findings confirmed the modulatory effects of voice signal complexity 

on attention to self- vs. non-self voice stimuli. They also suggest that, at an early stage of 

voice identity processing, the representation of the physical acoustic regularities is stronger 

for self-voice stimuli. 

Key-words: Self-generated voice; Non-self voice; Stimulus complexity; Event-related 

potentials; Attention; P3. 

                                                 
5 Conde, T., Gonçalves, O. & Pinheiro A. P. (under review). Stimulus complexity matters: Probing the effects of attention on self-voice 
processing. Brain and Language. 
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2. Introduction 

Being able to successfully recognize one’s own voice as self-generated is a critical 

aspect of self-awareness (Jeannerod, 2003) and self-monitoring (Behroozmand & Larson, 

2011; Chen et al., 2013; Sitek et al., 2013). During speech production, human beings are both 

speakers and listeners of their own speech. Through online self-monitoring processes, the 

predicted and actual voice feedback signals are continuously compared (Behroozmand & 

Larson, 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Sitek et al., 2013; Tumber, Scheerer, & Jones, 2014), 

ensuring that the verbal message and other attributes of one’s own voice are successfully 

conveyed to social partners (McGettigan, 2015).  

Daily social communication requires the selective allocation of attentional resources 

to one’s own and to others’ speech within multi-speaker social contexts (Fritz, Elhilali, 

David, & Shamma, 2007a, 2007b; Rimmele, Zion Golumbic, Schröger, & Poeppel, 2015). 

Given the limited capacity of our information processing system, voluntary attention allows 

the selective focus of neural processing resources on a single stimulus (or single stream), 

whilst ignoring the presence of other varied and overlapping sensory sources (Fritz et al., 

2007a, 2007b). Indeed, there is strong evidence showing that attention affects how auditory 

stimuli are perceived (e.g., Alho, Rinne, Herron, & Woods, 2014; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b; 

Neelon, Williams, & Garell, 2006; Petkov et al., 2004). Nonetheless, only a few studies have 

investigated the effects of selective attention on self-voice processing (Conde, Gonçalves, & 

Pinheiro, 2015; Hu et al., 2015; Tumber et al., 2014). For example, in a recent event-related 

potential (ERP) study, Tumber and colleagues (2014) manipulated both task requirements 

and attentional load, while participants were vocalizing and simultaneously receiving voice 

feedback experimentally altered in fundamental frequency (F0). In this study, task 

requirements were: 1) vocalizing during the passive visualization of a given cue signaling the 

beginning and the end of vocal production (i.e., passive visualization condition); 2) 

vocalizing during the identification of a target stimulus in a visual stream of letters, whilst the 

attentional load was manipulated by controlling the presentation speed of the stream of letters 

(i.e., low, intermediate and high presentation rates). Even though this study failed to find an 

effect of attentional demands on the ERP responses to F0 alterations in voice feedback, the 

number of compensatory vocal responses to such alterations was reduced when participants 

had to simultaneously identify the target stimuli in a visual stream of letters compared to the 

passive visualization condition. This finding suggests that, when attentional resources are 

divided between concurrent stimuli, the ability to detect and correct for voice feedback 

deviations during speech production is reduced. Moreover, another ERP study (Hu et al., 
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2015) showed that, during vocal production, the P2 amplitude was increased to F0 alterations 

in voice feedback when participants attended to such F0 perturbations during a lower 

attentional load condition (i.e., counting the number of F0 perturbations in vocal feedback) 

relative to both ignored (i.e., vocalizing while concurrently counting the number of red light 

flashings occurring during each vocalization) and higher attentional load (i.e., counting the 

type of F0 alterations) conditions. In the context of vocal production, the P2 component is 

thought to reflect vocal error detection processes: it is usually increased for unexpected 

perturbations in vocal feedback during speaking vs. passively listening to the same sounds 

(Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 2009; Scheerer, Behich, Liu, & Jones, 2013). Thus, 

these findings might suggest that both the focus of attention (attended vs. ignored conditions) 

and attentional demands (low vs. high attentional load conditions) have an impact on the 

online detection of unexpected acoustic changes in self-voice feedback (Hu et al., 2015). 

Together, these studies indicate that, during active speech production, self-voice processing 

in general, and vocal error detection processes in particular, depend on the amount of 

attentional resources available at a given moment (i.e., selective vs. divided attention). As 

such, they confirm the modulatory role of attention in self-voice processing. Nonetheless, 

these studies have only examined the contribution of attention to the processing of self-voice 

information during active speech production. Thus, from these studies it is not totally clear 

how self-relevance (self- vs. non-self voice) differently modulates selective attention. 

Furthermore, it remains to clarify whether the modulatory effects of attention on self-voice 

processing are specific of vocal production processes or whether they extend to self-voice 

processing in general (i.e., when pre-recorded self-voice stimuli are passively presented). 

Suggesting that selective attention is modulated by the self-relevance of voice stimuli, 

our recent study (Conde et al., 2015) demonstrated that the P300 amplitude was increased to 

self- compared to non-self (dissyllabic word) voice stimuli, when they were in the focus of 

attention. This ERP component is typically elicited by infrequent task-relevant events 

interspersed among frequent stimuli, and it is believed to reflect the mobilization of high-

order attentional resources to a task-relevant stimulus after the evaluation of its meaning 

(Spencer, Dien, & Donchin, 1999, 2001; Polich, 2007). This finding keeps with previous 

studies that investigated other categories of self-relevant stimuli, such as one’s own face or 

name (e.g., Berlad & Pratt, 1995; Gray, Ambady, Lowenthal, & Deldin, 2004; Perrin, García-

Larrea, Mauguière, & Bastuji, 1999; Su et al., 2010; Sui, Zhu, & Han, 2006; Scott et al., 

2005; Tacikowski &  Nowicka, 2010; Tacikowski, Cygan, & Nowicka., 2014). Together, 

these studies raise the possibility that greater attentional resources are allocated to task-
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relevant self-related vs. non-self stimuli as a result of the greater affective salience of self-

stimuli (Fan et al., 2013; Tacikowski & Nowicka, 2010). However, others demonstrated that 

when voice stimuli are task-irrelevant (i.e., presented during the visualization of a silent 

movie), effects of voice identity are also observed on the P3a6 component. Specifically, P3a 

amplitude was increased to both familiar and unknown vocalizations when compared with a 

self-generated vocalization (Graux et al., 2013; Graux, Gomot, Roux, Bonnet-Brilhault, & 

Bruneau, 2015). Since the P3a component is believed to reflect attentional orienting towards 

an unexpected change in an otherwise regular environment (Friedman, Cycowicz, & Gaeta, 

2001; Escera & Corral, 2007), these findings show that attention tends to be more strongly 

oriented towards task-irrelevant non-self compared to self-generated vocalizations. 

Furthermore, they might additionally suggest that a non-self vocalization becomes more 

salient when participants’ attention is focused elsewhere. Indeed, in a social context, the 

detection of a novel or totally unexpected non-self voice may signal the presence of a 

conspecific. Given that this ability is believed to be a critical survival skill (Friedman et al., 

2001; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b), it is plausible that detecting the presence of an unexpected 

vocalization from an unknown identity might be more important for survival and adaptation 

than the detection of one’s own voice, if attention is focused elsewhere.  

It is worth noting that, in the studies of Graux et al. (2013, 2015), the voice stimuli 

consisted of a short vocalization (steady vowel /a/ lasting for 300 ms), whereas in our study a 

dissyllabic word (/nome/ [name]) was used as voice stimulus. Differences in the complexity 

of voice stimuli should be taken into account when interpreting the findings on self-voice 

processing, considering that both linguistic and nonlinguistic (i.e., identity and affective) cues 

are simultaneously extracted from the same signal during voice perception (Belin, Fecteau, & 

Bédard, 2004; Belin, Bestelmeyer, Latinus, & Watson, 2011; Conde, Gonçalves, & Pinheiro, 

in press; Kaganovich, Francis, & Melara, 2006; Schweinberger, Kawahara, Simpson, Skuk, 

& Zäske, 2014). Indeed, critical bi-directional interactions between both linguistic and 

nonlinguistic cues have been demonstrated during speaker’s recognition (Fleming, Giordano, 

Caldara, & Belin, 2014; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Schweinberger, Herholz, & Sommer, 

                                                 
6
 The P3a and the P3b components are dissociable brain potentials that reflect distinct neural processes (see 

Polich, 2007). The P3a is thought to reflect the involuntary capture of attention by an unpredictable violation of 
a regular and invariant aspect of the environment. The P3b indexes the mobilization of higher-order attentional 
resources to a task-relevant deviant (target) event. As in the current experiment participants were asked to focus 
their attention on the vocal sounds and to silently count the infrequent (and task-relevant) vocal stimuli, 
henceforth we used the term “P3” to refer to the subcomponent elicited by the task-relevant (target) stimuli. 
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1997). For example, earlier experiments on non-self voice processing found evidence for a 

‘language-familiarity effect’ during speaker recognition, showing that accuracy tends to be 

increased in the native relative to the non-native language (e.g., Fleming et al., 2014; 

Perrachione & Wong, 2007). In the same line, others have shown improved speaker 

recognition with both increased stimulus length (Cook &Wilding, 1997; Schweinberger et al., 

1997) and increased phonetic variability (Roebuck & Wilding, 1993).  

 

2.1. The effects of stimulus complexity on self-voice processing 

Evidence for the influence of voice signal complexity on self-voice processing is still 

scarce. In one of such studies, Ventura and colleagues (2009) used magnetoencephalography 

(MEG) to investigate the effects of stimulus complexity on auditory cortical responsiveness 

(indexed by the M100 component) to self-generated voice feedback during voice production 

(Ventura, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2009). The M100 component (i.e., the magnetic counterpart 

of the N1 ERP component) is believed to reflect sensory registration of auditory stimuli, and 

importantly, it has been used as a signature of an internal predictive mechanism operating 

during voice production: it is attenuated in response to self-voice feedback during voice 

production compared to the passive listening to pre-recorded self-voice stimuli. However, 

when the self-voice feedback is experimentally altered (e.g., pitch-shifted), the attenuation 

effect is smaller compared to the intact self-voice feedback condition (Behroozmand & 

Larson, 2011; Heinks-Maldonado, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2006; Sitek et al., 2013; Ventura et 

al., 2009). This suggests that predictive mechanisms operate during speech production in 

response to self-voice feedback: when the feedback matches the prediction of the upcoming 

self-voice, auditory cortical suppression (reflected by the M100/N1 attenuation effect) is 

observed; in contrast an error signal is generated when the incoming self-voice feedback 

deviates from the predicted self-voice (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Heinks-Maldonado et 

al., 2006; Hickok, Houde, & Rong, 2011; Sitek et al., 2013). Importantly, Ventura and 

colleagues (2009) demonstrated that the magnitude of auditory cortical suppression to one’s 

own voice depends on the complexity of the voice signal: simpler self-generated sounds (/a/) 

elicit greater M100 amplitude attenuation than more complex and dynamic self-voice stimuli 

(/a-a-a/ and /a - a-a - a/). Other studies revealed that, during vocal production, when 

participants are presented with experimentally induced changes in voice feedback (e.g., 

increment of voice F0), they tend to vocally compensate in the direction opposed to the 

changes introduced, i.e., they lower their voice F0 (e.g., Burnett, Freedland, Larson, & Hain, 

1998; Chen, Liu, Xu, & Larson, 2007). The magnitude of these compensatory vocal 
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responses appear to be modulated both by the content of word stimuli (Patel & Schell, 2008) 

and by the language experience of the participants (e.g., their native language – Liu et al., 

2010). Even though these studies have highlighted important interactions between the 

acoustic complexity of the voice signal and voice identity (self vs. non-self), the effects of 

stimulus complexity on attentional processes during self-voice processing are not fully 

understood. Specifically, it is unclear whether the attentional bias we found for attended self- 

vs. non-self voice (word) stimuli is generalizable to less complex voice stimuli devoid of 

semantic content, such as the short vocalizations used in previous experiments.  

 

2.2. Building acoustic regularity from high-probability and frequent sounds 

The formation of acoustic regularity representations within an invariant auditory 

background is critical for the prediction of upcoming events and for the detection of 

violations to these regularities (Bendixen, Roeber, & Schröger, 2007; Jacobsen, Schröger, 

Winkler, & Horvath, 2005; Ranganath & Rainer, 2003; Seppänen, Hämäläinen, Pesonen, & 

Tervaniemi, 2012). As such, the representation of a given high-probability and invariant 

sound operates as a ‘comparison template’ against which the infrequent deviating events are 

contrasted (Bendixen et al., 2007; Jacobsen et al., 2005; Seppänen et al., 2012). It is generally 

accepted that the repetitive presentation of a given sound leads to a reduction in the neural 

responsiveness to that event, which is thought to reflect more efficient stimulus processing 

associated with a stronger and detailed representation of the stimulus (Grill-Spector, Henson, 

& Martin, 2006; Ranganath & Rainer, 2003; Ross & Tremblay, 2009; Seppänen et al., 2012). 

This reduction is believed to reflect both the activation of a smaller population of specialized 

neurons tuned to process the stimulus features and the deactivation of neurons that are not 

sensitive to such stimulus features (Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Ranganath & Rainer, 2003; 

Ross & Tremblay, 2009; Seppänen et al., 2012). Specifically, studies using oddball tasks 

demonstrated that the repetition of a given standard sound results in suppression of the neural 

responsiveness to that sound (Ross & Tremblay, 2009; Seppänen et al., 2012). The 

attenuation tends to be greater for familiar than for unfamiliar events (Müller, Strumpf, 

Scholz, Baier, & Melloni, 2012; Ranganath & Rainer, 2003). Therefore, examining the neural 

responses to standard stimuli might provide critical information on how the brain builds 

regularity representations from invariant and high-probability events, and uses these 

expectations to efficiently detect change in auditory stimulation. 

 

1.3. The Current Study 
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Here, we investigated the role of selective attention on self- vs. non-self voice 

processing, with the focus on N2 and P3 ERP components. Self-generated and non-self 

vocalizations were presented both as standard and target stimuli in two distinct blocks, in an 

active oddball task in which participants were instructed to detect a change in auditory 

stimulation. Following earlier research (e.g., Conde et al., 2015; Graux et al., 2013; Graux et 

al., 2015; Schirmer, Striano, & Friederici, 2005), we controlled for the physical acoustic 

differences between voice stimuli by computing difference waveforms based on the 

subtraction of the ERP activity to self- and non-self vocal standards from the ERP activity to 

identical self- and non-self vocal targets, respectively. Furthermore, we compared the 

findings of the present study with those obtained in our previous work, in which the voice 

stimulus consisted of a dissyllabic word with longer duration (i.e., 300 ms vs. 483 ms) and 

larger phonetic variability (i.e., sustained vowel /a/ vs. dissyllabic word). Considering the 

existing evidence showing that attentional resources are more strongly engaged by self-

relevant vs. non-self stimuli when stimuli are in the focus of attention (e.g., Berlad & Pratt, 

1995; Gray et al., 2004; Ninomiya et al., 1998; Scott et al., 2005), it seems plausible to expect 

that a task-relevant self-generated vocalization elicits more attentional resources than the 

vocalization from an unknown speaker, indexed by greater P3 amplitude to self-stimuli. This 

would show that, under the focus of attention, a self-voice is more salient than a non-self 

voice, irrespective of stimulus complexity. However, if both the salience (self vs. non-self 

voice identity) and the complexity of voice stimuli affect how voice signals are processed and 

differentiated, then an interaction between voice identity (self- vs. non-self) and stimulus type 

(vocalization vs. word) should be evidenced.  

Additionally, we also investigated the N1 and P2 ERP responses to vocal standards in 

order to clarify how the brain builds regularity representations from invariant and high-

probability voice stimuli, as a function of voice identity (Bendixen et al., 2007; Jacobsen et 

al., 2005; Ranganath & Rainer, 2003; Seppänen et al., 2012). In particular, examining the 

ERP responses to vocal standards might provide further insights on stimulus-driven processes 

related to both the sensory registration of stimulus acoustic properties and further operations 

of stimulus classification, as reflected by the N1 (Ford, Roach, & Mathalon, 2010) and P2 

components (Crowley & Colrain, 2004), respectively. Considering that the reduction in the 

neural responsiveness associated with stimulus repetition is believed to reflect the sharpening 

of its neural representation (e.g., Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Ross & Tremblay, 2009; 

Seppänen et al., 2012), and given that a self-voice is likely to activate a greater sensorimotor 

representation than a non-self voice (Xu et al., 2013), we hypothesized greater N1 and P2 
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reduction for self- relative to non-self vocal standards. The sensorimotor component of the 

self-voice representation is related to previously learned associations between the repeated 

motor experience of speaking (i.e., the vocal motor commands) and the sensory consequences 

of this experience (Hickok et al., 2011; Sugiura, 2013). These learned associations might be 

critical for vocal self-monitoring as, during vocal production, internal predictive mechanisms 

rely on them to generate predictions about the likely sensory consequences of the vocal motor 

commands (Hickok et al., 2011). As a consequence, the sensory analysis and categorization 

of the relevant physical stimulus properties, which underlie the representation of acoustic 

regularities, are enhanced for self-voice stimuli. 

In addition, given that previous evidence showed that voice identity processing relies 

on the integration of both F0 (i.e., the perceived pitch) and formant frequency cues (Baumann 

& Belin, 2010; Latinus, McAleer, Bestelmeyer, & Belin, 2013; Xu, Homae, Hashimoto, & 

Hagiwara, 2013), we also probed whether the ERP responses to self-vocalizations (i.e., the 

N1 and P2 for vocal standards; the N2 and P3 in difference waveforms) are related to the 

underlying physical acoustic parameters. Since the N1 and P2 components are sensitive to 

stimulus physical properties (e.g., Crowley & Colrain, 2004; O’Donnel et al., 1994), we 

expected a significant association between the N1 and P2 responses to self-generated 

vocalizations and the voice acoustic properties. Furthermore, we hypothesized that voice 

acoustic properties would not be associated with the N2 and P3 responses to self-generated 

vocalizations, consistent with the functional significance of these components as reflecting 

later stages of information processing independent of the physical properties of the stimuli 

(Luck, 2005; O’Donnell et al., 1993; Polich, 2007; Spencer et al., 1999, 2001).  

 

3. Method 

3.1. Participants  

Nineteen right-handed adult males participated in this study (see Table 7). All 

participants were native speakers of European Portuguese and all reported normal hearing.  

Right handedness was confirmed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). 

Participants were screened for psychopathological symptoms by administering the Brief 

Symptom Inventory (BSI – Derogatis, 1982; Portuguese version - Canavarro, 1999). 

Inclusion criteria were: Positive Symptoms Distress Index of the BSI below 1.7 (Canavarro, 

2007); verbal intelligence quotient (IQ) below 90 (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – 

WAIS-III, Wechsler, 1997); no history of neurological illness, electroconvulsive treatment, or 

history of drug or alcohol abuse in the past year; no current medication for medical disorders 
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that would affect electroencephalogram (EEG) morphology or that would have neurological, 

and/or cognitive functioning consequences. After a detailed description of the study, all 

participants gave oral and written informed consent. The consent form was assessed by the 

local Institutional Review Board Committee for the protection of human subjects. 

 

 

Table 7   

Socio-demographic and cognitive characterization of the participants  

  M (SD) 

Sociodemographic 

data 

Age, years 30.79 (5.22) 

Years of education 15.00 (2.96) 

Cognitive data - WAIS-III* 

Full scale IQ 124.95 (12.36) 

Verbal IQ 127.63 (11.53) 

Performance IQ 116.32 (12.51) 

Note. M=Mean; SD=Standard Deviation; *WAIS-III (Wechsler, 2008). 

 

 

3.2. Materials  

A voice recording session took place at least one week before the ERP experiment in 

a sound-proof room, using a portable digital recorder Roland R-26 and a Shure incorporated 

PG48 microphone, with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and 16 bit resolution. Following 

previous studies (e.g., Graux et al., 2013; Graux et al., 2015; Sitek et al., 2013), a vocalization 

(vowel /a/) was recorded by each participant (self-generated voice condition – SGV) and by 

an unknown middle-aged male who was also a native speaker of European Portuguese (non-

self voice condition –  NSV). To reduce potential variability among voice recordings, 

participants listened to the vocalization /a/ (previously recorded by a middle-aged male voice 

and without regional accent – age = 47 years) through earphones, and then they were 

instructed to reproduce the stimulus exactly as they just heard. The duration (300 ms) and 

intensity (root-mean-square amplitude – RMS = 70 dB) of both SGV and NSV were matched 

using Praat software (Boersma & Weenink, 2012). Background noise was removed using 
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Audacity 2.0.2. software (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/). In addition, all vocal stimuli were 

acoustically analyzed using Praat software (see Table 8).  

 

 

Table 8  

Acoustic properties of the voice stimuli 

 Participant 
Mean 

F0 (Hz) 

Range F0 (Hz)  Formant Frequencies (Hz) 

Min Max F1 F2 F3 

P1 113 112 114 745.74 1321.30 2382.04 

P2 117 115 122 816.18 1446.07 2689.07 

P3 103 101 113 889.68 1273.62 2401.54 

P4 133 130 135 896.69 1440.13 2688.37 

P5 111 108 114 882.33 1402.58 2651.14 

P6 116 110 120 848.99 1421.12 2463.48 

P7 98 93 102 928.33 1795.61 2624.87 

P8 108 97 111 944.57 1419.27 2629.54 

P9 92 89 96 694.67 1389.80 2354.80 

P10 111 108 113 746.41 1565.74 2248.42 

P11 102 100 107 744.16 1211.77 2455.43 

P12 92 88 98 857.77 1409.52 2537.46 

P13 114 112 119 809.26 1347.60 2839.58 

P14 107 99 111 799.26 1256.90 2737.42 

P15 90 89 98 881.96 1399.53 2611.06 

P16 92 89 93 698.46 1410.90 2419.58 

P17 100 98 102 881.40 1398.46 2428.65 

P18 129 124 135 874.87 1453.36 2546.16 

P19 119 116 124 740.62 1491.93 2496.37 

M 107.737 104.105 111.947 825.33 1413.43 2537.10 

(SD) 12.3101 12.3013 12.1586 77.55 124.17 151.05 

NSV 99 87 106 531.07 1783.08 2582.09 

  119 101 123 703.17 1428.34 2362.85 

 



                             

 

3.3. Procedure  

Participants were comfortably seated in a sound attenuating and electrically shielded 

room at a distance of 100 cm from the computer monitor. The experime

comprised two blocks, each one containing a total of 200 standard (

(P = .017) voice stimuli. In the first block, the NSV was the standard stimulus and the SGV 

was the target stimulus, whereas in the second block, the o

stimuli were binaurally presented through earphones in a pseudorandom order, in which a 

minimum of two standard stimuli were presented before a target stimulus (e.g., Buodo, 

Palomba, Sarlo, Naccarella, & Battistella, 2004; Özgür

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) was used to control stimulus timing and 

presentation. Each trial comprised a fixation cross (which remained on the screen from the 

beginning until the end of the trial) and

was presented (see Figure 12

1200 ms. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across participants, and each block lasted 

approximately 4 minutes. Participants were asked to silently count the number of times a 

target voice was presented. 

Figure 12. Schematic illustration of a trial
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Participants were comfortably seated in a sound attenuating and electrically shielded 

room at a distance of 100 cm from the computer monitor. The experime

comprised two blocks, each one containing a total of 200 standard (P = .083), and 40 target 

= .017) voice stimuli. In the first block, the NSV was the standard stimulus and the SGV 

was the target stimulus, whereas in the second block, the opposite was observed. Voice 

stimuli were binaurally presented through earphones in a pseudorandom order, in which a 

minimum of two standard stimuli were presented before a target stimulus (e.g., Buodo, 

Palomba, Sarlo, Naccarella, & Battistella, 2004; Özgürdal et al., 2008). Presentation software 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) was used to control stimulus timing and 

presentation. Each trial comprised a fixation cross (which remained on the screen from the 

beginning until the end of the trial) and, after 300 ms, a voice stimulus (duration = 300 ms) 

2). Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) varied between 1100 and 

1200 ms. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across participants, and each block lasted 

Participants were asked to silently count the number of times a 

Schematic illustration of a trial. 

Participants were comfortably seated in a sound attenuating and electrically shielded 

room at a distance of 100 cm from the computer monitor. The experimental session 

= .083), and 40 target 

= .017) voice stimuli. In the first block, the NSV was the standard stimulus and the SGV 

pposite was observed. Voice 

stimuli were binaurally presented through earphones in a pseudorandom order, in which a 

minimum of two standard stimuli were presented before a target stimulus (e.g., Buodo, 

dal et al., 2008). Presentation software 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) was used to control stimulus timing and 

presentation. Each trial comprised a fixation cross (which remained on the screen from the 

, after 300 ms, a voice stimulus (duration = 300 ms) 

). Stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) varied between 1100 and 

1200 ms. The order of blocks was counterbalanced across participants, and each block lasted 

Participants were asked to silently count the number of times a 
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3.4. EEG recording and data analysis  

EEG data were continuously recorded using a 64 channels BioSemi Active Two 

System (http://www.biosemi.com/products.htm), at a digitization rate of 512 Hz, with a 

bandpass of 0.01–100 Hz and stored for later analysis. Horizontal and vertical eye 

movements were recorded by placing electrodes at left and right temples (horizontal 

electrooculogram – EOG) and one below the left eye (vertical EOG). Electrodes were also 

placed on left and right mastoids for offline referencing. The Brain Vision Analyzer 2.0.4 

software (www.brainproducts.com) was used for analysis of the EEG data. A high-pass filter 

of .01 Hz was applied to the EEG data. EEG data were referenced offline to the average of 

the left and right mastoids. Individual ERP epochs of 1100 ms, time-locked to the onset of the 

voice stimuli, were created and included a 100 ms prestimulus baseline. Gratton et al.’s 

algorithm was used to correct for ocular artifacts (Gratton, Coles, & Dunchan, 1983). EEG 

epochs exceeding +/-100 microvolts were not included in individual ERP averages. After 

artifact rejection, ERP averages for each participant were based on at least 75% of the trials 

in each condition (standard SGV = 171.70 ± 18.50; target SGV = 37.15 ± 2.68; standard NSV 

= 181.85 ± 11.96; target NSV = 34.90 ± 2.75). Following previous studies (e.g., Graux et al., 

2013; Schirmer et al., 2005), difference waveforms were computed by subtracting SGV 

standards from SGV targets, and NSV standards from NSV targets. This approach allowed us 

to control for the physical differences between SGV and NSV stimuli. 

After visually inspecting the grand average difference waveforms, the auditory N2 

and P3 ERP components, with maximal effects at central (Cz/1/2), centro-parietal (CPz/1/2) 

and parietal (Pz/1/2) electrodes, were selected for further analyses. The auditory N1 and P2 

components for vocal standards had maximal effects at fronto-central and central electrode 

sites. Latency windows for subtraction-based N2 and P3 components, and standard-related 

N1 and P2 components were selected based on the visual inspection of the grand average 

waveforms. The N2 peak latency for both SGV and NSV conditions was computed as the 

time corresponding to the most negative point between 180 and 280 ms. The P3 peak latency 

was measured as the time of the maximum positive point between 280 and 460 ms. For vocal 

standards, the N1 peak latency was measured as the time of the maximum negative point 

between 100 and 180 ms, whereas the P2 peak latency was measured as the time of the 

maximum positive point between 180 and 300 ms. The N2 amplitude was measured as the 

mean amplitude of the 80-ms time window centered around the N2 peak in the grand-average 

difference waveforms separately determined for each condition (SGV = 239 ms; NSV = 231 
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ms). Likewise, the P3 amplitude was computed as the mean amplitude of the 140-ms time 

window centered at the P3 peak in the difference waveforms (SGV = 359 ms; NSV = 

353ms). For vocal standards, the N1 mean amplitude was measured in the 117-177 ms (for 

SGV standards) and in the 111-171 ms (for NSV standards) latency intervals, whereas the P2 

was measured in the 194-294 ms (SGV standards) and in the 185-285 ms (NSV standards) 

latency intervals.  

 

3.5. Statistical analyses  

All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS 22.0 software (SPSS, Corp., 

USA).   

3.5.1. ERP data. 

3.5.1.1. Difference Waveforms (Target – Standard). The mean amplitude and peak 

latency of the N2 and P3 components in the difference waveforms were subjected to separate 

repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA), with voice identity (SGV, NSV), region 

(fronto-central, central, centro-parietal) and electrode site (Cz/1/2, CPz/1/2, Pz/1/2) as within-

subjects factors. As an exploratory analysis of hemispheric effects, we tested amplitude 

differences between hemispheres for both N2 and P3 components separately, by running a 

repeated-measures ANOVA with voice identity (SGV, NSV), hemisphere (left, right), and 

electrodes (C1/CP1/P1, C2/CP2/P2) as within-subjects factor. Main effects and interactions 

were followed with pairwise comparisons between conditions, using the Bonferroni 

adjustment for multiple comparisons. Where appropriate, analyses were corrected for non-

sphericity using the Greenhouse-Geisser correction method. 

2.5.1.2. Standard-Related Waveforms.  The mean amplitude and peak latency of the 

N1 and P2 components for vocal standards were subjected to separate repeated-measures 

ANOVA, with voice identity (SGV, NSV), region (fronto-central, central) and electrode site 

(FCz/1/2, Cz/1/2) as within-subjects factors. In addition, we also explored amplitude 

differences between hemispheres for both N1 and P2 components separately, by running a 

repeated-measures ANOVA with voice identity (SGV, NSV), hemisphere (left, right), and 

electrodes (FC1/C1, FC2/C2) as within-subjects factor. Main effects and interactions were 

followed with pairwise comparisons between conditions, using the Bonferroni adjustment for 

multiple comparisons. Analyses were corrected for non-sphericity using the Greenhouse-

Geisser correction method. 

2.5.1.3. Vocalization vs. word processing. To test the effects of stimulus type 

(vocalization vs. word stimuli) on voice processing, the current ERP data were combined 
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with the data obtained in our previous experiment (for details of the study see Conde et al., 

2015). The analysis described here included data from 18 participants who were part of both 

experiments (see Table 9 for further details on the socio-demographic and cognitive 

characterization of the participants). Separate repeated-measures ANOVA were conducted 

for comparisons of the N2 and P3 mean amplitudes between studies, with stimulus type 

(vocalization, word), voice identity (SGV, NSV) and electrode (Cz, CPz, Pz) as within-

subjects factors. Main effects and interactions were followed with pairwise comparisons 

between conditions, using the Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. Where 

appropriate, analyses were corrected for non-sphericity using the Greenhouse-Geisser 

correction method.  

 

 

Table 9   

Socio-demographic and cognitive characterization of the participants who were part of both 

experiments 

  M (SD) 

Sociodemographic data 

Age, years 30.67 (5.35) 

Years of education 15.00 (3.05) 

Cognitive data - WAIS-III* 

Full scale IQ 

124.39 

(12.47) 

Verbal IQ 

127.11 

(11.63) 

Performance IQ 

115.94 

(12.76) 

Note. M=Mean; SD=Standard Deviation; *WAIS-III (Wechsler, 2008). 

 

2.5.2. Correlation between ERP and acoustic data. To test whether the ERP 

responses elicited by SGV stimuli were associated with their physical acoustic parameters 

(i.e., F0 and formant frequencies – F1-F3), Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated 

(N1 and P2 amplitudes for vocal standards at FCz and Cz channels; N2 and P3 amplitudes in 

the difference waveforms at Cz,  CPz and Pz channels). Following the procedure suggested 
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by Field (2013), the bootstrapping sampling procedure was adopted to compute robust 

confidence intervals (CIs) of Pearson’s correlation coefficients. The correlational analyses 

were based on the bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) CIs set at 95% with 1000 bootstrap 

samples. Correlations were considered to be significant below the p level of .05 and only if its 

BCa bootstrap 95% CI did not cross zero, since it would suggest that zero was not a likely 

value for the population with 95% of confidence.  

 

4. Results 

4.1. Task performance  

Accuracy in target detection was 99.13% (range = 95-100%) for SGV targets and 

99.00% (range = 95-100%) for NSV targets.  

 

4.2. ERP data  

Grand average waveforms are illustrated in Figures 13, 14 and 17, where a high cutoff 

filter at 15 Hz was applied for illustration purposes only. Figures 15 and 16 illustrate barplots 

representing both amplitudes and peak latencies of the ERP components under study. 



                             

 

 

Figure 13. Illustration of the grand average difference waveforms for the SGV and NSV 

conditions, and of the grand average ‘raw’ waveforms for SGV and NSV standard and target 

stimuli. 
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n of the grand average difference waveforms for the SGV and NSV 

conditions, and of the grand average ‘raw’ waveforms for SGV and NSV standard and target 

 

n of the grand average difference waveforms for the SGV and NSV 

conditions, and of the grand average ‘raw’ waveforms for SGV and NSV standard and target 



                             

 

Figure 14. Illustration of the grand average ‘raw’ waveforms for 
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Illustration of the grand average ‘raw’ waveforms for SGV and NSV standards

 

SGV and NSV standards. 



                             

 

 

Figure 15. Barplots representing N2 and P3 amplitudes and peak latencies for SGV and NSV 

conditions, based on difference waveforms.
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Barplots representing N2 and P3 amplitudes and peak latencies for SGV and NSV 

conditions, based on difference waveforms. 

 

Barplots representing N2 and P3 amplitudes and peak latencies for SGV and NSV 



                             

 

Figure 16. Barplots representing

standards. 

 

4.2.1. Difference Waveforms (Target 

N2: The repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no significant main effects or 

interactions on N2 amplitude (

differences were observed (p > .05).

P3: No significant main effects or interactions were observed on the P3 amplitude (

> .05) or latency (p > .05), as well as no hemispheric differences (
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. Barplots representing N1 and P2 amplitudes and peak latencies for vocal 

.2.1. Difference Waveforms (Target – Standard). 

measures ANOVA revealed no significant main effects or 

interactions on N2 amplitude (p > .05) or N2 latency (p > .05). Furthermore, no hemi

> .05). 

No significant main effects or interactions were observed on the P3 amplitude (

> .05), as well as no hemispheric differences (p > .05). 

 

mplitudes and peak latencies for vocal 

measures ANOVA revealed no significant main effects or 

> .05). Furthermore, no hemispheric 

No significant main effects or interactions were observed on the P3 amplitude (p 
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4.2.2. Standard-Related Waveforms. 

N1: A main effect of identity on N1 amplitude was observed, F(1,18) = 10.384, p = 

.005, ηp
2 = .366. Pairwise comparisons revealed that N1 was more negative in the NSV 

relative to the SGV condition (p = .005). No significant main effects or interactions were 

observed when analyzing the N1 latency (p > .05) or the hemispheric differences (p > .05).  

P2: No significant main effects or interactions were observed on the P2 amplitude (p 

> .05) or latency (p > .05), as well as no hemispheric differences (p > .05). 

 

4.2.3. Vocalization vs. word processing (Difference Waveforms). 

N2: A main effect of voice identity, F(1,17) = 5.867, p = .027, ηp
2 = .257, indicated 

that N2 was more negative for the self- relative to the non-self voice (p = .027). A significant 

stimulus type by electrode interaction, F(2,34) = 6.938, p = .011, ηp
2 = .290, was also 

observed. Pairwise comparisons showed that N2 tended to be more negative for the 

vocalization relative to the word condition at Cz (p = .055) and CPz (p = .55) electrodes.  

P3: A significant stimulus type by voice identity interaction, F(1,17) = 4.773, p = 

.043, ηp
2 = .219, was found on P3 amplitude: for the word condition only, P3 was more 

positive for the self- compared to the non-self voice (p = .017); for the non-self voice only, 

P3 was more positive in the vocalization relative to the word condition (p = .019).  



                             

 

Figure 17. (A) Illustration of the grand av

stimuli in the vocalization and word conditions. 

amplitudes for SGV and NSV stimuli in the word condition.

 

4.3. Correlation between ERP 

The analysis revealed a significant association between the N1 amplitude for SGV 

standards and their physical acoustic parameters: the less negative the N1 amplitude, the 

higher the frequencies of F3 (at FCz: 
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(A) Illustration of the grand average difference waveforms for 

calization and word conditions. (B) Barplots representing N2 and P3 

amplitudes for SGV and NSV stimuli in the word condition. 

.3. Correlation between ERP and acoustic data 

The analysis revealed a significant association between the N1 amplitude for SGV 

standards and their physical acoustic parameters: the less negative the N1 amplitude, the 

higher the frequencies of F3 (at FCz: r = .706, 95% BCa CI [.375, .871], 

 

erage difference waveforms for SGV and NSV 

(B) Barplots representing N2 and P3 

The analysis revealed a significant association between the N1 amplitude for SGV 

standards and their physical acoustic parameters: the less negative the N1 amplitude, the 

871], p = .001; Cz: r = 



                             

 

.682, 95% BCa CI [.319, .857], 

N2 or P3 amplitudes. 

 

Figure 18. Correlations between the N2 amplitude for SGV and the acoustic properties of 

SGV stimuli.   

Note. BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. 

to be significant at the p level of <.05 and if its 95% b
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.682, 95% BCa CI [.319, .857], p = .001). No significant associations were found for the P2, 

Correlations between the N2 amplitude for SGV and the acoustic properties of 

BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. Correlations were considered 

level of <.05 and if its 95% bootstrap CI did not cross zero.

= .001). No significant associations were found for the P2, 

 

Correlations between the N2 amplitude for SGV and the acoustic properties of 

Correlations were considered 

ootstrap CI did not cross zero.  



                             

 

Figure 19. Correlations between th

SGV stimuli.   

Note. BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. 

to be significant at the p level of <.05 and if its 95% bootstrap CI did not cross zero.  
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Correlations between the P3 amplitude for SGV and the acoustic properties of 

BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. Correlations were considered 

level of <.05 and if its 95% bootstrap CI did not cross zero.  

 

e P3 amplitude for SGV and the acoustic properties of 

Correlations were considered 

level of <.05 and if its 95% bootstrap CI did not cross zero.   



                             

 

Figure 20. Correlations between the N1 and P2 amplitudes for SGV and the acoustic 

properties of SGV stimuli.   

Note. BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. 

to be significant at the p level 

 

 

In this study, we investigated the effects of self

else’s voice) on selective attention, using 
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Correlations between the N1 and P2 amplitudes for SGV and the acoustic 

BCa bootstrap 95% CIs are reported in square brackets. Correlations were considered 

level of <.05 and if its 95% bootstrap CI did not cross zero.  

5. Discussion 

In this study, we investigated the effects of self-relevance (my voice vs

) on selective attention, using the ERP method. Participants performed an oddball 
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task in which they were instructed to detect self- and non-self voice targets interspersed with 

non-self and self-generated vocal standards, respectively. Furthermore, we examined whether 

the complexity of the voice signal (vocalization vs. word) modulates the allocation of 

attentional resources during self vs. non-self voice processing. To this end, we compared the 

current findings using vocalizations with the results from our previous study (Conde et al., 

2015) using spoken dissyllabic words. The ERP findings showed that differences in the 

processing of self- vs. non-self voice stimuli emerge as a function of voice stimulus 

complexity, confirming our initial hypothesis. Also, differences were observed in how the 

representation of acoustic regularities is formed as a function of self-relevance (self- vs. non-

self voice stimuli).  

 

5.1. Effects of self-relevance and stimulus complexity on selective attention 

Both task-relevant self-generated and non-self vocalizations elicited similar N2 

amplitude. The N2 is thought to index the early discrimination and categorization of task-

relevant stimuli deviating from an invariant auditory stream (O’Donnel et al., 1993; Patel & 

Azzam, 2005). The absence of N2 differences as a function of voice identity in the current 

study demonstrates that, at an early attentional stage, both self-generated and non-self 

vocalizations received an equivalent amount of processing resources, in contrast with 

previous evidence showing increased N2 to self-related stimuli (Conde et al., 2015; Fan et al., 

2013; Perrin et al., 1999). Our analysis comparing the current and previous findings (Conde 

et al., 2015) revealed that the N2 was increased for self- compared to non-self voice stimuli. 

As no identity-related differences were found in the analysis of the N2 amplitude in the 

current study, and considering that the current and our previous experiments were equivalent 

except in the type of stimulus used, it seems plausible that the N2 modulation by self-

relevance (i.e., self- vs. non-self) is related to stimulus complexity. Furthermore, we observed 

a trend for greater N2 amplitude for the vocalization relative to the word condition, which 

might suggest that simpler voice stimuli attract a greater amount of processing resources than 

more complex voice stimuli (i.e., word stimuli) at an earlier attentional stage. This may be 

related to a ‘processing cost’ associated with more complex linguistic stimuli. This trend 

provides partial support to our hypothesis that the complexity of the voice signal influences 

how self- and non-self voice stimuli are processed. Nonetheless, since this finding only 

approached statistical significance, it should be interpreted with caution, and hence, further 

studies testing the effects of stimulus complexity on N2 measures are thus warranted. 
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On the other hand, the P3 component reflects the mobilization of higher-order 

attentional resources to task-relevant events, as well as the assessment of stimulus relevance 

(Spencer et al., 1999, 2001; Polich, 2007; Polich & Criado, 2006; Polich & Kok, 1995). 

Again, the absence of P3 differences as a function of voice identity in the current experiment 

demonstrates that both self- and non-self vocalizations captured a similar amount of high-

order attentional resources. This finding is at odds with our previous work using a more 

complex voice stimulus (i.e., a dissyllabic word lasting for 483 ms), as well as with earlier 

studies on self-related information processing that found increased P3 to self-related (e.g., 

one’s own face, name or handwriting) compared to non-self stimuli (e.g., Gray et al., 2004; 

Sui et al., 2006; Tacikowski & Nowicka, 2010; Tacikowski et al., 2014; Zhao, Zimmer, & 

Fu, 2011). Given the extensive evidence showing that the P3 amplitude is modulated by the 

affective salience of the eliciting stimulus (Czigler, Cox, Gyimesi, & Horváth, 2007; 

Delplanque, Silvert, Hot, Rigoulot, & Sequeira, 2006), as well as by its degree of self-

relevance (Chen et al., 2011; Fan et al., 2013; Tacikowski & Nowicka, 2010; Tacikowski et 

al., 2014), the similar P3 amplitude to self- and non-self vocalizations suggests that, when 

vocal stimuli are shorter and acoustically less complex, both self-generated and non-self 

voices are assessed as having comparable salience. 

By directly comparing our current and previous findings, we showed that the P3 was 

increased to self- compared to non-self voice stimuli in the word condition only, whereas no 

differences were observed between simpler self- and non-self vocalizations. This suggests 

that high-order attentional resources are more strongly captured by self- than non-self voice 

stimuli, but only when a more complex word stimulus is at play. Furthermore, the 

comparison between this and our previous study (Conde et al., 2015) also revealed that the P3 

was increased for the non-self vocalization relative to non-self word, whereas for the self-

generated voice no differences emerged when comparing the vocalization and word 

conditions. This finding points to differences in the salience of the non-self vocalization vs. 

word stimuli. The vocalization /a/ is not only a very commonly heard linguistic sound during 

social communication (Sitek et al., 2014), but it also might communicate distinct affective 

meanings (e.g., anger, amusement, neutral emotion) depending on the emotional intonation 

(Ward, 2006; Ward & Tsukahara, 2000). Thus, a plausible interpretation for such an 

interaction between voice identity and stimulus complexity is that a short vocalization uttered 

by an unknown speaker might have been perceived as having a more ambiguous affective 

meaning than the semantically neutral (non-self) word, as it could signal an upcoming 

relevant event (for NSV, the mean difference between vocalization and word conditions was 
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1.505 µV; for SGV, the mean difference was .073 µV). As a result, it is plausible that the 

affective salience of the unfamiliar vocalization was enhanced to levels close to the typically 

salient self-voice. If this were the case, both self- and non-self vocalizations would be 

assessed as equally salient when in the focus of attention, and hence the amount of attentional 

resources engaged by both vocalizations would be similar. Supporting the hypothesis of 

increased ambiguity in the affective salience of the non-self vocalization, recent evidence 

indicates that listeners can only accurately identify vocal affect (i.e., fear, sadness, and neutral 

expressions) when utterances last at least between 500 and 600 ms (Pell & Kotz, 2011). 

Furthermore, given that the voice stimuli used in the current and in our previous study 

only differed in the duration (300 vs. 483 ms) and in the amount of linguistic information 

conveyed (vowel /a/ vs. dissyllabic word), these findings suggest that the complexity of the 

voice signal also modulates the amount of attentional resources directed to voice stimuli. This 

is consistent with the multidimensional model of voice perception by Belin and colleagues 

(2004) which predicts that both linguistic and nonlinguistic (i.e., identity and affective) 

information in the voice signal are concurrently processed in relatively dissociated but 

interacting brain pathways (Belin et al., 2004; Belin et al., 2011; Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013; 

Latinus et al., 2013; Schweinberger et al., 2014). The modulatory effects of stimulus 

complexity on voice processing were previously demonstrated by studies focusing on self- 

(Behroozmand, Korzyukov, & Larson, 2011; Ventura et al., 2009; Patel & Schell, 2008) and 

non-self voice processing (Cook &Wilding, 1997; Ferdenzi et al., 2013; Flemming et al., 

2014; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Perrachione & Wong, 2007; Roebuck & Wilding, 1993; 

Schweinberger et al., 1997). Specifically, the length of the voice signal was found to have a 

strong impact on how voices are processed and perceived, with longer stimuli favoring 

recognition accuracy of both speaker’s identity (Cook & Wilding, 1997; Schweinberger et al., 

1997) and vocal affect (Paulmann & Pell, 2010; Pell & Kotz, 2011). This is likely due to the 

fact that the phonetic range of the vocal apparatus tends to be better represented in longer (vs. 

shorter) utterances, as they often convey a greater amount of phonetic information that 

facilitates speaker recognition (e.g., articulatory features; variety of vocal tract resonance 

patterns underlying both vocal identity and speech processing) (Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013; 

Remez, Fellowes, & Rubin, 1997; Schweinberger et al., 1997). Also, increasing the duration 

of the voice signal enhances the range of nonlinguistic information (e.g., speaking rate, 

loudness, mean F0, F0 variability) that is available to the listeners, which has been shown to 

significantly contribute to voice identity and affect recognition (Belin et al., 2011; Kreiman & 

Sidtis, 2013; Latinus et al., 2013; Schweinberger et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2013). Considering 
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the existing evidence supporting the effects of stimulus duration on voice identity 

recognition, one might claim that the lack of differences between self- and non-self 

vocalizations in the present study results from the reduced amount of phonetic (linguistic) 

and nonlinguistic information available in the vocalization /a/ (vs. word). This may have 

prevented participants to integrate enough self-voice acoustic cues to consciously recognize, 

at a post-perceptual stage, their vocalizations as self-generated. This would also prevent an 

assessment of self-vocalizations as more affectively salient than the non-self voice, and 

hence, the modulatory impact of self-relevance (i.e., self- vs. non-self voice) on attention 

would be reduced, contrarily to our previous experiment. Nonetheless, this explanation seems 

unlikely, considering that previous studies that used a steady vowel /a/ with the same duration 

have pointed out important differences in the processing of self-generated and non-self voice 

information (e.g., Ford et al., 2010; Graux et al., 2015; Mathalon & Ford, 2008; Perez et al., 

2012; Sitek et al., 2013). For instance, recent ERP evidence showed that, in a context where 

participants are not paying voluntary attention to the voices, the vocalization /a/ conveys 

sufficient identity cues to evoke a reduced attentional orienting to a self-vocalization 

compared with a totally unpredictable unknown voice (Graux et al., 2013; Graux et al., 

2015). 

On the other hand, an alternative interpretation for the lack of N2 and P3 differences 

between self- and non-self vocalizations considers that the reduced amount of speech 

information conveyed by the self-generated vocalization might have decreased the amount of 

vocal self-monitoring resources engaged. As a consequence, the salience of the self-voice 

might have been reduced, as opposed to when more complex self-generated linguistic stimuli 

are processed (Conde et al., 2015). Nonetheless, in our analysis we found no differences 

between simpler and more complex self-generated stimuli, whereas simpler non-self voice 

stimuli received a greater amount of higher-order attentional resources than longer and 

acoustically more complex non-self word stimuli. This is consistent with our hypothesis that 

the increased affective salience of the non-self vocalization (vs. non-self word) made both 

self- and non-self vocalizations equally salient, thus capturing attentional resources in a 

similar extent.  

Even though our findings cannot be generalized to the realm of self-voice perception 

during speech production (e.g., Behroozmand et al., 2015; Behroozmand & Larson, 2011), 

the differential responsiveness to self- vs. non-self voice stimuli as a function of the voice 

signal complexity could represent an advantageous feature of the vocal self-monitoring 

system. This system may selectively increase processing resources to more meaningful 
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aspects (e.g., linguistic cues) of one’s own relative to others’ speech, whilst a similar amount 

of resources would be available for the processing of both non-linguistic self- and non-self 

voice stimuli when in the focus of attention. This agrees with previous studies showing that 

the magnitude of the compensatory vocal responses during speech production is modulated 

by the linguistic information conveyed in the voice signal, particularly by the content of word 

stimuli (Patel & Schell, 2008) and by language experience (Liu et al., 2010). Furthermore, 

this is also consistent with evidence showing that the vocal self-monitoring system is tuned to 

flexibly detect and correct for vocal production errors, while adapting to the challenges 

imposed by ‘noisy’ social acoustic environments (Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Chen et al., 

2013; Sitek et al., 2013). In addition, our findings extend previous investigations (Graux et al. 

2013; Graux et al., 2015) reporting a reduced attentional orienting to self-generated compared 

to non-self vocalizations, by showing that the amount of processing resources directed to self- 

vs. non-self voices depends both on task requirements (attentive vs. preattentive processing) 

and on stimulus complexity (short vocalizations vs. words). 

 

5.2. Building regularity from self- vs. non-self vocal expected and frequent sounds  

As an additional goal, we probed how representations of acoustic regularity are 

extracted from regular and high-probability self- vs. non-self voice stimuli, by analyzing N1 

and P2 amplitude to standard stimuli. We found that self-generated vocal standards elicited 

reduced N1 amplitude compared to non-self vocal standards. In oddball tasks, standard 

repetition is thought to lead to decreased neural responsiveness to the repeated sound as a 

consequence of a more efficient stimulus representation (Ranganath & Rainer, 2003; Ross & 

Tremblay, 2009; Seppänen et al., 2012). Based on this evidence, our findings may indicate 

that the self-voice is more efficiently processed than a non-self voice. Furthermore, 

considering the role of the N1 component in the sensory registration of stimulus acoustic 

properties (Ford et al., 2010; O’Donnel et al., 1994), these findings might suggest that 

acoustic regularities are more easily detected from self- relative to non-self voice stimuli, 

plausibly as a result of the stronger sensorimotor representation of one’s own voice relative to 

the non-self voice. Keeping with this interpretation, Xu and colleagues (2013) proposed that 

improved recognition of self- (vs. non-self) voice stimuli within an acoustically demanding 

condition might reflect the greater sensorimotor representation of the self-voice. Indeed, the 

sensorimotor representation of the self-voice seems to be particularly relevant for vocal self-

monitoring purposes, as internal predictive mechanisms (which operate during vocal 

production) build upon these learned associations to generate predictions about the likely 
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sensory consequences of the vocal motor commands (Hickok et al., 2011). The ‘advantage’ in 

encoding acoustic regularities from a self-voice was circumscribed to earlier sensory-driven 

processing stages, as revealed by the N1 effect, while a more intermediate stage of stimulus 

classification (indexed by the P2) was unaffected by voice identity. The increased capacity to 

extract physical features and context regularities from a constantly repeated self- vs. non-self 

voice stimulus is consistent with the view that the auditory cortex is particularly tuned to 

detect and correct for errors in self-voice signals (e.g., Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Sitek et 

al., 2013). Specifically, studies have shown that, through vocal self-monitoring processes, the 

acoustic properties (e.g., F0, formant frequencies) of one’s own voice are constantly 

monitored during vocal production for purposes of error detection and correction 

(Behroozmand et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2006; Sitek et al., 

2013). Corroborating this, we found that the N1 amplitude to the self-generated vocalization 

was associated with some of its physical features (i.e., the third formant), showing that the 

greater the frequencies of the third formant, the greater the capacity to extract context 

regularities from a redundant self-voice stimulus (i.e., the greater the N1 reduction). Thus, at 

this early stage of voice processing, vocal tract resonances seem to be critical cues for 

detecting voice regularities in self-generated short vocalizations.  

In addition, the association between voice acoustic parameters and both the N2 and P3 

responses to self-generated vocalizations was not significant, consistent with our hypothesis 

that these components index later stages of information processing which are independent of 

the physical features of the stimuli (Luck, 2005; O’Donnel et al., 1993; Patel & Azzam, 2005; 

Polich, 2007; Polich & Criado, 2006; Polich & Kok, 1995; Spencer et al., 1999, 2001). 

Although earlier evidence has shown that both the perceived pitch and formant frequencies 

are critical acoustic parameters underlying self and non-self voice recognition (e.g., Latinus 

et al. 2013; Xu et al., 2013), others have demonstrated that perceiving a given speaker’s voice 

consists of perceiving a whole vocal pattern that cannot be decomposed into its single 

acoustic properties (Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013). Accordingly, the later (post-perceptual) stages 

of voice processing, indexed by the P3 component, are expected to reflect a ‘vocal gestalt’, 

and hence, to be independent of its physical acoustic parameters. Given that a great amount 

of studies on self-voice processing have used steady short vocalizations (e.g., Ford et al., 

2010; Graux et al., 2013; Graux et al., 2015; Perez et al., 2012; Sitek et al., 2013), it is critical 

that future studies control for the complexity of the voice signal, particularly its linguistic 

(e.g., phonemic, phonological, semantic) and nonlinguistic (e.g., length, loudness, mean F0) 
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information. Future studies that orthogonally manipulate these cues and test their independent 

contribution to the recognition of self and non-self voices are warranted. 

 

6. Conclusion 

In the present study, we studied the ERP correlates of self- and non-self voice 

processing, using short vocalizations that were in the focus of attention. Moreover, by 

comparing the present findings with our previous work, we examined whether voice stimulus 

complexity (non-verbal vocalizations vs. words) has an effect on selective attention. In 

addition, we examined the N1 and P2 responses to vocal standards to shed light on how the 

representation of acoustic regularities is affected by self-relevance.  

We found that self-generated and non-self vocalizations elicited comparable N2 and 

P3 responses, contrary to our previous work showing early and later attentional biases to self- 

vs. non-self word stimuli (Conde et al., 2015). Furthermore, the comparison between the 

current and previous ERP findings revealed that differences in selective attention for self- vs. 

non-self voices emerged only when voice stimuli were more complex and conveyed linguistic 

information. These findings suggest that stimulus complexity affects the processing of voice 

identity, with acoustically simpler self- and non-self voice stimuli receiving a similar amount 

of attentional resources, and more complex self-voice stimuli grabbing more attentional 

resources than non-self voice stimuli. Furthermore, our study demonstrated that acoustic 

regularities are more easily extracted from self-relevant voice stimuli, probably due to a 

stronger sensory-motor representation of the self-voice.  
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The main goal of the studies described in this Dissertation was to investigate the 

electrophysiological correlates of self-voice processing. Particularly, in these studies we 

aimed to investigate whether and how attention and stimulus complexity modulate the 

processing of self-voice signals. To address these questions, four ERP experiments were 

carried out to probe how self- (vs. non-self) voice stimuli with differential complexity are 

processed when in the focus of attention vs. when ignored. The studies presented here provide 

ERP evidence for the modulatory effects of both attention and voice stimulus complexity on 

self-voice information processing. Below we focus on what we have learnt about the 

influence of both attention and stimulus complexity on self-voice processing. Then, we 

discuss the implications of these findings to the understanding of vocal communication 

processes, and additionally discuss in what extent a potential failure in these processes may 

contribute for the clinical phenomenology of a puzzling neuropsychiatric disorder, i.e., 

schizophrenia. 

 

1. What is the role of attention in self-voice processing? 

Although it is well known that attention modulates auditory processing (e.g., Alho, 

Rinne, Herron, & Woods, 2014; Degerman, Rinne, Salmi, Salonen, & Alho, 2006; Fritz, 

Elhilali, David, & Shamma, 2007a; Fritz, Elhilali, David, & Shamma, 2007b; Neelon, 

Williams, & Garell, 2006; Petkov et al., 2004; Rinne et al., 2005), so far only a few studies 

have probed its effects on self-voice processing (Hu et al., 2015; Tumber, Scheerer, & Jones, 

2014). Nonetheless, the relevance of investigating the influence of attention on self-voice 

processing translates well into the notion that successfully communicating with conspecifics 

involves a proper balance between the ability to selectively focus attentional resources on a 

specific event of interest (such as one’s own or others’ voice), and to preattentively detect 

unexpected salient new events in the midst of a regular acoustic environment that might 

require further processing resources (Hu et al., 2015; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b; Rimmele, 

Golumbic, Schröger, & Poeppel, 2015; Tumber et al., 2014). The studies presented in this 

Dissertation confirmed the modulatory effects of attention on self-voice processing, as 

revealed by the differential mobilization of attentional resources to self- (vs. non-self) voice 

signals, according to whether individuals are in a context in which voice stimuli are ignored 
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(i.e., during the visualization of a silent movie – Study 1) or attended (Studies 2 and 3) (see 

Figure 21). Furthermore, they complement previous research focusing on the influence of 

attention on self-voice processing (Hu et al., 2015; Tumber et al., 2014), by showing that the 

modulatory effects of attention are not exclusive of vocal production mechanisms, also 

operating during the general processing of self-voice stimuli (i.e., when listening to pre-

recorded self-voice stimuli). 

It is widely accepted that the selective focus of attentional resources on a given event 

of interest plays an important role not only in constraining the processing of task-irrelevant 

input, but especially in the segregation of that event of interest from the amalgam of sounds in 

the surrounding complex acoustic background (Cusack, Deeks, Aikman, & Carlyon, 2004; 

Moore & Gockel, 2002; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b; Sussman, Horváth, Winkler, & Orr, 2007). 

Thus, attention is critical in assisting goal-directed behavior during communication. 

Furthermore, attention (both selective and involuntary) is known to be modulated by the 

affective salience of the eliciting event (e.g., Alexandrov, Klucharev, & Sams, 2007; Czigler, 

Cox, Gyimesi, & Horváth, 2007; Pinheiro, Barros, & Pedrosa, 2016; Thierry & Roberts, 

2006). However, the salience of a specific event (and hence, the processing resources 

engaged) depends on the context where it occurs, as well as on its implications to the current 

goals/behavior of the organism (Escera & Corral, 2007; Friedman, Cycowicz, & Gaeta, 2001; 

Sussman, 2007). For instance, consider the salience of an unknown speaker’s voice when 

walking on the street in the morning vs. the salience of the exact same sound when falling 

asleep in the bed at night. This also seems to be the case of the self-voice: the data from 

Studies 1 and 2 indicated that, relative to a context where attention is focused elsewhere, 

attending to voices leads to an increase in the salience (and thus, in the processing resources 

recruited) of the self- when compared with non-self word stimuli (see Figure 21). 

Specifically, Study 1 showed that when attention is directed away from the sounds, both self- 

and non-self word stimuli capture attention in a similar extent, as indexed by identical 

amplitudes of the MMN and P3a to both word stimuli. These findings may indicate that, 

during communication, it is equally relevant to detect self- and non-self deviant speech 

signals that unexpectedly interrupt an unattended redundant vocal stream. However, if the 

voices are in the focus of attention (Study 2), greater attentional resources are directed to the 

self- relative to the non-self word stimulus, as reflected by increased N2 and P3 amplitude to 

the self-word. Also confirming the role of attention in self-voice processing, Studies 1 and 3 

demonstrated that the attentional effects extend to the processing of acoustically simpler 

nonverbal vocalizations (see Figure 21). Specifically, they indicated that, relative to a context 
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in which attention is focused elsewhere (Study 1), attending to voices modifies the salience of 

the self- compared with the non-self vocalization (Study 3). In particular, Study 1 showed that 

a self-vocalization elicits a reduced attentional orienting (as indexed by decreased P3a 

amplitude) when compared with a non-self vocalization, if individuals are not paying 

voluntary attention to the voice stimuli. Nonetheless, when self- and non-self vocalizations 

are attended (Study 3) they become equally salient, thus engaging attentional resources in a 

similar extent (i.e., N2 and P3 amplitude were identical to both vocalizations). Altogether, 

these findings demonstrated that attentional demands (ignoring vs. attending to the voice) 

affect how the brain responds to self- vs. non-self voice stimuli, plausibly by influencing the 

perceived salience/relevance of those stimuli to the current goals/behavior. The modulatory 

effects of attentional demands on self-voice information processing may have important 

implications for the understanding of daily social communication processes. 

On the one hand, the preattentive detection of unexpected vocal changes (Study 1) is a 

crucial aspect of everyday social communicational processes, especially when considering the 

remarkable dynamic nature of the acoustic environment in which they take place 

(Behroozmand & Larson, 2011; Chen et al., 2013; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b; Sitek et al., 

2013). The preattentive processing of voice stimuli during communication is well illustrated 

by one of the variants of the well known cocktail party effect: an individual is engaged in a 

conversation in a crowded room (with overlapping multi-speaker sound sources and loud 

music in the background) and, due to an abrupt silence in the room, a self- or a non-self voice 

stimulus unexpectedly pops out, involuntarily capturing attentional resources from the 

primary task towards the deviant voice. On the other hand, the task demands of attending to 

voice stimuli (Studies 2 and 3) are likely to be closer to the requirements underlying an active 

social conversation, where individuals need to selectively focus neural processing resources 

either in monitoring self-generated speech signals or in processing others’ speech (Hu et al., 

2015; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b; Rimmele et al., 2015; Tumber et al., 2014). Thus, the 

increased mobilization of attentional resources to a self- relative to a non-self word stimulus 

observed in Study 2 may reflect the greater relevance of more efficiently processing self-

generated speech signals than others’ speech, for communicational purposes. Specifically, in a 

context where task-relevant voice stimuli are attended, self-generated linguistic stimuli might 

have engaged greater vocal self-monitoring resources than if they were processed outside the 

focus of attention. As a consequence, a more efficient control of task-relevant self-generated 

(vs. non-self) linguistic stimuli by the vocal self-monitoring system may be achieved during 

an active conversation, whereas a similar amount of neural processing resources may become 
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available to process unexpected self- and non-self word deviants if outside the focus of 

attention (such as in Study 1). The identical salience of unpredictable self- and non-self word 

deviants (Study 1) may reflect the relevance of successfully responding to both self-generated 

and non-self linguistic voice stimuli that unexpectedly violate a regular and high-probability 

vocal background, when attention is directed to other aspects of the social environment during 

communication. For instance, orienting attention to unexpected self-generated linguistic 

stimuli that are outside the focus of attention may contribute for efficient online error 

correction or adjustment of self-generated speech to variations in the acoustic environment. 

Also, the involuntary capture of attention elicited by a sudden and unexpected non-self speech 

stimulus, besides having implications for survival, may contribute for individuals to promptly 

react or to adjust to unanticipated sudden changes in others’ speech.  

In a similar vein, compared with unattended vocal stimuli, attended non-linguistic self-

vocalizations may have undergone increased self-monitoring processing (Study 3), and thus, 

instead of receiving fewer processing resources than the non-self vocalization (Study 1), both 

types of vocalizations became equally salient. Therefore, focusing attention on voice stimuli 

(e.g., as normally happens during an active dialogue) may be fundamental for a more precise 

monitoring of self-voice information during communicational processes. This keeps with 

earlier empirical evidence showing that the ability to control the acoustic properties of one’s 

own voice during vocal production is enhanced when attention is focused on the voice stimuli 

compared with when it is divided between concurrent stimuli (Hu et al., 2015; Tumber et al., 

2014). Moreover, in Study 1, the earlier detection of a non-self voice compared with a self-

voice stimulus (irrespective of stimulus type) may indicate that an unattended auditory 

context signals the biological relevance of more rapidly detecting a non-self voice stimulus 

than a self-voice, consistent with the implications of this ability to survival (Friedman et al., 

2001; Fritz et al., 2007a, 2007b). However, when stimuli were attended (Studies 2 and 3), no 

identity-related differences were evidenced in the time course of voice processing.  

Additionally, the findings of Study 2 also lend support to earlier evidence on self-

related information processing (e.g., Berlad & Pratt, 1995; Cygan et al., 2014; Folmer &  

Yingling, 1997; Gray, Ambady, Lowenthal, & Deldin et al., 2004; Müller & Kutas, 1996; 

Perrin, García-Larrea, Mauguière, & Bastuji, 1999; Scott et al., 2005; Su et al., 2010; 

Tacikowski &  Nowicka, 2010; Tacikowski et al., 2014; Zhao, Zimmer, & Fu, 2011), which 

reported increased attention to self-related (e.g., the self-face, self-name, personal objects) 

compared with non-self stimuli, plausibly as they are  assessed as more emotionally and 

personally significant than non-self stimuli (thus attracting greater attentional resources). 
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Of note, although in Study 3 no differences emerged in the magnitude of attentional 

resources directed to both vocalizations (contrasting with Study 2), we hypothesize that one’s 

own voice (irrespective of stimulus type – i.e. word or vocalization) is a typically salient 

event with heightened personal significance when in the focus of attention. However, an 

increase in the salience of the non-self vocalization (vs. non-self word) made both self- and 

non-self vocalizations equally salient in the vocalization condition. Together, these findings 

suggest that attention is not the only variable influencing the processing of one’s own voice 

and that, depending on the stimulus type (i.e., vocalization vs. word), attention may 

differently modulate the processing of voice identity. These modulatory effects of stimulus 

type will be discussed below in light of the influence of stimulus complexity on self-voice 

processing mechanisms.  

 

 

2. What is the role of stimulus complexity in self-voice processing? 

Although research on non-self voice processing has highlighted the critical interplay 

between the complexity of the voice signal and voice identity processing (e.g., Cook 

&Wilding, 1997; Fleming, Giordano, Caldara, & Belin, 2014; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; 

Perrachione & Wong, 2007; Roebuck & Wilding, 1993; Schweinberger, Herholz, & Sommer, 

1997; Schweinberger et al., 2014), only a few studies explored these interactions during the 

processing of self-voice stimuli (Behroozmand, Korzyukov, & Larson, 2011; Patel & Schell, 

2008; Ventura, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2009). The studies presented in this Dissertation 

provided for the first time ERP evidence on the modulatory effects of stimulus complexity 

(i.e., vocalization vs. word) on self-voice processing, contributing for a better understanding 

of self-voice processing mechanisms. In particular, these studies showed that the neural 

underpinnings of self-voice processing are sensitive to the information carried in the voice 

signal, both when attention is focused elsewhere (Study 1), and when it is focused on the 

voice stimuli (Studies 2 and 3). 

Study 1 indicated that the magnitude of attentional orienting towards self- (vs. non-

self) voice depends on the complexity of the voice signal (see Figure 21), as attention was 

more strongly oriented (i.e., P3a was more positive) towards the non-self vocalization relative 

to the self-vocalization, whereas both self- and non-self words captured involuntary attention 

in an identical extent. Complementing Study 1, the findings from Studies 2 and 3 revealed 

that the complexity of the voice stimuli also affects selective attention to voices (see Figure 

21). Concretely, they showed that a similar amount of attentional resources is devoted to self- 
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and non-self vocalizations (i.e., N2 and P3 amplitudes were identical to both vocalizations – 

Study 3), whilst a self-generated word elicits more attention than a non-self word (i.e., N2 and 

P3 amplitudes were increased to the self-word). Before discussing these apparently puzzling 

results, critical differences between the vocalization and word stimuli used in the 

abovementioned studies should be highlighted. These stimuli can be essentially distinguished 

in terms of the duration (Study 1 and 3: vocalization = 300 ms; Study 1: word = 501 ms; 

Study 2: word = 483 ms) and of the amount of linguistic information (i.e., a word has greater 

phonetic variability, lexical, semantic information than a nonverbal vocalization). Further, as 

mentioned elsewhere in this Dissertation, the vocalization /a/ is a highly familiar stimulus 

during daily social conversational settings (Sitek et al., 2014). Also, it might be considered as 

a multifunctional speech sound with an ambiguous communicative function, since it is often 

spoken with slightly distinct emotional intonations to convey varied affective meanings (e.g., 

neutral emotion, agreement, anger, amusement) to different social partners (Truong & Heylen, 

2010; Ward, 2006; Ward & Tsukahara, 2000). Consider, for instance, the Montreal Affective 

Voices set (Belin et al., 2008) for further examples on how the /a/ sound might be used to 

convey variable nonverbal affective meaning. In addition, it was previously demonstrated that 

the ability to accurately recognize vocal affect (such as, fear, sadness, and neutral emotion) 

demands that vocal expressions have a minimum duration of 500-600 ms (Pell & Kotz, 2011). 

In daily life contexts, the detection of an unexpected unfamiliar voice typically signals the 

presence of an unknown conspecific. Thus, a plausible explanation for the modulatory effects 

of stimulus complexity on voice identity processing, at both the preattentive and attentive 

levels, is that such a short vocalization spoken by an unknown speaker might have been 

perceived as conveying a more ambiguous affective meaning than a semantically neutral 

(non-self) word. If this was the case, the communicative intentions of the non-self 

vocalization might have been perceived as ‘uncertain’ or even potentially harmful, and hence, 

as portraying heightened affective salience relative to a semantically neutral word. In 

particular, we speculate that, specifically in the context of an unattended auditory background 

(Study 1), detecting an affectively ambiguous vocalization from an unknown speaker is more 

critical for survival (thus capturing more attention) than the detection of a self-vocalization. 

Nonetheless, in this same context, semantically neutral self- and non-self word stimuli elicited 

similar attentional orienting, plausibly as they are equally significant for communicational 

processes when detected outside the focus of attention. On the other hand, the studies 

presented here demonstrated that, under the selective focus of attention, a self-voice 

(irrespective of stimulus type, i.e., vocalization or word) represents a relevant stimulus. 
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However, the ambiguous affective meaning of the non-self vocalization increased its affective 

salience to levels identical to the salient self-voice, as supported by the statistical analyses 

comparing Studies 2 and 3. They revealed that the P3 was also increased to the non-self 

vocalization compared with the non-self word, whilst no differences emerged between the 

self-vocalization and the self-word. 

Of note, as discussed in Study 3, the selective allocation of greater attentional 

resources to the self- relative to non-self voice, only when linguistic information is present in 

the acoustic signal, might be an ‘optimizing’ feature of the vocal self-monitoring system. That 

is, the system might flexibly engage differential neural processing resources according to the 

complexity of information conveyed in the self- (vs. non-self) voice: under the focus of 

attention, processing resources are selectively enhanced to more meaningful aspects (i.e., 

linguistic information) of self- relative to others’ speech signals, whilst an identical amount of 

neural resources is available for processing acoustically simpler self- and non-self 

vocalizations. Given that the main goal of a speaker’ vocal act is to convey information to 

their social partners (Kreiman, Gerratt, Garellek, Samlan & Zhang, 2014; Kreiman & Sidtis, 

2013; McGettigan, 2015), this ‘optimizing’ feature might be particularly relevant for efficient 

goal-directed communication, especially considering that vocal communication often occurs 

in the context of acoustically challenging environments. As such, in order to ensure that a 

verbal message is properly conveyed, the speaker might need to more finely monitor his/her 

self-generated (vs. others’) speech, whilst in the presence of nonverbal self- and non-self 

voice stimuli attentional resources are recruited in a similar extent by both stimulus types. 

These findings lend support to earlier evidence pointing out the modulatory effects of voice 

signal complexity, such as of the content of word stimuli (Patel & Schell, 2008) and of 

language experience (Liu et al., 2010) on vocal controlling mechanisms. They suggest that the 

brain mechanisms tuned to process one’s own voice are sensitive to the type of information 

conveyed by the voice signal, thus operating in a flexible way in which neural processing 

resources are differentially engaged according to the features of that signal.  

Altogether, the data from the studies presented here show that the neural mechanisms 

underlying self-voice processing are distinctively modulated by both attentional demands and 

stimulus complexity (see Figure 21 for an illustration of the main findings). They also 

revealed differences in the electrophysiological correlates of processing self- vs. non-self 

voice stimuli, even though there is an accurate recognition of both vocal identities. 
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Summary of the main findings from Studies 1 to 3. (1) Conceptual scheme of the 

experimental hypotheses investigated. Self- vs. non-self voice stimuli were hypothesized to 

elicit differential brain responses (1a). Voice identity effects were expected to depend on both 

the complexity of the voice stimuli (1b) and the attentional demands (1c) of the context 

 (2) Illustration of the main results obtained both in the ignoring 

In the ignoring condition (Study 1), the self-voice (irrespective of 
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stimulus type) was preattentively detected later than the non-self voice stimulus (2a.), as 

reflected by increased MMN peak latency to the self-voice. This finding demonstrates that 

voice identity modulates the time course of automatic change detection. Subsequently, 

attentional orienting was reduced (i.e., P3a amplitude was reduced) to the self- compared with 

the non-self vocalization (2b), whereas self- and non-self word stimuli captured attention in a 

similar extent (2c). These findings suggest an interaction between voice identity and stimulus 

complexity during attentional orienting. In the attending condition, the self-word elicited a 

greater amount of processing resources than the non-self word, at both earlier (2d.) and later 

(2e.) attentional stages, as indexed by increased N2 and P3 amplitude to the self-word. 

However, for the vocalization condition, no identity-related differences were observed at 

earlier (2f.) and later (2g) attentional stages (i.e., similar N2 and P3 amplitude). These 

findings suggest an interaction between voice identity and stimulus complexity during 

attentive voice processing. The different response pattern observed in the ignoring vs. 

attending conditions indicates that attentional demands play a role in how the brain responds 

to self- vs. non-self voice stimuli. 

 

 

3. What are the implications of these findings in the context of auditory verbal 

hallucinations in schizophrenia? Future Directions 

The pattern that emerges from the studies with healthy individuals presented above is 

that self-voice processing engages the orchestration of neural mechanisms that are 

differentially sensitive to both attention and stimulus complexity. These studies show that, in 

healthy individuals, the brain is able to devote a differential amount of attentional resources to 

self-voice stimuli as a function of the attentional demands (i.e., ignoring vs. attending) and of 

voice signal complexity (i.e., vocalization vs. word). The modulatory effects of attention and 

voice signal complexity on self-voice processing are likely to have important implications to 

vocal self-monitoring and agency processes, as they are critical determinants of the amount of 

attentional resources that are available to process self-voice information or external auditory 

input. Furthermore, as highlighted in the Introduction section, abnormalities in voice 

information processing are a core feature of schizophrenia and they have been linked to the 

experience of auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH). Of note, it has been suggested that the 

increased abnormalities to process and recognize self-voice stimuli in patients with (vs. 

without) AVH play a role in the experience of AVH as spoken by a non-self identity (Allen et 

al., 2004; Allen et al., 2007; Heinks-Maldonado et al., 2007; Ilankovic et al., 2011; Johns et 
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al., 2001; Johns, Gregg, Allen, & McGuire, 2006; Mechelli et al., 2007). Thus, it would be of 

special relevance to explore how attention and voice signal complexity influence the 

processing of self-voice information in these two groups of patients, and whether alterations 

in these processes might contribute for specific phenomenological features of AVH.  

Indeed, disturbances in how selective attention modulates self-voice recognition in 

patients with AVH (Ilankovic et al., 2011) were highlighted in the Introduction section. 

Besides representing a critical feature in schizophrenia (e.g., Cremasco, & Cappa, 2002; 

Luck, Ford, Sarter, & Lustig, 2012; Luck & Gold, 2008; Mathalon, Heinks, & Ford, 2004), 

attentional impairments have been also associated with AVH (e.g., Daalman et al., 2011; 

Ferchiou, Schürhoff, Bulzacka, Leboyer, & Szöke, 2010; Hugdahl et al., 2013). In addition, 

during self-voice recognition, the impaired recruitment of brain regions (e.g., anterior 

cingulate cortex) critically involved in vocal self-monitoring and attentional processes in 

patients with vs. without AVH (e.g., Allen et al., 2007; Mechelli et al., 2007; Simons et al., 

2010) provides additional support for the contribution of attention in self-voice processing 

abnormalities in schizophrenia and for its relationship with AVH. Conversely to the pattern 

described above with healthy individuals, abnormal attentional modulation of self-voice 

information processing may contribute to the commonly reported impairments in self-voice 

recognition in patients with vs. without AVH. For instance, more prominent abnormalities in 

patients with (vs. without) AVH to inhibit involuntary attention to task-irrelevant self-voice 

stimuli (including inner voices/thoughts) might contribute to an aberrant processing of 

identity cues of self-voice signals. Simultaneously, greater impairments in the ability of 

patients with (vs. without) AVH to selectively direct attentional resources to relevant external 

input (even in the presence of more salient non-self voice stimuli) might also contribute to an 

anomalous processing of identity information carried by self-voice signals, and hence, to 

disturbances in self-voice recognition. Future studies addressing these hypotheses are thus 

warranted.  

Furthermore, patients with AVH present more prominent abnormalities in the 

processing of emotional semantic information from a voice signal than patients without AVH 

(e.g., Escartí et al., 2010). Also, emotional semantic information was found to contribute to 

the greater impairments in the recognition of self-voice stimuli in patients with AVH relative 

to patients without AVH and healthy controls (Costafreda, Brébion, Allen, McGuire, & Fu, 

2008; Jonhs et al., 2001; Jonhs et al., 2006). Thus, the increased impairments in self-voice 

recognition observed in patients with AVH, especially when processing emotional semantic 

information, may reflect dysfunctional modulation of self-voice processing by stimulus 
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complexity in these individuals. As a result, they may be unable to differentially recruit neural 

processing resources as a function of the type of information conveyed by the voice signal. 

Considering that the existing evidence does not allow making specific conclusions about the 

association between the nature and degree of voice processing abnormalities and the 

phenomenological features of AVH, a more detailed examination of this link is of the upmost 

importance. Future studies should test whether patients reporting AVH as pertaining to 

specific and differentiated ‘persona’ also display greater impairments in the perception of 

voice identity, especially of self-voice identity; or inversely, whether patients experiencing 

AVH as uttered by a non-specific external agent (e.g., voices resembling the patient’s voice) 

exhibit more preserved processing of self-generated voices. In the same line, the relationship 

between the (in)ability to perform personality judgments (e.g., dominance, masculinity, 

friendliness) and the tendency to experience AVH as originating from a male and powerful 

identity should be also explored. Considering that the verbal content of voices may vary 

substantially from patient to patient, it is critical to further specify the phenomenological 

aspects of AVH in studies probing this symptom (e.g., whether voices are uttered by a 

specific familiar or unfamiliar entity; whether voices convey meaningless sounds, single 

words, sentences or full conversations; whether voices are talking with each other; whether 

voices are commenting on what the patient is doing). Moreover, since AVH are commonly 

experienced as a form of communication from another ‘speaker’ (e.g., as a command or a 

comment about the subject) and therefore represent a type of “social experience” (Bell, 2013), 

the social features of AVH should be at the spotlight of researchers investigating 

hallucinations (e.g., how do patients perceive the ‘social power’ of AVH and how do they 

interact with their voices?). Whilst the review article contributes for a better understanding of 

the relationship between voice information processing abnormalities and AVH, further studies 

shedding light on the role of both attention and stimulus complexity in voice processing 

disturbances in schizophrenia, as well as on its relationship with AVH, are thus warranted.  

 

4. Limitations and future directions  

Some shortcomings should be considered when interpreting our findings. First, the 

studies presented in this Dissertation only included male participants, and thus, future studies 

should probe whether the same pattern is also evident in female subjects. The vocal stimuli 

(i.e., vocalization and dissyllabic word) used in these studies do not allow dissociating the 

effects of stimulus length from the effects of linguistic information on self-voice processing. 

As such, future research should probe their independent influence on the processing of self- 
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and non-self voice signals, by orthogonally manipulating both duration and linguistic cues. In 

the same line, another aspect that warrants further clarification is the interaction between 

distinct dimensions of voice processing (i.e., identity, affect and speech information) and how 

each might specifically influence self-voice processing. For example, it would be interesting 

to probe how different cues underlying voice signal complexity affect the processing of self- 

vs. non-self voice stimuli, by manipulating the amount of linguistic and paralinguistic (i.e., 

identity and affective cues) information.  

Of note, as the self-voice is normally processed during spoken communication, and 

since participants in our studies simply listened to pre-recorded voice stimuli, future research 

should investigate these processes during speech production. For instance, it would be of 

significant interest to examine self-voice processing mechanisms by making use of more 

ecological paradigms that would mimic a social conversational setting, with dynamic changes 

both in the acoustic environment and in attentional demands. Likewise, considering that 

successful social communication demands that speakers flexibly adjust to the demands of 

both the social partners and of the social context (Kreiman & Sidtis, 2013; Kreiman et al., 

2014; McGettigan, 2015; McGettigan & Scott, 2014; Scott & McGettigan, 2015; Sidtis, & 

Kreiman, 2012), future studies should explore the processing of self-voice information in 

communicative contexts. This is critically relevant for a broader and more comprehensive 

view of self-voice mechanisms, especially when considering previous evidence on the 

linguistic and paralinguistic convergence between interlocutors in conversational dyads (i.e., 

increases in the similarity of linguistic and paralinguistic features between interlocutors 

during interaction) (Bosch, Oostdijk, & Boves, 2005; Levitan et al., 2011; Pardo, 2006; 

Pickering & Garrod, 2004). For example, future experiments could probe whether and how 

distinct social partners (e.g., varying in the degree of familiarity and of personal significance) 

influence the online production and modulation of self-voice signals. Additionally, future 

studies should explore these processes in models of learning-induced neuroplasticity, such as 

in individuals with congenital blindness. Since individuals with congenital blindness exhibit 

impressive auditory processing abilities (e.g., echolocation, sound source location) (e.g., 

Kolarik et al., 2014; Thaler et al., 2011) and given that they cannot rely on visual information 

to guide goal-directed social communication, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that they 

have developed enhanced abilities in processing vocal information to assist in daily social 

communication. These would contribute for a broader understanding of self-voice processing 

mechanisms and of how they flexibly operate to accomplish social communication demands. 
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Altogether, the studies presented in this Dissertation provide for the first time ERP 

evidence on the role of both attentional demands (preattentive vs. attentive processing) and 

stimulus complexity (short vocalization vs. word) in self-voice information processing. We 

hope that the current insights might contribute for a more comprehensive picture on the 

neurocognitive underpinnings of self-voice information processing. We also hope that the 

current evidence might instigate novel avenues of research on the complex mechanisms 

underlying self-voice information processing. 
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Abstract 

Auditory verbal hallucinations (AVH) are a core symptom of schizophrenia. Like ‘real’ 

voices, AVH carry a rich amount of linguistic and paralinguistic cues that convey not only 

speech, but also affect and identity information. Disturbed processing of voice identity, 

affective and speech information has been reported in patients with schizophrenia. More 

recent evidence has suggested a link between voice processing abnormalities and specific 

clinical symptoms of schizophrenia, especially AVH. Nonetheless, it is still not well 

understood in what extent these dimensions are impaired and how abnormalities in these 

processes might contribute to AVH. In this review, we examine behavioral, neuroimaging and 

electrophysiological data of voice processing in schizophrenia considering speech, identity 

and affective dimensions, and we discuss how abnormalities in these processes might help to 

elucidate about the mechanisms underlying specific phenomenological features of AVH. 

Schizophrenia patients exhibit behavioral and neural disturbances in the three dimensions of 

voice processing. Evidence suggesting a role of dysfunctional voice processing on AVH 

seems to be stronger for identity and speech dimensions, than for the affective domain.  

 

Keywords: Auditory verbal hallucinations; phenomenological features; voice identity; voice 

speech; voice affect. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Auditory hallucinations are a heterogeneous phenomenon typically involving vivid 

auditory perceptions in the absence of external stimulation, though less distinct and faded 

percepts may occur.1,2 Auditory hallucinations are experienced by up to 70% of schizophrenia 

patients.3 Most commonly perceived as voices (auditory verbal hallucinations—AVH), 

auditory hallucinations are not an exclusive symptom of schizophrenia: they can be observed 

in other psychiatric disorders (e.g., major depression, bipolar disorder) and also in a minority 

of individuals with no psychiatric or neurologic diagnosis.4–6 Nonetheless, auditory 

hallucinations in schizophrenia represent a more severe and qualitatively distinct 

phenomenon, with higher levels of associated emotional distress.7  

Here, we will focus on AVH, the most common type of auditory hallucinations in 

schizophrenia.8 AVH are commonly experienced as having a specific identity.9–11 They are 

typically heard at a normal conversational volume, in the form of commands or specific 

comments about what the patient is doing.11 The linguistic complexity of AVH varies from 

hearing single words or random sentences to full conversations, with the former being more 

often reported.11 They are often perceived as being spoken in the second or third person,10 

most often by an adult male.9,11,12 The role of emotion in AVH generation and content is 

highlighted by the fact that they typically have a negative emotional tone13,14 and being 

experienced as comments, criticisms, or commands, often with self-referential content.12,15  

Different models have been formulated to explain AVH, including memory-based,13,16 

reality-monitoring,3,17,18 auditory vivid imagery,19 and verbal self-monitoring accounts20–25 

(see Table 1). Even though distinct mechanisms were proposed to underlie the experience of 

AVH, these models might not be mutually exclusive 26. 

 

Table 1.  

Main Assumptions of Conceptual Models Aiming to Explain AVH 

Model and proponents Arguments 

Memory-based account 13,16 AVH result from disturbances on intentional inhibition of 

thoughts and context memory: impaired intentional inhibition of 

traumatic memories produces intrusive thoughts which are not 

experienced as self-generated due to impaired context memory 
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Reality monitoring account 3,17,18 AVH result from abnormal memory and reasoning processes 

underlying source’s identification of internal events: these 

abnormalities compromise self-recognition and the capacity to 

remember whether the information has an external or internal 

source. 

Auditory vivid imagery account 19 AVH result from vivid auditory imagery: perception is highly 

influenced by auditory imagery, leading to impaired ability to 

identify internal events as self-generated. 

Verbal self-monitoring account 20–25 AVH result from a failure in monitoring inner speech, leading 

to impaired distinction between self-generated and others’ 

voices. 

 

 

 To date, however, no theory has been capable of fully explaining why patients hear 

voices in the absence of external stimulation, or why AVH are often perceived as verbal 

messages uttered with a negative and derogatory content, and as being produced by an 

external agent. AVH, such as those perceived as real voices, convey a wide range of linguistic 

and paralinguistic information that allows not only the identification of speech’s meaning but 

also the detection of its emotional salience and identity.27 Previous studies have shown that 

the processing of identity,28–33 affective,34–42 and speech43–46 information carried by the human 

voice is significantly disturbed in schizophrenia and, importantly, that impairments in these 

dimensions may be related to specific clinical symptoms, particularly AVH.28–34,37,46 

Therefore, it seems plausible that abnormalities in the processing of voice stimuli might play 

a role in the way AVH are experienced. 

 

 

2. ABNORMAL VOICE PROCESSING IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 

The human voice is probably the most important class of sounds that occurs in our 

environment and that we hear most often in our daily lives, carrying socially relevant 

information.47 Therefore, the ability to discriminate and recognize voices is central to social 

communication. More recent studies suggest that vocal input is processed by specialized 

regions of the human auditory cortex,48,49 and that different types of vocal information—
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speech, affective, and identity information—are processed in partially dissociated functional 

pathways that interact with each other during normal voice processing.27,47–53 Examples of 

dissociation were documented in patients with neurological disorders, such as patients with 

phonagnosia,54–56 in which normal speech perception seems to coexist with impaired speaker 

recognition.  

Disrupted bottom-up auditory processing is a central feature of schizophrenia.57–61 The 

abnormalities extend to the processing of voice stimuli.29–32,34–38,41,62,63 We still do not know, 

however, whether these abnormalities are observed for all dimensions of voice processing or 

whether some dimensions are more impaired than others. In addition, it is unclear whether 

these abnormalities relate to specific symptoms, such as AVH.  

In the next sections we will review behavioral, neuroimaging, and electrophysiological 

evidence shedding light on how schizophrenia patients process identity, speech, and affective 

dimensions of voice signals, taking into account the multidimensional model of voice 

processing from Belin and colleagues.27 We aim to provide a comprehensive picture of the 

existing evidence, by bringing together behavioral and brain data. Moreover, we will discuss 

in what extent specific abnormalities in each dimension of voice processing (identity, speech, 

and affective information) may be associated with specific AVH phenomenological features. 

For each dimension of voice processing, we will first review studies that tested schizophrenia 

patients regardless of symptom profile, and we will then focus on studies specifically 

comparing patients with versus without AVH. Of note, during this review the terms AVH and 

auditory hallucinations will not be used interchangeably. Auditory hallucinations encompass 

a variety of phenomenological experiences (e.g., environmental sounds, noises, and musical 

hallucinations), whereas AVH—verbal in character—represent its most common type. Since 

different subcategories of auditory hallucinations probably reflect differences in the 

underlying mechanisms, throughout this review we differentiated studies that specifically 

tested patients with AVH from those referring to auditory hallucinations in general, without 

further specification (i.e., the authors did not specify the type and/or content of auditory 

hallucinations). However, as most of the auditory hallucinations are experienced as voices, we 

considered that the inclusion of the studies generally approaching the phenomenon of 

“auditory hallucinations” would be relevant for the purposes of the current review. 

The identification of studies for the present review was based on keyword or title 

searches in PubMed using the following terms: auditory verbal hallucinations, voice/vocal 

processing, voice/vocal identity, speaker identification, vocal affect, emotional prosody, vocal 
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speech, auditory semantic, external speech. In addition, we searched the reference sections of 

the articles so identified for further potential studies for inclusion. 

 

2.1. Are AVH Associated with Abnormal Processing of Voice-Identity Information?  

Recognizing the identity of a vocal stimulus is a complex process based on the analysis 

of paralinguistic features, which include fundamental frequency, formant frequency, intensity, 

and duration, leading to the recognition of the speaker.27,47 The combination of these acoustic 

features results in a distinctive and exclusive voice signature for each individual.  

AVH are experienced as real voices, more frequently with a specific identity,10 and 

might be perceived as having a specific regional accent distinct from patient’s accent.12 Most 

commonly, both male and female patients “hear” more than one single voice, often a middle-

aged male voice, though younger patients might also “hear” younger voices.10,12 The 

phenomenological features of AVH suggest that altered processing of voice identity, 

particularly of a self-generated voice, may underlie the experience of AVH.  

 

Behavioral evidence 

Disturbed processing of voice identity in schizophrenia has been increasingly reported 

by behavioral studies.23,24,29,30,32,64,65 Some of the verbal self-monitoring experiments provide 

evidence for impaired discrimination between self-generated versus non-self-generated voices 

in schizophrenia patients.23,65 In these experiments, participants are typically required to talk 

or read aloud, and they receive immediate auditory feedback that is either intact or distorted in 

terms of voice’s source (self vs. non-self) or quality (undistorted vs. pitch-shifted).23,65–68 

They are instructed to judge if the voice was self-generated or produced by another person. 

Verbal self-monitoring was proposed to act by means of a corollary discharge mechanism 

from brain motor to sensory regions, in order to attenuate the sensory responsiveness to self-

generated actions.20,69 During speech production or inner-speech generation, frontal speech-

production regions are thought to “alert” auditory sensory regions when the incoming speech 

is self-generated, dampening its responsiveness, and thus contributing to the distinction 

between self-generated and non-self-generated stimulation.20,69 One study reported impaired 

recognition (i.e., reduced accuracy) of a self-generated voice when schizophrenia patients 

were judging distorted feedback of their own voices,23 regardless of symptom profile (i.e., 

patients with and without AVH). Another study, however, observed a more generalized 

deficit in the discrimination of the identity of both self-generated and non-self-generated 
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voices in schizophrenia patients, relative to healthy controls, especially when the feedback 

was pitch-shifted.65  

Furthermore, irrespective of the presence or not of AVH, schizophrenia patients seem 

to be less accurate than healthy controls in recognizing the identity of famous voices29 and in 

using specific acoustic cues to judge the similarities between different voices.31 In the study 

by Chhabra and colleagues,31 schizophrenia patients both with and without AVH showed 

impaired use of formant frequency dispersion to discriminate voices, relative to healthy 

controls, whereas the use of pitch cues was relatively intact. Formant frequency dispersion 

refers to the average distance between the first five formant frequencies resulting from the 

supra-laryngeal filtering, which, in turn, amplifies specific harmonics in the voice signal.27,47 

The supra-laryngeal filtering gives the acoustic quality to consonants and vowels. These 

findings suggest altered bottom-up processing of specific auditory cues, compromising 

speaker recognition.31  

Even though the study by Chhabra and colleagues31 failed to find differences between 

patients with and without AVH, the impaired use of formant dispersion may have important 

implications for understanding AVH phenomenology, such as why voices are often perceived 

as pertaining to a male and powerful identity. Indeed, this acoustic parameter is related to 

masculinity and dominance perceptions.31 Although these abnormalities were observed in 

schizophrenia patients irrespective of symptom profile,31 some studies29,30,32,64 directly 

compared patients with, versus without, AVH in behavioral tasks involving the differentiation 

between familiar versus unfamiliar voices, and reported impaired recognition in AVH 

patients, when compared with healthy controls (patients without AVH did not significantly 

differ from AVH patients and healthy controls).  

Of special relevance for understanding AVH, impairments in the ability to 

discriminate between self-generated and unfamiliar voices have been specifically 

demonstrated in schizophrenia patients with AVH.23,24,28,33,67–70 Verbal self-monitoring 

experiments provide evidence for an external misattribution bias that seems to be more 

pronounced in patients with AVH compared to patients without AVH and healthy 

controls.23,24,67–70 Patients experiencing AVH, compared to the other two groups, tend to 

erroneously classify their own voices as being somebody else’s.22–24,33,67,68,70 This finding is 

especially noticeable when the auditory feedback of their own voice is pitch-distorted.23,24,67–

70 As an indication of a more generalized deficit, however, one study reported that AVH 

patients were less accurate then both patients without AVH and healthy controls in 

recognizing the identity of both self-generated and non-self-generated voices.69 Put another 
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way, patients with AVH tended to misidentify self-generated voices as alien voices, and vice 

versa.69 It is plausible that the disturbed sensory processing of self-generated voices in AVH 

patients, evidenced by abnormalities in the use of acoustic cues (pitch-shifted and formant-

dispersion cues) for voice differentiation,23,24,31,33,68,69 might contribute to impairments in later 

stages of voice perception—an hypothesis that can be further explored with methodologies 

such as event-related potentials (ERPs).  

Despite some evidence suggesting that impaired discrimination between self-

generated and non-self-generated voices may be related to disrupted bottom-up 

processing,23,24,31,33,69 other evidence suggests the role of top-down impairments.67 In the 

study by Ilankovic and colleagues,67 paranoid patients with hallucinations and delusions 

tended to make more errors than healthy controls when identifying the identity of self-

generated and unfamiliar voices during conditions in which expectations about the source of 

voices were incongruent with the voices that they heard. Participants’ expectations about the 

source were manipulated by presenting participants with visual cues (the self or an unfamiliar 

face) before they heard either their own or unfamiliar voices. Although this study did not 

include a control group of patients without AVH, the findings demonstrated a failure of 

patients with AVH and delusions to inhibit top-down attentional processes during the 

recognition of one’s own versus unfamiliar voices—which may result in the misattribution of 

self-generated speech.67 

 

Neuroimaging evidence 

Neuroimaging studies have provided evidence for the relationship between 

abnormalities in temporal and frontal brain regions and impaired discrimination between self-

generated and non-self-generated voices in schizophrenia patients. Concretely, some 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments testing the corollary discharge 

mechanism have demonstrated differences in brain activation between schizophrenia and 

healthy controls. In the case of speech, this mechanism “alerts” auditory sensory regions 

when the incoming stimulus is self-generated, thus dampening their responsiveness.69–71 In 

healthy controls, speaking and receiving auditory feedback that matches their expectations 

(i.e., unaltered voice feedback) result in attenuated responsivity of the auditory cortex, as 

compared to prediction-error situations in which the distorted feedback of their own voices or 

the undistorted feedback of non-self-generated voices (i.e., altered voice feedback) are 

perceived.66,70,71 Moreover, when the perceived feedback does not match the expected one 
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(i.e., altered voice feedback), increased temporal cortical activation is observed relative to 

expectation-matched feedback.66,71  

Studies testing the corollary discharge mechanism found abnormalities in schizophrenia 

patients in terms of the auditory cortical responsivity to self-generated voice feedback.65,72 

The brain-response pattern associated with discriminating self-generated and non-self-

generated voices seems to be altered in schizophrenia patients, regardless of symptom profile. 

One study found increased activation of the superior temporal gyrus (STG) bilaterally and 

reduced thalamic activation in a large group of schizophrenia patients (n = 63), compared to 

healthy controls, while they were reading aloud and receiving immediate vocal feedback of 

their voices (unaltered or pitch-shifted).65 This finding suggests disturbances in the corollary 

discharge mechanism, reflected by abnormally reduced attenuation of auditory sensory 

regions in response to self-generated speech. Simons and colleagues72 also reported—in 

patients with a history of prominent AVH, relative to healthy controls—both a similar failure 

in auditory cortical suppression during an inner-speech task and the hypoactivation of the 

cingulate gyrus. Since a comparison group of patients without AVH was not included in this 

latter study, we can ask if these abnormalities are specific to subgroups of AVH patients or 

whether they may be found in schizophrenia patients.  

In a study suggesting that corollary discharge abnormalities are more pronounced in 

AVH patients, patients with current auditory hallucinations, remitted patients, and healthy 

controls were given distorted feedback of their own voices during reading.70 Increased 

activation of the bilateral STG was found in patients with current auditory hallucinations and 

delusions when they wrongly attributed the distorted feedback of their own voices to an 

external source, but found in healthy controls and remitted patients when they accurately 

identified the distorted feedback of their own voices. Similarly, Kumari and colleagues65 

reported a positive correlation between the experience of hallucinations and the 

hyperactivation of the right superior and middle temporal gyrus when patients were listening 

to self-generated and non-self-generated unaltered feedback during talking. Moreover, a 

different study suggested a failure of self-generated voice to result in modulation of the left 

STG in patients with AVH relative to patients without AVH and healthy controls.28 During 

self-generated voice processing, reduced left STG activation was observed in healthy controls 

and patients without AVH, whereas this pattern was not found in patients with AVH.28 

Patients with AVH also failed to recruit the cingulate gyrus when hearing more ambiguous 

voice stimuli (i.e., distorted voices), whereas the cingulate gyrus was activated in patients 

without AVH and healthy controls.28 These studies show that patients with prominent AVH 
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tend to exhibit a distinct brain-activation pattern when compared with healthy individuals—

that is, they fail to show auditory cortical suppression to their self-generated voices. In 

addition, the results reviewed in this section suggest that abnormalities in self-generated-voice 

recognition in patients with more severe AVH may be related to functional disturbances in the 

STG. 

The aberrant engagement of auditory cortical structures during tasks requiring the 

processing of self-generated voices in patients with AVH may reflect a failure of the corollary 

discharge mechanism to alert speech-perception regions about the incoming input, thereby 

impairing the accurate recognition of self-generated voices as self-generated. Given that the 

cingulate cortex is thought to be involved in attentional processes, conflict monitoring, and 

source monitoring of inner speech,28 the reduced engagement of this brain region during tasks 

requiring higher levels of self-monitoring may contribute to the impaired ability to judge the 

identity of self-generated voices.  

Of note, functional brain abnormalities are not restricted to the processing of self-

generated versus non-self-generated voices in patients with AVH. For example, Zhang and 

colleagues30 investigated familiar versus unfamiliar voice processing in schizophrenia patients 

with AVH compared to patients without AVH and healthy controls. They reported altered 

processing of familiar voices—evidenced by increased activation of the left STG and 

decreased activation of the right STG—only in patients with AVH relative to healthy 

controls.30  

Symptom-capture studies demonstrate that similar brain regions—including Broca’s 

area,73–75 STG, 73–79 and the cingulate gyrus73,75,80—are activated during the experience of 

AVH (vs. remitted periods in the same patients) and during the processing of self-generated 

(vs. non-self-generated) speech. These findings highlight the role of dysfunctional self-

generated voice processing in AVH. 

Studies investigating brain structural and functional connectivity can provide 

important insights into both the basic (e.g., acoustic analysis of vocal signals) and more 

complex, higher-order cognitive processes (e.g., explicit assessment of emotional information 

conveyed by the voice) involved in voice processing. Recent investigations have shed some 

light into the relationship between disturbed neural communication among frontotemporal 

brain regions, which are critically involved in the perception and integration of self-generated 

voice signals, and AVH. For instance, disturbances in the connectivity between frontal 

speech-production areas and temporal speech-perception brain regions may underlie the 

abnormalities in the corollary discharge mechanism by impairing the ability to predict sensory 
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effects of self-generated voices.81–83 Two diffusion tensor imaging studies measured fractional 

anisotropy, which is an index of the integrity level of white matter fibers, and reported 

aberrant structural connectivity between frontal speech-production areas and temporal speech-

reception regions. The abnormalities were reflected in increased fractional anisotropy levels 

in the arcuate fasciculus in patients with AVH (vs. patients without AVH and healthy 

controls)81 or with auditory hallucinations in general (vs. healthy controls).82 By contrast, 

Whitford and colleagues 83 found reduced fractional anisotropy levels of the arcuate fasciculus 

in schizophrenia patients, relative to healthy controls, pointing to a reduced integrity of white 

matter fibers linking frontal speech-production areas to temporal speech-reception areas. A 

possible explanation of these divergent results is that the latter study investigated a patient 

group without a specific symptom profile and did not include a group of patients with AVH.  

A different study used fMRI and dynamic causal modeling to investigate self-

generated versus non-self-generated voice processing in patients with AVH compared to two 

matched groups: patients without AVH and healthy controls.68 Abnormally increased 

functional connectivity was observed between brain regions involved in source monitoring of 

speech (i.e., left superior temporal and anterior cingulate cortices) when patients with AVH 

were processing self-generated voices, whereas healthy controls and patients without AVH 

exhibited increased connectivity between these brain regions when the voice was uttered by 

an unfamiliar individual.68  

The altered structural and functional connectivity between frontal, temporal, and 

cingulate regions may contribute to impairments in the capacity to track voice identity. In line 

with this hypothesis, a recent study reported reduced functional connectivity between right 

superior temporal and frontal regions during a voice-recognition task in patients with AVH 

compared to patients without AVH and healthy controls.64 Also, disturbed frontotemporal 

connectivity was associated with reduced accuracy of voice-identity recognition.64 

Studies using noninvasive neurostimulation techniques, such as repetitive transcranial 

magnetic stimulation (rTMS) provided further support for the involvement of disturbed brain 

functional connectivity in AVH.84,85 By applying repeated pulses to evoke changes in the 

electrical current of particular brain areas, these studies have assessed the efficacy of rTMS as 

a treatment tool for AVH. Although these studies may, at first glance, appear to be beyond the 

scope of this subsection, the high spatial resolution of the TMS methodology (i.e., resolution 

of just a few millimeters) may provide important insights concerning the specific brain areas 

that are involved in both AVH experiences and dysfunctional voice-identity processing. 

Studies using this technique may also provide valuable information the regions that are 
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anatomically connected with particular stimulation sites and that may receive or send 

afferent/efferent information—which may be related to AVH maintenance and remission.84,85 

These studies have found that, after treatment with low frequency rTMS (i.e., inhibitory 

stimulation) at the left parietotemporal cortex, tonic activity in the left STG and coupled 

regions (e.g., cerebellum, hippocampus) was reduced, whereas activity in the right STG and 

frontal cortex was enhanced.84,85 Given these results, the extent to which abnormalities in 

frontotemporal connectivity contribute to the pathogenesis of AVH requires further 

investigation.  

 

Electrophysiological evidence 

The existing studies using event-related potentials suggest altered sensory processing 

of self-generated voices in schizophrenia patients.83,86–88 Several studies have measured the 

N1 ERP component to probe auditory cortical responsiveness during the generation of overt 

and inner speech, in contrast to the passive listening of self-generated speech. This ERP 

component is generated in the auditory cortex, indexing the sensory registration of auditory 

stimuli.83 Studies in the last decade suggest that the N1 component can provide insights into 

the functioning of the corollary discharge mechanism.69,83,86–94 

Studies with healthy subjects found an N1 attenuation effect (i.e., amplitude reduction) 

during speech production in comparison to the passive listening of a prerecorded self-

generated voice.69,83,86–92 This effect corroborates fMRI findings indicating reduced 

responsiveness of the auditory cortex to self-generated, relative to externally generated, 

stimuli.65,66,70,71 Conversely, the N1 attenuation effect seems to be significantly smaller in 

patients,83,86,87 refuting the hypothesis that corollary discharge abnormalities are specific to 

patients experiencing AVH. The lack of N1 attenuation during speech production indicates 

that schizophrenia patients, in general, do not generate predictions about incoming self-

generated voice stimuli—which may predispose patients to process self-generated and others’ 

voices indiscriminately.  

The altered auditory cortical responsiveness to self-generated voices observed in 

schizophrenia patients may be due to a significant delay in motor commands from frontal 

speech-production to temporal speech-perception regions, such as suggested by Whitford and 

colleagues.83 In their study, schizophrenia patients heard their own voices immediately after 

pressing a button. Results revealed a reduced attenuation of N1 amplitude (i.e., higher 

amplitude) in patients relative to healthy controls, whereas N1 suppression comparable to 

healthy controls was observed when patients heard their voices with a 50 millisecond delay.83 
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This study did not, however, test for correlations with clinical symptoms, such as AVH. The 

N1 attenuation effect observed when participants were hearing self-generated voices with no 

delay between production and feedback was related to increased fractional anisotropy levels 

in the arcuate fasciculus. 

Although these studies failed to find an association between N1 anomalies and AVH, 

a trait study observed that patients with AVH exhibited an abnormally decreased N1 

attenuation effect while they were talking aloud and receiving immediate feedback of their 

own voice.69 The disturbed N1 attenuation effect occurred in AVH patients, compared to 

healthy controls, irrespective of whether the vocal feedback was undistorted or distorted (e.g., 

pitch-shifted), whereas patients without AVH did not significantly differ from the other two 

groups (i.e., their N1 effect was in between patients with AVH and healthy subjects).69 Thus, 

in line with previous suggestions,87,89,90 it might be that alterations in the corollary discharge 

mechanism are associated with the vulnerability to experience hallucinations (trait) instead of 

the current experience of AVH (state). Studies investigating more homogeneous subgroups of 

patients with, versus without, AVH history may help to determine whether the N1 attenuation 

effect is specifically related to AVH or to a schizophrenia diagnosis. 

Although just one of the above ERP studies suggests a direct relationship between the 

abnormal N1 attenuation effect and AVH,69 support for disturbed frontotemporal connectivity 

in patients with more severe AVH symptoms is provided by electrophysiological studies 

looking at spatial coherence in specific EEG frequencies.86,95 Spatial coherence is a 

frequency-dependent measure of simultaneous oscillatory activity between distinct neural 

structures, and it allows one to quantify the relationship between two brain regions.86,95,96 

Coherence in theta and delta frequencies between lateral frontal and posterior temporal 

regions during speech production was found to be greater in patients without AVH and 

healthy controls compared to patients with AVH, who exhibited reduced coherence between 

these brain regions, which are crucially involved in speech production and perception.86,95 A 

different study investigated a different measure of neural synchrony—namely, temporal 

coherence preceding self-generated speech—and explored how it was associated with 

subsequent auditory cortical attenuation.96 Reduced neural synchrony preceding talking (vs. 

listening) was observed in schizophrenia patients, especially those with AVH, when 

compared to healthy controls.96 Since greater pre-speech neural synchrony was associated 

with subsequent attenuation of auditory cortical responsiveness in healthy subjects but not in 

patients,96 these findings provide further evidence that reduced auditory cortical attenuation in 

response to self-generated speech plays a role in AVH generation.  
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The studies reviewed in the above subsections suggest alterations in the processing of voice 

identity in schizophrenia, with some studies indicating that these abnormalities are more 

pronounced in patients with AVH than in to patients without AVH (see Table 2). This 

impairment does not seem to be restricted to distinguishing between self and non-self-

generated voices, but also extends to familiar and unfamiliar voices.29,30,32,64 
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Table 2.  

Review of Studies of Voice Identity Processing in Schizophrenia and Its Relationship with AVH 

SZ vs. 

HC  

 Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method and design Results 

 
89 10 HC; 12 SZ (a, e) 

4 P; 6U; 1D; 

1 R 

ERP - responses to acoustic probes during 

talking vs. listening  
SZ ≠ HC  

 92 7 HC; 7 SZ (N.A.) N.A. ERP - talking aloud vs. listening  SZ ≠ HC 

 90 15 HC; 15 SZ (a, e) N.A. ERP - inner speech vs. listening  SZ ≠ HC  

 

87 

Aims 3 and 4: 21 HC; 20 SZ (a, e) 

(aims 1 and 2 in Ford, Mathalon, Kalba, 

et al. 89) 

N.A. EEG coherence - talking vs. listening SZ ≠ HC 

 

96 25 HC; 24 SZ/SAD (e) 
10 U; 9 P; 3 

SAD; 2 R 

ERP and EEG coherence - talking vs. 

listening to self-generated voice. 

SZ ≠ HC;  

Neural synchrony anomalies↔ AH 

severity  

 82 24 HC; 24 SZ with AVH (c, d) N.A. DTI SZ ≠ HC 

 65 20 HC; 63 SZ (c) N.A. fMRI - identity judgment of vocal feedback SZ ≠ HC; Good ≠ bad performers; 
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during reading  brain functioning anomalies ↔ AH 

severity 

 
83 25 HC ; 21 SZ (e) N.A. 

ERP - self-induced vocal stimuli by button 

press; DTI 
SZ ≠ HC 

 
72 

 12 HC; 15 SZ with AVH (during illness 

exacerbations) 
N.A. fMRI - listening vs. inner speech generation SZ ≠ HC 

 

67 23 HC; 23 SZ with AVH ( ≥3 score) (a) N.A. 
Behavioral - voice identity judgment 

preceded by a congruent/incongruent cue  

SZ ≠ HC;  

misattribution errors ↔ delusional 

severity 

AVH vs. 

NAVH      

 Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method and design Results 

 
23 

20 HC; 10 AVH (current) (a); 8 NAVH 
(i) 

N.A. 
Behavioral - identity judgment of vocal 

feedback during reading 
SZ ≠ HC; AVH ≠ NAVH; 

 
95 

10 HC; 7 AVH (5-7 score)(e, a); 5 NAVH 

(1-2 score)(e, a)  

4 P, 6 U, 1 D, 

1 R 

EEG coherence - responses to acoustic 

probes during talking vs. listening  
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC; 

 
33 

15 HC; 15 AVH (current & ≥3 score) (a); 

13 NAVH (no current & 0 score) (a) 
N.A. Behavioral - voice identity judgment  AVH ≠ NAVH / HC  

 81 13 HC; 13 AVH (current) (d); 13 non- N.A. DTI AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 
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AVH (no history) 

 

24 

20 HC; 10 AP with AVH; 15 SZ/SAD 

with AVH (current)(a) ; 15 SZ/SAD with 

AVH history (i) ; 15 SZ /SAD without 

AVH history (i) 

N.A. 
Behavioral - identity judgment of vocal 

feedback during reading  

SZ/SAD with AVH ≠ HC / SZ/SAD 

with AVH history / AP with AVH 

 
28 

11 HC; 10 AVH (past week & ≥3 score 

)(a); 10 non-AVH (no history) 
N.A. fMRI - voice identity judgment  AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
69 

17 HC; 20 SZ: 10 AVH (past 4 weeks) 
(a); 10 NAVH (absent for the last 4 

weeks & ≤1 score)(a) 

N.A. 
ERP - identity judgment of vocal feedback 

during talking  
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
68 

10 HC; 11 AVH (past week)(a); 10 

NAVH (no history) 
N.A. fMRI & DCM - voice identity judgment SZ ≠ HC; AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 70 13 HC; 10 AVH; 10 NAVH N.A. fMRI - identity judgment of vocal feedback AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
30 13 HC; 26 SZ: 13 AVH; 13 NAVH (a) P 

fMRI - familiar vs. unfamiliar voices 

discrimination 
AVH ≠ HC 

 
29 

13 HC; 13 AVH (current & ≥3 score) (a); 

12 NAVH (no current & ≤1score) (a) 
N.A. Behavioral - famous voices recognition SZ ≠ HC; AVH ≠ NAVH; 

 

31 

34 HC; 65 SZ/SZ spectrum disorder: 33 

AVH (current) (b); 32 NAVH (no 

current) 

N.A. 
Behavioral - similarity judgment between 

voices  
SZ ≠ HC 
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64 

13 HC; 13 AVH (past 2 weeks & ≥4 

score)(a); 13 NAVH (no history & 0 

score)(a) 

N.A. 
fMRI- identity judgment of familiar vs. 

unfamiliar voices 
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

Note. SZ=schizophrenia; NAVH=without AVH; SAD=schizoaffective disorder; AP=affective psychosis; P=paranoid; U=undifferentiated; D=disorganized; R=Residual; 

PNOS=psychosis not otherwise specified; SZP=schizophreniform; SZD=Schizoid; FEP= First-episode: N.A. = NON APPLICABLE; AH=auditory hallucinations 

a Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms—SAPS 97; b Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales 98; c Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale—PANSS 99; d Semi-structured 

interview; e Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale—BPRS 100; f Modified version of the Present State Examination 101; g Topography of Voices Rating Scale 102; h Launay-Slade 

Hallucination Scale103; i Assessed by case-notes and patients self-report.
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We should note that discriminating between different voices and recognizing 

particular speakers represent distinct processes that recruit regions in the right parietal lobe 

and bilateral superior temporal sulcus, respectively.47,54 Thus, it is important to understand 

whether schizophrenia abnormalities lie on voice-identity discrimination or on recognition 

impairments. The existing evidence suggests a more generalized deficit involving both the 

discrimination and recognition of voices. However, more studies are needed to support this 

assertion. 

 

2.2. Are AVH Related to Abnormal Processing of Speech Information?  

Abnormalities in speech information processing are a core feature of 

schizophrenia,44,104 and they are also observed in unaffected first-degree relatives of 

schizophrenia patients.105 

Phenomenological reports of AVH suggest that voices might comprise distinct levels 

of linguistic complexity (i.e., single words, sentences, full conversations) 10 and that they are 

more commonly experienced as verbal messages with negative and self-referential 

content12,15. Therefore, considering the speech information processing disturbances in 

schizophrenia and the prominent negative quality of the AVH semantic content, it is plausible 

that abnormalities in the processing of speech information are enhanced in patients 

experiencing AVH relative to patients without AVH.  

 

Behavioral evidence 

Behavioral studies have demonstrated that schizophrenia patients perform poorly on a 

variety of semantic tasks (e.g., tasks of semantic fluency and semantic priming), which 

suggests that impairments in semantic processing are a general feature of the disorder.44,104,105  

Nonetheless, a relationship between specific disturbances in speech processing and 

hallucinations was demonstrated by studies showing a significant association between the 

severity of hallucinations and both increased lexical activation106 and more pronounced 

semantic dysfunction.107 Furthermore, increased top-down semantic effects on auditory 

perception were observed in patients with more severe auditory hallucinations.108,109 For 

instance, compared to patients without auditory hallucinations and healthy controls, patients 

with auditory hallucinations expecting changes in an unchanging word reported the highest 

number of word “transformations” (i.e., illusory perception of changes in a repeatedly 

presented word).109 This finding suggests that semantic expectations may play a role in 

generating auditory misperceptions in AVH. Similar effects were observed in nonpsychiatric 
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individuals with higher proneness to auditory hallucinations, as demonstrated by a positive 

correlation between the severity of hallucination proneness and the number of top-down 

errors.4,110 That is, subjects with greater hallucination proneness tended to report hearing a 

word that was expected within the preceding sentence context, although the word presented 

was actually an unpredictable word or only noise.4,110 The proneness to hallucinate was not 

associated with phonological expectations, indicating that top-down modulation of auditory 

percepts in individuals more prone to hallucinate might occur more prominently at the 

semantic level.110 However, Daalman and colleagues4 failed to find these effects in 

schizophrenia patients.  

Finally, some evidence suggests that emotion plays a modulatory role in the semantic-

processing abnormalities observed in patients with AVH. Difficulties in recognizing self-

generated voice stimuli in patients with AVH relative to patients without AVH and healthy 

controls were found to be enhanced for speech stimuli with negative semantic content (vs. 

stimuli with neutral and positive content).23,24,111 A similar pattern was observed in 

nonpsychiatric individuals with higher hallucination proneness when compared to individuals 

without hallucination proneness.112 Therefore, it seems that negative emotional semantic 

content is more likely to interact with identity processing of self-generated voices in 

individuals with higher predisposition to hallucinate. 
 

Neuroimaging evidence 

In healthy individuals, semantic information carried by the voice is processed in a 

segregated neural pathway, involving regions in the anterior and posterior superior temporal 

sulcus, predominantly in the left hemisphere.27,47  

Earlier studies have shown differences in brain-activation patterns when comparing 

healthy individuals and schizophrenia patients in tasks of semantic information processing.113–

115 Functional abnormalities were found in brain networks underlying lexical-semantic 

processes, including abnormal engagement of left frontal and temporal regions, specifically 

when patients were processing highly and weakly related word pairs, as well as unrelated 

word pairs.113 

Even though various studies (beyond the scope of this review) suggest an overall 

disturbance of semantic processing in schizophrenia, two neuroimaging studies found a 

relationship between auditory hallucinations and hyperactivation of brain semantic 

networks.113,115 These results corroborate behavioral evidence showing an association 

between abnormally increased lexical-semantic activation and the severity of 
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hallucination.106,107 Patients with more prominent auditory hallucinations exhibited increased 

activation of left temporal and frontal regions to word pairs with high and low connectivity.113 

Also, during a perceptual-encoding task consisting of upper and lowercase letter judgment of 

visually presented words, a correlation between the severity of auditory hallucinations and 

increased activation of the left superior temporal gyrus was observed in schizophrenia 

patients.115 While the latter study is not directly related to the aims of the current discussion 

(as words were presented in visually), the former study suggests a relationship between 

increased auditory hallucinations severity and more disturbed lexical-semantic activation 

within left temporal regions.  

Other studies have suggested that, in patients currently experiencing auditory 

hallucinations, external voices compete with AVH for the same neural resources. The reason 

is that, relative to healthy controls, patients with more severe hallucinations exhibit reduced 

activation in the posterior part of the left superior temporal region when processing external 

speech,46 and relative to their own periods of remission, the same patients exhibit reduced 

activation of the right middle temporal gyrus.116 

Of note, two fMRI studies support the role of emotion in semantic-processing 

abnormalities in AVH: patients with chronic AVH processed emotional information in an 

anomalous way, overactivating brain regions involved in semantic processing and in detecting 

personal and emotional salience.117,118 In these patients, emotional semantic words elicited, 

compared to healthy controls, increased activation in temporal regions (left middle temporal 

gyrus, right STG), orbitofrontal cortex, insula, cingulate cortex, and right amygdala,118 and 

elicited, compared to patients without AVH and healthy controls, elicited increased activation 

in bilateral amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus.117 Temporal cortical areas and emotion-

related structures (amygdala, insula, and orbitofrontal cortex) have been previously implicated 

in the experience of auditory hallucinations.119,120 The activation pattern of such areas in these 

studies117,118 suggests that experiencing AVH engages the same neural resources underlying 

emotional semantic processing. We should note, however, that an important limitation of the 

study by Sanjuán and colleagues118 is the absence of a comparison group of patients without 

AVH—which necessitates a careful interpretation of these data. 

 Indirect evidence for the involvement of semantic abnormalities in AVH comes from 

fMRI studies investigating verbal self-monitoring, since most of them used words and 

sentences as stimuli. Considering the role of the left STG in semantic comprehension (e.g., 

Wernicke’s area), the finding of enhanced activation of the left STG in response to self-

generated speech may point to AVH patients’ aberrant processing of speech information 
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contained in self-generated voices (as observed in earlier studies: Allen et al. [2007)],22 

Kumari et al. [2010],65 and Simons et al. [2010]72). If so, the potential implication is that 

emotional and self-referential contents are more deeply processed by semantic and emotional 

brain regions (in line with previous findings: Escartí et al. [2010],117 and Sanjuan et al. 

[2007]118). The enhanced processing of emotional versus neutral semantic information in self-

generated voices may help to explain the higher salience of negative and personal information 

underlying AVH. In addition, as some behavioral studies have demonstrated, increased 

vulnerability of auditory perception to top-down expectations and semantic effects in patients 

with more severe AVH107,108 may contribute to the aberrant processing of semantic 

information with negative valence.  

 

Electrophysiological evidence 

Electrophysiological studies investigating semantic processing in schizophrenia have 

measured the N400 ERP component, a negative-going component elicited at around 400 

milliseconds after stimulus presentation.94,121,122 This ERP component reflects general 

semantic processing of meaningful stimuli (e.g., speech stimuli, pictures, faces) and can be 

used to probe semantic memory.121–123 N400 amplitude changes inversely to the degree of 

predictability of a stimulus in its context.121–123 Most of the schizophrenia studies have used 

visual stimuli and reported semantic-processing disturbances. A reduced difference in N400 

amplitude between congruent and incongruent conditions suggests that schizophrenia patients 

process related and unrelated concepts similarly.45,93,94,105,121,122 Studies of semantic 

processing in the auditory modality—ones that will take advantage of the high temporal 

resolution of ERPs—are sorely needed. 

Although not directly related to vocal semantic processing abnormalities in AVH, it is 

worth noting that some of the visual N400 studies found an association between abnormal 

semantic processing in schizophrenia (reflected in larger N400 amplitude to targets that 

related to their priming stimuli) and positive symptoms such as hallucinations and 

delusions.122,124 This association points to the role that abnormalities in semantic network 

activation might play in the experience of hallucinations—which is consistent with 

neuroimaging findings.113,115 To our knowledge, only one study assessed auditory semantic 

processing in schizophrenia, and it reported abnormalities that were similar to those reported 

in the visual modality, even though no association was found between AVH and semantic-

processing deficits.45 Although the studies discussed in this section have made important 

contributions (see Table 3), studies testing the relationship between speech processing and 
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AVH are lacking. In addition, many of the existing studies did not assess the contribution of 

hallucination severity to semantic abnormalities.107,126 It is therefore possible that AVH might 

mediate that relationship 107. 
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Table 3.  

Review of Studies of Speech Processing in Schizophrenia and Its Relationship with AVH 

SZ vs. 

HC      

 Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method and design Results 

 
45 12 HC; 13 SZ N.A. 

ERP - auditory and visual semantic 

processing of sentence context  
SZ ≠ HC 

 106 26 SZ (a) N.A. Behavioral - verbal fluency AVH ↔ lexical activation 

 46 15 SZ with AVH (a, b) N.A. fMRI - auditory speech processing AVH↔brain functioning anomalies 

 
113 12 HC; 12 SZ (a, c) N.A. fMRI - lexical-decision semantic-priming 

SZ ≠ HC; auditory hallucinations 

severity ↔ brain functioning anomalies 

 
118 

10 HC; 11 SZ with AVH (once a day & 

treatment-resistant) (b) 
N.A. 

fMRI - vocal affective processing (with 

emotional words) 
AVH ≠ HC 

 
107 75 SZ/ SZ spectrum disorder (a) 

22P, 27U, 

3D, 2R, 19S, 

1 SZP, 1SZD 

Behavioral—semantic and phonological 

fluency 
AVH ↔ semantic dysfunction 

AVH vs. 

NAVH      
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 Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method and design Results 

 
109 

10 HC; 10 AVH (past ≥6 months); 12 

NAVH (no experience for the past ≥5 

years) 

N.A. Behavioral - Verbal Transformation Effect  AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
125 

8 HC; 8 AVH (history, but no current 

experience)(a); 7 NAVH (no history); 
N.A. 

fMRI - auditory speech processing in active 

vs. remitted periods 

AVH ≠ NAVH; active ≠ remitted 

periods 

 
108 

20 HC; 22 AVH(c, g); 35 NAVH (absent 

for the past ≥3 months)  
N.A. 

Behavioral - mental imagery, perception and 

reality monitoring 
AVH ↔imagery-perception interaction 

 
111 

 20 AVH & delusions (in the past ≥3 

months & ≥3 score); 10 NAVH (no 

current & ≤2 score) (a, c) 

N.A.  
 Behavioral—identity judgment of emotional 

semantic words 
 AVH ≠ NAVH 

 
117 

31 HC; 27 AVH (once a day & 

treatment-resistant) (b); 14 NAVH (no 

history) 

N.A. 
fMRI - vocal affective processing (with 

emotional words) 
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
110 

42 non-psychiatric: 21 with auditory 

hallucinations proneness; 21 without 

auditory hallucinations proneness (h) 

N.A. 
Behavioral - semantic and phonological 

expectations effects on auditory perception  

hallucination proneness ↔ number of 

semantic errors 

 

4 

40 HC; 40 HC with AVH; 40 SZ/SZ 

spectrum disorder with AVH; AVH for 

≥ 1 year & ≥once a month (h) 

25P, 6SAD, 9 

PNOS 

Behavioral - semantic context effects on the 

perception of a final word masked by noise 

HC ≠ HC with AVH; 

AVH proneness ↔ number of semantic 

errors 
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Note. SZ=schizophrenia; NAVH=without AVH; SAD=schizoaffective disorder; AP=affective psychosis; P=paranoid; U=undifferentiated; D=disorganized; R=Residual; 

PNOS=psychosis not otherwise specified; SZP=schizophreniform; SZD=Schizoid; FEP= First-episode: N.A. = NON APPLICABLE; AH=auditory hallucinations 

a Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms—SAPS 97; b Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales 98; c Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale—PANSS 99; d Semi-structured 

interview; e Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale—BPRS 100; f Modified version of the Present State Examination 101; g Topography of Voices Rating Scale 102; h Launay-Slade 

Hallucination Scale103; i Assessed by case-notes and patients self-report.
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2.3. Are AVH Related to Abnormal Processing of Vocal Affective Information?  

The effective processing of vocal affective stimuli implies the ability to extract 

relevant acoustic information from speech, such as intensity, pitch, and timbre.27,47,127 The 

nonverbal vocal expression of emotion in a speech signal is designated as emotional 

prosody,127,128 and its proper identification is one of the cornerstones of adequate functioning 

in social environments.127  

The perception of emotional information in speech is a complex process involving 

sensory-, cognitive-, and emotional-processing systems and multiple interacting stages.127 

These stages include the sensory processing of the vocal stimulus, the detection of its 

emotional salience, and the cognitive evaluation of emotionally significant information.127 

Considering that AVH are often experienced as having negative emotional intonation, such as 

a taunting or menacing tone, it would make sense to predict more pronounced abnormalities 

in vocal affective processing in patients with AVH, compared to patients without AVH. 

 

Behavioral evidence  

Behavioral studies have consistently demonstrated impairments in the ability of 

schizophrenia patients to recognize vocal affective information, as reflected in increased error 

rates in recognition tasks.35,36,40,42,62,129–136 Some found specific abnormalities in the 

recognition of negative emotions, such as anger and sadness.42,43 The contribution of basic 

auditory-processing deficits (e.g., pitch discrimination) to impaired vocal affective 

processing35,36,132,136 has been highlighted.  

It remains controversial, however, whether affective prosody abnormalities are present 

in schizophrenia patients regardless of the subtype 35,36,62,130–133,137 or whether more 

pronounced abnormalities are associated with, or limited to, specific clinical symptoms, as 

observed in more homogeneous samples of patients with, versus without,34,37,63 AVH. For 

example, a recent study found an association between the severity of positive symptoms 

(hallucinations and delusions) and impaired recognition of vocal and facial affect.135 In a 

different study, Rossel and Boundy37 observed that, although all schizophrenia patients 

exhibited deficits in perceiving auditory affective stimuli with semantic content, only patients 

with a history of AVH, compared to patients without AVH or healthy controls, showed 

deficits in recognizing meaningless affective sounds. This finding suggests that semantic 

processing disturbances may obscure differences between patients with and without AVH.  

Along the same lines, Shea and colleagues63 observed that patients with AVH, relative 

to patients without AVH and healthy controls, exhibit increased difficulties in identifying the 
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affective prosody of semantically neutral sentences uttered with happy, sad, and neutral tones. 

Furthermore, the authors proposed that the inability of patients with AVH to effectively 

process affective prosodic cues in the vocal signal might contribute to the impaired 

monitoring of voice identity, which, in turn, may prime the misrecognition of internal events 

(i.e., thoughts) as being produced by an external source.63  

Importantly, different variables might have contributed to the apparent contradiction 

between studies reporting abnormalities in vocal affect recognition in schizophrenia patients 

and those reporting results in more homogeneous samples of patients with AVH. The former 

studies did not specify the schizophrenia subtype35,36,132,136,137 and included patients with 

schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder in the same group;35,36,62,131 this heterogeneity in 

the samples may have obscured the relationship between AVH and disturbed vocal-emotion 

recognition. The link between AVH and abnormalities in vocal affective processing may also 

be obscured by the instruments (e.g., Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale)99 used in those 

studies,35,36,62,131,132 since the instruments do not clearly discriminate auditory from visual 

hallucinations. While vocal affect recognition might be relatively altered in schizophrenia 

patients, partial evidence suggests that more pronounced abnormalities are limited to the 

subgroup of patients with AVH.37,63,135 However, disentangling which aspects of vocal-affect 

recognition are impaired in schizophrenia patients or are specific of AVH patients still needs 

further clarification. The correlation between positive symptoms (hallucinations and 

delusions) and abnormal recognition of happy prosody may be indicative of specific 

alterations in processing happy tones in patients experiencing hallucinations, especially 

because the researchers failed to find that association when overall mean recognition rates 

were analyzed.135 Therefore, the experience of AVH might be more strongly associated with 

impairments in specific categories of vocal affect, although differences in the complexity of 

the stimuli used (nonverbal vocalizations, as in Tseng et al. [2013]135 vs. sentences uttered 

with distinct emotional tones, as in Shea et al. [2007]63) preclude any robust conclusion.  

Providing support for the specific relationship between abnormal vocal affective 

processing and the experience of AVH, a recent dichotic listening study revealed that 

automatic attention in AVH patients is aberrantly modulated by the emotional prosody of 

vocal stimuli.138 In that study, each trial in the emotional conditions comprised both an 

affective and a neutral vocalization, with each vocalization being concomitantly presented to 

the other ear. In the neutral baseline condition, each trial contained two neutral vocalizations. 

Participants were required to judge the gender of the voice stimulus presented to the attended 

ear (right or left) while ignoring the stimulus presented to the other. As expected, healthy 
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controls were slower in deciding the gender of voice stimuli when the vocalizations presented 

to the attended right ear had an emotional tone. The same finding was observed in patients 

without AVH, indicating increased interference (i.e., slower response time) on the voice-

gender task when emotionally salient cues were presented to the attended right, versus left, 

ear. This finding suggests a right hemisphere advantage (i.e., attended left ear) for the 

processing of both vocal affect and voice gender. It also suggests that, for the nonspecialized 

left hemisphere (i.e., attended right ear), emotional salience of vocal stimuli that are in the 

focus of attention is more difficult to ignore and leads to behavioral distraction regarding the 

gender-discrimination task, resulting in increased reaction time. Nonetheless, the performance 

of patients with AVH was worse (i.e., slower reaction times) irrespective of whether vocal 

affective stimuli were presented to unattended or attended ears, or to the left or right sides. 

These findings suggest that patients with AVH do not show the right hemisphere advantage 

for vocal affective processing that is observed in patients without AVH and healthy controls. 

In addition, the findings suggest that patients with AVH are more sensitive to the affective 

salience of stimuli, with attention being automatically attracted by vocal affective information 

even in conditions in which emotion is presented to the “‘supposed” unattended channel or to 

the brain’s right hemisphere, which is known to be specialized in both vocal affect and gender 

processing.138 Considering that patients with AVH were faster during the neutral baseline 

condition relative to the emotional conditions and that accuracy levels did not significantly 

differ across the three groups, these findings seem to reflect not a general impairment in the 

voice-gender decision task but, instead, a reduced capacity to ignore affectively salient voice 

cues. Since AVH are more often described as having negative content and prosody, it is 

plausible that attentional disturbances contribute to the enhanced processing of negative vocal 

affect of inner voices in AVH patients and to the disrupted capacity of directing attention to 

other prosodic features.  

 

Neuroimaging evidence 

In healthy individuals, the decoding of the speaker’s affective state recruits the 

temporo-medial regions, anterior insula, amygdala, and inferior prefrontal cortex more 

predominantly in the right hemisphere.27,47  

The neuroimaging evidence on vocal affective processing in schizophrenia is still 

scarce, yet some studies suggest that, irrespective of symptom profile, patients exhibit 

abnormally reduced activation of the right temporal cortex and increased recruitment of left 

insula,139 and aberrant activity in right temporal and parietal cortices.140  
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Evidence linking AVH to alterations in the neural substrates of vocal affective 

processing in schizophrenia comes from studies showing functional and structural 

abnormalities in brain structures recruited both during vocal affective comprehension117,118 

and the experience of AVH.73,74 For example, the neural mechanisms underpinning the 

processing of vocal affective information seem to be altered in patients with chronic AVH, as 

demonstrated by studies showing increased activation in the left middle temporal gyrus, right 

STG, orbitofrontal cortex, insula, cingulate cortex, and right amygdala relative to healthy 

controls,118 and by increased activation of the amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus in these 

individuals relative to patients without AVH and healthy controls.117 Of note, however, a 

recent study reported underactivation of the amygdala when patients with AVH, versus 

patients without AVH or healthy controls, were listening to crying vocalizations, indicating 

that the persistence of AVH is associated not only with impaired emotional speech prosody 

perception but also with abnormal processing of nonverbal vocalizations.141 The divergent 

results concerning amygdala activation may be due to differences in the stimuli used, since 

the latter study141 used nonverbal emotional vocalizations, and the former studies selected 

words based on reports of AVH experiences. Indeed, words have higher complexity (carrying 

both semantic and emotional prosody information) and ecological validity (the imperative 

tone and the emotional content may closely correspond to the voices heard during AVH) than 

vocalizations. In addition, the decreased activation of the amygdala in patients with chronic 

AVH while listening to crying sounds was hypothesized as associated with the severity and 

long duration of the patients’ auditory hallucinations.141 The reduced activation of the 

amygdala to emotional stimuli may also reflect increased tonic activation of that 

region.34,141,142 

When compared to remitted periods, the experience of AVH is associated with the 

increased activation of temporal lobe regions (in the left STG,74,75,77 right STG,78,79 or both76), 

in inferior frontal regions,73,74 and in emotion-processing regions, such as the amygdala,73,74 

insula,73,74 orbitofrontal cortex,80 and parahippocampal gyri. 80 At the structural level, gray 

matter reductions in the STG,142,143 insula, and left amygdala143 were observed in patients 

with prominent AVH, relative to healthy controls. Moreover, the connectivity between 

frontotemporal and limbic regions was found to be increased in patients with AVH, as larger 

fractional anisotropy levels in the left cingulate bundle were reported in AVH patients relative 

to patients without AVH.81 The enhanced structural connectivity between frontotemporal and 

limbic regions in patients with AVH may lead to abnormal activation in voice and emotion-

processing regions, possibly contributing to impaired integration of salient vocal affective 
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information. When applied to internally generated voices, the above structural-connectivity 

abnormalities might contribute to the commonly reported negative affective tone of AVH.  

 

Electrophysiological evidence  

Few studies have examined the ERP correlates of emotional prosody processing in 

schizophrenia.38,41 Using both sentences41 and single words38 as stimuli, these studies reported 

N1 and P2 abnormalities in schizophrenia, indicating alterations in two stages of emotional 

prosody processing: the sensory processing of a prosodic signal (N1) and the detection of the 

emotional salience of a vocal stimulus (P2). ERP abnormalities were enhanced for speech 

stimuli with intelligible versus unintelligible semantic content. Of note, no association was 

found with AVH severity. It is worth noting that abnormally large P2 amplitude for happy 

prosody in sentences with intelligible semantic content was associated with delusions, 

suggesting a relationship between abnormal detection of voice salience and a specific positive 

symptom.41 As the authors of the study noted, further research with a larger, more 

homogeneous sample would help to clarify the relationship between ERP indices and positive 

symptoms. Abnormalities in the integration of emotionally salient vocal cues (which would 

lead to the proper identification of the prosodic content of vocal stimuli), along with structural 

and functional abnormalities in the posterior part of the STG, may contribute to the 

experience of AVH.34 

Although few studies have investigated the relationship between AVH and the 

processing of vocal affective information, some behavioral and neuroimaging studies suggest 

that an inability to “read” emotions from a tone of voice may potentially play a role in the 

development of AVH (see Table 4). 
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Table 4.  

Review of Studies of Vocal Affective Processing in Schizophrenia and Its Relationship with AVH 

SZ vs. 

HC      

 Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method  Results 

 
40 

24 HC; 22 FEP SZ; 23 FEP AP; 28 FEP 

SZ spectrum disorder (a) 
N.A. 

Behavioral - vocal and facial affect 

recognition 
SZ FEP SZ ≠ HC & AP  

 
35 34 HC; 43 SZ/SAD (e) N.A. 

Behavioral - vocal and facial affect 

recognition 
SZ ≠ HC 

 
39 32 HC; 36 SZ (c) 

10 P, 8 U, 

18R 
Behavioral - vocal affect recognition  SZ ≠ HC 

 
130 15 HC; 15 SZ (e) N.A. 

Behavioral—vocal affect matching task; 

musical matching task 

SZ ≠ HC; Positive symptoms ↔ 

impaired vocal affect discrimination 

 
62 19 HC; 19 SZ/SAD (e) N.A. 

DTI; Behavioral—vocal affect recognition; 

pitch perception in common melodies  

SZ ≠ HC;  

 

 
118 

10 HC; 11 SZ AVH (once a day and 

treatment-resistant) (b) 
N.A. 

fMRI - vocal affective processing (with 

emotional words) 
SZ ≠ HC 
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 142 19 HC; 18 SZ with AVH(b) N.A. Voxel-based morphometry study AVH ↔ brain structural anomalies 

 59 21 HC; 50 SZ/SAD (e) N.A. ERP - auditory processing SZ ≠ HC 

 143 100 SZ (a) N.A. Voxel-based morphometry study AVH ↔ brain structural anomalies 

 136 28 HC; 23 SZ (a) N.A. fMRI - vocal affect recognition SZ ≠ HC 

 
132 73 HC; 92 SZ (c) N.A. 

Behavioral—vocal & facial affect 

recognition; tone discrimination task 
SZ ≠ HC 

 
137 18 HC; 36 SZ (a) N.A. 

Behavioral - vocal affect recognition; ERP - 

auditory processing 
SZ ≠ HC 

 

131 41 HC; 41 SZ/SAD (c) N.A. 

Behavioral—emotion recognition in 

frequency-modulated tones; tone 

discrimination matching task; vocal affect 

recognition 

SZ ≠ HC 

 
41 15 HC; 15 SZ (a, c) N.A. 

ERP - vocal affective processing (phrases 

with/without intelligible semantic content) 
SZ ≠ HC 

 

135 70 HC; 111 SZ (c) N.A. Behavioral—vocal & facial affect recognition 

HC ≠ SZ;  

Positive symptoms ↔ impaired vocal 

and facial happiness recognition 
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133 

33 HC; 19 First-degree relatives of 

patients with AVH 
N.A. 

Behavioral—vocal affect recognition; tone 

discrimination task 

HC ≠ First-degree relatives; Impaired 

pitch discrimination ↔ AVH proneness 

 

134 23HC; 23SZ (c) N.A. 

Behavioral—intensity ratings (0-100%) of 

emotional categories in vocal and facial 

stimuli 

SZ ≠ HC; 

Positive symptoms ↔ impaired vocal 

and facial affect recognition 

 
38 16 HC; 16 SZ (a, c) N.A. 

ERP - vocal affective processing (words 

with/without intelligible semantic content) 
SZ ≠ HC 

AVH vs. 

NAVH      

 Author Sample size and features Subtypes Method  Results 

 
81 

13 HC; 13 AVH (current)(d); 13 NAVH 

(no history) 
N.A. DTI AVH ≠ NAVH / HC  

 
37 

26 HC; 20 AVH (current & ≥3score) (a); 

20 NAVH (≤1 score) (a) 
P; D; 

Behavioral - vocal affect recognition 

(with/without linguistic content) 
SZ ≠ HC; AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
63 

31 HC; 38 AVH (past week) (a);  

29 NAVH (no history) 
N.A. 

Behavioral - vocal affect recognition of 

semantically neutral sentences 
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
141 

28 HC; 14 AVH (once a day, for ≥1 

year & ≥3score)(c); 14 NAVH (no 

current) 

N.A. 
fMRI - vocal affective processing (laughing 

and crying sounds) 
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 
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117 

31 HC; 27 AVH (once a day and 

treatment-resistant) (b); 14 NAVH (no 

history) 

N.A. 
fMRI - vocal affective processing (with 

emotional words) 
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

 
138 

16 HC; 15 AVH (current and a 

≥3score)(a); 12 NAVH (≤1 score)(a) 
N.A. 

Behavioral - effects of vocal affect on 

automatic attention  
AVH ≠ NAVH / HC 

Note. SZ=schizophrenia; NAVH=without AVH; SAD=schizoaffective disorder; AP=affective psychosis; P=paranoid; U=undifferentiated; D=disorganized; R=Residual; 

PNOS=psychosis not otherwise specified; SZP=schizophreniform; SZD=Schizoid; FEP= First-episode: N.A. = NON APPLICABLE; AH=auditory hallucinations 

a Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms—SAPS 97; b Psychotic Symptom Rating Scales 98; c Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale—PANSS 99; d Semi-structured 

interview; e Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale—BPRS 100; f Modified version of the Present State Examination 101; g Topography of Voices Rating Scale 102; h Launay-Slade 

Hallucination Scale103; i Assessed by case-notes and patients self-report.
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Further research, at both the behavioral and brain levels, is much needed. Moreover, as 

abnormalities in the processing of vocal affective information may be associated with the 

severity and long durability of auditory hallucinations,141 it is important to investigate vocal 

affective processing in patients with distinct levels of AVH severity and duration. 

 

 

3. DISCUSSION 

 

The studies reviewed here provide evidence for significant alterations in the three 

distinct domains of voice processing in schizophrenia—speech, identity, and affective 

information.27,47 They suggest generalized voice-processing abnormalities that are not 

restricted to specific dimensions, contrary to other clinical conditions in which dissociations 

between these distinct dimensions are observed (e.g., phonagnosia). Impaired capacity to 

process voice identity in patients with AVH, especially of self-generated voice, involves 

alterations in the function of the STG and cingulate gyrus, as well as structural and functional 

connectivity abnormalities between frontal, temporal, and cingulate cortices. The relationship 

between the experience of AVH and alterations in the corollary discharge mechanism was 

suggested by a few EEG/ERP studies. Patients with more severe AVH seem more likely to 

exhibit more pronounced brain alterations during the processing of speech information 

conveyed by the voice (e.g., aberrant lexical-semantic processing, greater sensitivity to top-

down semantic effects during auditory perception, and anomalous modulation of self-

generated voice processing by negative emotional information). These alterations have been 

linked to functional abnormalities in the brain’s semantic network, particularly involving left 

STG regions, as evidenced by N400 anomalies. Disrupted recognition of vocal affect in 

patients with AVH, compared to patients without AVH, has been associated with increased 

functional abnormalities in the temporal cortex and limbic regions (especially the amygdala), 

when compared with patients without AVH. Some evidence from ERP studies suggests that 

disturbed vocal affective processing might be specifically related to abnormal detection of 

salience from vocal cues. Brain regions underlying the experience of AVH appear to overlap 

with brain regions normally engaged during voice-information processing, further supporting 

the relationship between both phenomena. Based on the existing evidence, the association 

between AVH and specific dimensions of voice processing seems to be stronger for the 



 

 

dimensions of identity 23,24,26,28

are needed (see Figure 1). 

 

FIGURE 1. Brain Regions Altered in 

Different Dimensions of Voice Processing 

 

Correlational findings do not establishing causality; third variables may be moderating 

such associations. Nevertheless, the

relationship between AVH and disturbed dimensions of voice processing. Some of the trait 

studies also point to such a relationship. While the nature of this relationship needs further 

clarification, some phenomenological aspects of AVH may reflect specific impairments in 

voice-information processing. The experience of 

AVH may reflect an anomalous processing of the 

inner voices/inner thoughts). Dysfunctional processing of emotional 

contribute to the highly negative and derogatory content of AVH. Emotional alterations (high 

levels of anxiety, depression, and anger), along with associated negative thoughts

self that precede the onset of AVH,

contents. Finally, disturbances in the processing of vocal 
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23,24,26,28–30,32,33,64,68,69 and speech,46,106–108,111,116–118 

FIGURE 1. Brain Regions Altered in Schizophrenia Patients with AVH and Involved in 

Different Dimensions of Voice Processing  

Correlational findings do not establishing causality; third variables may be moderating 

such associations. Nevertheless, the findings presented here do suggest an important 

relationship between AVH and disturbed dimensions of voice processing. Some of the trait 

studies also point to such a relationship. While the nature of this relationship needs further 

nomenological aspects of AVH may reflect specific impairments in 

information processing. The experience of voices as spoken by an external agent in 

AVH may reflect an anomalous processing of the identity of self-generated voices (including 

es/inner thoughts). Dysfunctional processing of emotional speech

contribute to the highly negative and derogatory content of AVH. Emotional alterations (high 

levels of anxiety, depression, and anger), along with associated negative thoughts

self that precede the onset of AVH,14 may direct attention to these negative emotional 

contents. Finally, disturbances in the processing of vocal affective information might lead to 

 

 but further studies 

 

Schizophrenia Patients with AVH and Involved in 

Correlational findings do not establishing causality; third variables may be moderating 

findings presented here do suggest an important 

relationship between AVH and disturbed dimensions of voice processing. Some of the trait 

studies also point to such a relationship. While the nature of this relationship needs further 

nomenological aspects of AVH may reflect specific impairments in 

voices as spoken by an external agent in 

generated voices (including 

speech information may 

contribute to the highly negative and derogatory content of AVH. Emotional alterations (high 

levels of anxiety, depression, and anger), along with associated negative thoughts about the 

may direct attention to these negative emotional 

information might lead to 
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the prominently negative tone of AVH. Increased automatic attention to negative prosodic 

cues may explain why hallucinated voices are often perceived as uttered with a negative 

emotional tone.  

Considering that the verbal content of voices may vary substantially from patient to 

patient, it is critical to further specify the phenomenological aspects of AVH in studies 

probing this symptom (e.g., whether voices are uttered by a specific familiar or unfamiliar 

entity; whether voices are talking with each other; whether voices are commenting on what 

the patient is doing). Furthermore, since AVH are commonly experienced as a form of 

communication from another “speaker” (e.g., as a command or a comment about the subject) 

and therefore represent a type of “social experience,”144 the social features of AVH should be 

a major focus of attention for researchers investigating hallucinations (e.g., how do patients 

perceive the “social power” of AVH, and how do they interact with their voices?).  

Because the existing evidence is insufficient for drawing specific conclusions about the 

association between the nature and degree of voice processing abnormalities and the 

phenomenological features of AVH, further research is seriously needed. Future studies 

should test whether patients reporting AVH as pertaining to specific and differentiated 

“personae” also display greater impairments in the perception of voice identity, especially of 

self-generated voice identity, or whether patients experiencing AVH as uttered by a 

nonspecific external agent (e.g., voices resembling the patient’s voice) exhibit more 

preserved processing of self-generated voices. Along the same lines, the relationship between 

the (in)ability to perform personality judgments (e.g., dominance, masculinity, friendliness) 

and the tendency to experience AVH as originating from a male and powerful identity should 

also be explored. At the level of vocal speech information, it is relevant to test whether the 

degree of derogatory and self-referential content in AVH is associated with more pronounced 

abnormalities in the processing of verbal stimuli with emotional semantic content. Finally, 

studies looking at the relationship between AVH and disturbed vocal affective processing 

might examine whether patients experiencing hallucinated voices uttered in a more negative 

emotional tone also exhibit increased abnormalities in vocal affective processing.  

Nonetheless, it is also possible that altered processing of voice information may occur 

as a nonspecific consequence of AVH pathophysiology. If so, impairments in voice-

information processing should be targeted by future treatment programs for AVH, given the 

relevance of voice-processing abilities in daily social communication and overall functioning. 

This topic may be addressed in longitudinal studies tracking changes in both AVH and the 

ability to process voice information, from the prodromal to chronic stages, all in comparison 
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to individuals in the same stages but with no AVH. Another aspect that remains poorly 

understood is the interaction between distinct dimensions of voice processing and how each 

might specifically contribute to the experience of AVH. It is plausible that impairments in 

one dimension contribute to abnormalities in another. For example, emotional semantic 

information seems to contribute to the misrecognition of voice identity,23,24,111 and semantic 

processes may modulate disturbances in vocal affective processing.37,38,41  

 

Limitations  

Despite support for the role of disturbed voice processing in AVH, the current picture 

on the mechanisms underlying the experience of AVH is still puzzling. Therefore, the 

findings presented here should be interpreted with caution. An important limitation of the 

studies reviewed has been the use of non-homogeneous inclusion criteria, such as the 

classification of patients as hallucinating versus non-hallucinating.24,68,69,109,117 In particular, 

the apparently conflicting results when testing the relationship between AVH and voice-

processing abnormalities (e.g., Allen et al. [2007],22 Allen et al. [2004],33 Chhabra et al. 

[2012],31 Johns et al. [2006],24 Vercammen & Aleman [2010],110 Whitford et al. [2011]83) 

may be due to differences in sample composition. For example, in Allen et al. [2007]22 non-

hallucinating patients had to have no current experience or previous history of AVH, whereas 

in Alba-Ferrara et al. [2012]29 non-hallucinating patients had no current AVH and a score ≤1 

in the SAPS hallucination global score, but no allusion was made regarding previous AVH 

history. In Chaabra et al.31 the criteria to classify patients as hallucinating vs- non-

hallucinating were not clearly stated; in Zhang et al.30 hallucinating patients had to score ≥4 

in the SAPS auditory hallucination item and AVH should had been experienced in the two 

weeks before the assessment; Allen et al.22 hallucinating patients had to score ≥3 in the SAPS 

auditory hallucination item and AVH should had been experienced in the last week.. These 

differences may eventually lead to a group of patients being classified as hallucinators in one 

study and as non-hallucinators in another different study. Moreover, most of the studies used 

small samples, which might increase the likelihood of a type II error: the reduced number of 

participants might compromise the power to detect differences, thus leading to the acceptance 

of the null hypothesis. Also, a significant number of the studies did not specify the 

schizophrenia subtype (e.g., Hubl et al. [2004],81 Kumari et al. [2010],65) which may have 

resulted in high sample heterogeneity.  
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Importantly, some of the instruments (e.g., Scale for the Assessment of Positive 

Symptoms)97 used in the reviewed studies do not clearly separate different types of auditory 

hallucinations and their phenomenological features, or do not even separate auditory from 

non-auditory hallucinations (e.g., PANSS,99 Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale100). Hence, the 

resulting heterogeneity may bias any conclusions regarding the extent to which abnormalities 

in voice-information processing are related to specific symptoms. Also, whereas most of the 

reviewed studies have specifically focused on the experience of AVH, others did not detail 

the type of auditory hallucinations experienced by schizophrenia patients. 

The absence of a healthy control group in some of the studies107 might also obscure 

the interpretation of the findings. Since some studies also did not include a control group of 

patients without a history of AVH (e.g., Sanjuan et al. [2007],118 Simons et al. [2010]72), one 

may ask whether such findings were due to another feature of the disorder. As most patients 

were taking typical or atypical antipsychotics, we cannot rule out the effects of medication on 

the data reviewed here. Further studies with antipsychotic-naive patients may contribute to 

the clarification of these effects. In addition, a relevant aspect to be examined is the integrity 

of voice processing in different stages of the disease (i.e., high-risk individuals, and first-

episode and chronic patients) and its relationship to AVH symptoms. This approach would 

allow us to better understand and track changes in voice processing during the course of the 

disease. 

Aware of these limitations, we hope that the current and future insights from cognitive 

neuroscience research will open a wider window that sheds light on the complex processes 

underlying the experience of AVH. The evidence linking AVH with abnormalities in voice-

information processing might inspire novel inroads toward a unified model of AVH. 
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Appendix 2 
 Table summarizing the ERP studies on self-related information processing 
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Authors Stimuli Task demands Results 

Berlad & 

Pratt 

(1995) 

Experiment 1: SON (20%); 

irrelevant word (80%);  

Experiment 2: SON (20%); 

irrelevant word (20%); 

irrelevant word (60%); 

Experiment 1 and 2: 

Passive listening; 

N100: SON = 

irrelevant word;  

P3: SON > irrelevant 

word; 

Chen et al. 

(2008) 

Experiment 1 and 2: self-

handwriting (SH - 50%); 

others' handwriting (OH - 

50%); 

Experiment 1: 

2AFC task - self vs. 

others;  

Experiment 2: to 

look at the 

handwriting (3000 

ms), then 2AFC task 

- self vs. others; 

N1/P2: SH = OH;  

200-500 ms 

negativity: OH > SH;  

Cygan et 

al. (2014) 

Experiment 1: SF (25%); 

FF (25%); Fam-F (25%); 

UF (25%);  

Experiment 2:  SON 

(25%); FN (25%); Fam-N 

(25%); UN (25%); 

Experiment 1 and 2: 

Button press 

whenever a stimulus 

was visualized (i.e., 

detected); 

Healthy controls:  

P3: SF/SON > 

FF/FN/Fam-F/Fam-

N/UF/UN;  

Eichenlaub 

et al. 

(2012) 

Simple tone (82%);  

Simple tone (14%);  

SON (2%); UN (2%); 

Visualization of a 

silent movie whilst 

ignoring sounds; 

P3a: SON = UN;  

Central negativity: 

SON >UN 

Parietal positivity: 

SON >UN; 

Fan et al. 

(2011) 

Big circle (60%); Small 

circle (target - 16%); Self-

national flag (SNF - 8%); 

Familiar flag (FFL - 8%); 

Unknown flag (UFL - 8%); 

Behavioral response' 

whenever a target 

was visualized; 

N2: SNF >FFL/UFL;  

P3: (1) SNF 

>FFL/UFL; 
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Fan et al. 

(2013) 

Lexical phrases (70%); 

Non-lexical phrase (target - 

6%); SON (6%); father's 

name (FAN - 6%); own 

country leader (OCL - 

6%); non-self stimulus 

(NSS - 6%); 

Button press 

whenever a target 

was visualized; 

P2: SON >FAN / 

OCL / NSS;  

N2: SON 

>FAN/OCL/NSS;  

P3a: SON >FAN 

>OCL >NSS; 

Folmer &  

Yingling 

(1997) 

Experiment 1: SON (27%); 

UNs (77%);  

Experiment 2: UN (27%); 

UNs (77%) 

Passive listening; P3: SON >UN; 

Graux et 

al. (2013) 

Block 1: UV1 (86%); SGV 

(7%); UV2 (7%); 

Block 2: SGV (86%); UV1 

(7%); UV2 (7%); 

Block 3: UV2 (86%); SGV 

(7%); UV1 (7%); 

Visualization of a 

silent movie whilst 

ignoring sounds; 

P3a: SGV < UV; 

Graux et 

al. (2015) 

Block 1: UV (86%); SGV 

(7%); FV (7%); 

Block 2: SGV (86%); UV 

(7%); FV (7%); 

Block 3: FV (86%);SGV 

(7%); UV (7%); 

Visualization of a 

silent movie whilst 

ignoring sounds; 

P3a: SGV < UV/FV; 

Gray et al. 

(2004) 

Words/Phrases (targets - 

17%: written in red colour 

- 5.6%; autobiographical 

information - 5.6%; 

irrelevant information 

5.6%); Non-self 

biographical information 

(83%); 

2AFC task: 

indication of which 

one of the six 

words/phrases in a 

block was written in 

red colour; 

P3:Autobiographical 

information > 

Irrelevant 

information; 

Holeckova 

et al. 

Simple tone (80%); Simple 

tone (14%); SON uttered 

Visualization of a 

silent movie whilst 

Early P3a: SON-

FV/SON-UV > non-
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(2006) by a familiar voice - SON-

FV (2%); SON uttered by 

an unfamiliar voice - SON-

UV (2%); non-vocal 

stimulus (2%) ; 

ignoring sounds; vocal stimulus;  

Late P3a: SON-FV > 

SN-UV;   

Parietal positivity:  

SON-FV > SON-

UV;  

Frontal negativity: 

SON-UV > SON-

FV; 

Miyakoshi 

et al. 

(2007) 

Personal objects (PO - 

33%); Frequently 

encountered objects (FO - 

33%); Unfamiliar objects 

(UO - 33%); 

Visualization and 

description of the 

objects; 

N250: PO/FO > UO;  

Late Slow Waves: (1) 

PO >FO; FO >UO; 

Müller &  

Kutas 

(1996) 

216 sentences: 10% 

beginning with a common 

noun;10% beginning with 

UNS; 1 sentence beginning 

with SON  

Passive listening; N1: SON >UNs;  

Centro-parietal 

negativity: SON 

>UNs;  

Fronto-temporal 

positivity: (1) SON 

>UNs 

Ninomiya 

et al. 

(1998) 

Block 1:  Fam-F (target - 

10%);  Red square (30%); 

2 UFs (30% per UF); Block 

2: Fam-F (target - 10%); 

SOF (30%); 2 UFs (30% 

per UF) 

Button press 

whenever the target 

was visualized 

P3a: SOF > red 

square/UFs 

Perrin et al. 

(1999) 

Experiment 1 and 2: SON 

(12.5%); 7 UNs (12.5% 

per UN) 

Experiment 1: 

Passive listening; 

Experiment 2: 

Counting the 

number of SON 

presentations  

N2: SON >UNs;  

P3: SON >UNs; 
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Scott et al. 

(2005) 

SOF (25%); FF (25%); UF 

(25%); Unknown infant's 

face (25%) 

Passive 

visualization; 

Vertex positive 

potential: 

SOF/FF/Unknown 

infant's face >UF;  

N200/300: SOF/FF < 

UF/Unknown infant's 

face;  

P3:SOF > FF 

>UF/Unknown 

infant's face 

Su et al. 

(2010) 

Self-hand (50%); Others' 

hands (50%); 

2AFC task: self vs. 

other 

N1 / P2 /N2:Self-

hand=others' hands;  

P3: Self-hand 

>others' hands;  

Late positive 

component: Self-

hand >others' hands  

Sui et al. 

(2006) 

SOF (33%); FF (33%); UF 

(33%) 

Blocks 1-4: 2AFC 

task - Identification 

of the head 

orientation 

(left/right);  

Blocks 5-12: 

Passive 

visualization; 

N170: SOF = FF/UF; 

Vertex positive 

potential: SOF 

=FF/UF;    

Anterior N2: 

SOF=FF/UF; 

Posterior N2: SOF 

=FF/UF;   

Long-latency 

positivity: (1) SOF 

>FF; 

Tacikowski 

& Nowicka 

(2010) 

Block 1: SOF (25%); Fam-

F (25%); UFs (50%);  

Block 2: SON (25%); Fam-

N (25%); UNs (50%) 

2AFC task - 

Indication if 

recognize the 

person; 

P3: SOF/SON > 

Fam-F /UFs/Fam-

N/UNs; 

Tacikowski Block 1: SOF (25%); Fam- 2AFC task - familiar SOF/SON: 
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et al. 

(2011) 

F (25%); UFs (50%);  

Block 2: SON (25%); Fam-

N (25%); UNs (50%); 

Note: for each stimulus 

type, three-thirds of the 

trials comprised the initial, 

intermediate and final 

phases of the study (one-

third per phase); 

vs. unfamiliar; N170: initial < 

intermediate/final; 

N250: 

initial/intermediate < 

final; 

P3: initial = 

intermediate =final; 

Fam-F/UFs/Fam-

N/Uns: N170: initial 

< intermediate/final; 

N250: 

initial/intermediate < 

final; 

P3: initial < 

intermediate < final; 

Tacikowski 

et al. 

(2014) 

SON (16.6%); FN 

(16.6%); Fam-N (16.6%); 

UNs (50%); 

2AFC task - familiar 

vs. unfamiliar; 

P200: SON/FN 

>UNs;  

N250: SON/FN 

>UNs;  

P3: SON/FN >Fam-

N/UNs; 

Tateuchi et 

al. (2012) 

Block 1: SON (45%); 

parent's name (PN - 45%); 

UN (10%);  

Block 2: SON (10%); 

parent's name (PN - 10%); 

UN (80%); 

Playing a 

videogame whilst 

ignoring the sounds; 

Frontocentral 

negativity: SON >PN 

>UN;  

P3a: SON >PN/UN;  

Late negativity: 

SON/PN >UN; 

Zhao et al. 

(2011) 

Lexical phrases (60%); 

Non-lexical phrase (target - 

25%); SON (5%); FN 

(5%); UN (5%);  

Button press 

whenever the 

visualized phrase 

was 'non-lexical'; 

N170: SON=FN/UN;  

N250: SON 

>FN/UN;  

P3: SON >FN/UN. 

Note. SON=Subject's own name; FN= name from a person familiar to the subject; Fam-

N= names from famous people; UN = Proper name from an unknown person; UNs = 
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Note. Proper names from unknown people; SOF= Subject's own face; FF=face from a 

person familiar to the  subject; Fam-F= faces from famous people; UF= face from an 

unknown person; UFs= faces from unknown people; SGV=self-generated voice; 

UV=unfamiliar voice; 2AFC= Two alternative forced choice; (1) It was not clear 

whether the study referred to the P3a or to the task-relevant P3.  
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Appendix 3 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
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